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Abstract
This thesis studies how information imperfections affect financial markets and the macroeconomy.
Chapter 1 considers an economy where investors delegate their investment decisions to financial
institutions that choose across multiple investment opportunities featuring different levels of id-
iosyncratic risk and different degrees of correlation with the aggregate of the economy. Investors
solve an optimal contracting problem to induce financial institutions to allocate their investment
optimally. We then study how investment decisions are affected when financial securities are in-
troduced that allow agents to trade their risks. Investors do not have the necessary information
to understand these securities, but give incentives to financial institutions to hedge certain risks.
We show that hedging idiosyncratic risks ameliorates the agency problem between investors and
financial institutions and reduces aggregate volatility. On the contrary, when aggregate risk can
be hedged the agency problem worsens and aggregate volatility increases. Finally, we study the
efficiency properties of the equilibrium and the potential role for financial regulation.
Chapter 2 studies the welfare effects of the information contained in macroeconomic statistics,
central-bank communications, or news in the media? We address this question in a business-cycle
framework that nests the neoclassical core of modem DSGE models. Earlier lessons that were based
on "beauty contests" (Morris and Shin, 2002) are found to be inapplicable. Instead, the social value
of information is shown to hinge on essentially the same conditions as the optimality of output
stabilization policies. More precise information is unambiguously welfare-improving as long as the
business cycle is driven primarily by technology and preference shocks-but can be detrimental
when shocks to markups and wedges cause sufficient volatility in "output gaps".
Finally, chapter 3 studies how market signals-such as stock prices-can help alleviate the
severity of the asymmetric information problem in credit and liquidity management. Asymmetric
information hinders the ability of borrowers (firms, investment banks, etc) to undertake profitable
investment opportunities and to insure themselves against liquidity shocks. On the equilibrium path,
creditors need not learn anything from market signals because they can use a menu of contracts to
screen the different types of borrowers. Nevertheless, by conditioning liquidity insurance on ex post
price signals, creditors are able to provide the borrowers with better incentives for truth-telling. At
the same time, prices depend on the liquidity that creditors offer to the borrowers. This two-way
feedback impacts the design of the optimal contract and potentially generates multiple equilibria in
financial markets.
Thesis Supervisor: George-Marios Angeletos
Title: Professor of Economics
Thesis Supervisor: Guido Lorenzoni
Title: Professor of Economics
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Chapter 1
Sophisticated Intermediation and
Aggregate Volatility
1.1 Introduction
The last two decades have witnessed an enormous expansion of markets for financial securities.
Derivative instruments, often customized to the specific needs of their users, have become very
popular and have enabled firms and financial institutions to manage their risks more efficiently.
The over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives market, where contracts are traded directly between two
parties (without going through an exchange), has become the largest market for derivatives. The
notional amount outstanding of OTC derivatives has increased from 94 trillion dollars in 2000 to
601 trillion dollars by the end of 2010. Commercial banks, in particular, hold large exposures to
derivative contracts. The notional value of derivatives held by US commercial banks was estimated
to be 244 trillion dollars by the end of 2010. The typical derivatives are interest rate products
(such as interest rate swaps) which comprise 82% of the total. Credit derivatives represent 6.1% of
the total with their share increasing over time (OCC Quarterly Report, First Quarter 2011). Even
though these are notional amounts that can include double counting, it seems that net exposures
have increased at a similar pace.
In a perfect world, financial markets allow households and firms to share risks more efficiently.
Idiosyncratic risks can be pooled and eliminated with great benefits for risk-averse agents. Aggregate
risks - which cannot be eliminated - can be transferred to the agents better equipped to bear them.
However, following the dramatic events of recent years, markets for derivatives have come under
increased scrutiny. Lack of regulation in derivatives has been partly blamed for the turmoil in
financial markets. Many observers have pointed out the "opaqueness" of derivative markets and the
"complexity" of the positions held on and off the balance sheets of big financial institutions. Complex
financial securities, the argument goes, may actually pose a threat to the system by increasing and
concentrating the risks of some institutions.
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These observations have motivated a growing literature. a ) study the
possibility that complex financial arrangements may make banks susceptible to contagion; Arom
( ) show how computational complexity amplifies the costs of asymmetric information;
( ) study the possibility that investors neglect certain unlikely events;
l ( ) show that banks' choices are distorted by the anticipation of collective bail outs; and
i I) studies the "special" demand for riskless assets.
This paper contributes to this literature by focusing on the agency problem between investors
and bankers. In particular, I start from the idea that banks perform two types of activities. First,
they have the expertise to select projects and monitor their performance. This expertise, however,
comes with agency problems: investors have to induce bankers to exert effort and select projects
with larger expected returns and lower correlation with the aggregate economy.
Second, banks combine the cash flows of these projects with a rich set of financial securities to
hedge risks and produce a final payoff. The way I capture the idea of "complexity" is by assuming
that investors do not have the ability to fully understand the banks' balance sheets. This means
that in designing the optimal contract investors can only punish and reward the bankers based on
their total payoff, i.e., on the sum of the cash flows from real projects and security trading.
The key questions that I address are: (i) why it may be optimal to expose banks to aggregate
risk; (ii) whether access to security trading ameliorates or worsens the bankers' incentive problem;
(iii) whether there is room for government intervention.
First, I study the benchmark case in which security trading is not allowed. In this case, I show
that investors provide incentives by conditioning the payment of the contract on both idiosyncratic
and aggregate risks. In particular, they punish financial institutions for generating profits that are
very correlated with the rest of the economy, tilting the choice of the bank away from aggregate
risk. Even when optimal incentives are in place, however, the agency problem is never fully resolved
and, relative to the first best, investors are exposed to excessive aggregate volatility.
Next, I allow banks to trade securities, both securities contingent on idiosyncratic risks and
securities contingent on aggregate risk. Investors cannot observe the trading activity of the banks,
but can design the optimal contract to influence it. Security trading interacts with the agency
problem in different ways. In particular, when banks can trade securities on idiosyncratic risks,
this mitigates the agency problem and lowers aggregate volatility. On the contrary, trading of
securities on aggregate risk exacerbates the agency problem and increases aggregate volatility. In
summary, the effects of the complexity of banks' hedging activity are ambiguous and depend on the
relative importance of the two types of risks. Complexity by itself does not necessarily lead to worse
economic outcomes and in some cases may reduce volatility in the economy and can be beneficial
for investors.
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Finally, I derive the normative implications of the interaction between agency problems and
security trading. First, I show that, when banks cannot trade financial securities, the equilibrium
with the agency problem is constrained efficient. Thus, the higher exposure of investors to aggregate
risk relative to the first-best does not by itself open the door to government intervention. When
financial securities can be traded, government intervention may be desirable. Inefficiencies originate
since investors suffer from a coordination failure. They do not internalize how the activity of trading
securities interacts with the agency problem of financial institutions. Therefore, in equilibrium it
is too easy for financial institutions to trade securities contingent on aggregate risk. Government
intervention can fix this coordination failure and restore efficiency. The government can reduce
aggregate volatility (and increase welfare) in different ways. The most effective policy tool is reg-
ulation of the issuers of aggregate risk securities. An alternative and less effective policy is to tax
transactions in financial markets.
1.2 Related Literature
The core of this paper is a principal-agent model where the principal delegates an investment
choice to the agent. The principal provides incentives by exposing the agent to some risk. The
seminal contribution of ( ) shows under what conditions more information should
be incorporated in the contract. He studies a moral hazard problem with many agents and correlated
signals and derives the general principle that observable, correlated signals which are not affected
by the agent's effort should not be included in the optimal contract. Contrary to ( ),
in this paper the effort of the agents determines the correlation of the projects in the economy and,
thus, the optimal contract exposes the agent to the common noise.
The seminal contribution to the literature on delegated portfolio management is
( ) who propose a model where an informed agent has to reveal his information
to the principal. The agency problem in this paper arises because managers have access to better
information than investors, but they have to be incentivized to collect this information. This is
similar to the model of delegated expertise developed by ( ) (see also
( )) and to the delegated portfolio problem with hidden actions (
( ), ( )).
The principal-agent model can also be interpreted as a two-tier incentive problem whereby
investors lend money to managers who then monitor entrepreneurs who run the projects and choose
in what type of risk to invest. The classical paper on delegated management is ( )
who shows that it is optimal for banks to fully diversify their portfolios. However, ( )
considers a model where there is no trade-off between different types of risks as in this model.
In the basic version of the model, complexity is modelled by assuming that trades are unobserv-
able( ) ( ) (o ), l ( in
( ) )).Unobservable trades limit risk-sharing in
13
(17) who shows that financial markets can reduce welfare. ( ) show how regulation
can correct the externality generated by the unobservable trades (see also ( )
and (
In corporate finance, several papers have focused on how hedging opportunities affect incentives
when the effort of the managers increase the expected return of the firm ( (
M ( ), i ), e )). An important difference is
( 2 ) who study a model where firms make investment decisions and can choose the loading
on the aggregate state of the economy. They also allow the manager to transfer (aggregate) risk.
They focus on the optimal ownership share of the manager and show that a manager who is too
risk-averse should own a smaller part of the firm's capital. ( do not make
the distinction between different types of securities, which is central in this paper, and do not allow
investors to write the optimal contract to managers. Also, they study a partial equilibrium model
and, thus, they don't consider policy implications1 .
One key difference between the model of this paper and the literature on agency problems
with unobservable trades is that in these models agents trade on their own account and undo the
incentives provided by the principals. On the contrary, this paper proposes a new way to look at
how hidden trades can affect the incentives of the managers. Managers select projects and trade
financial securities that affect the balance sheets of the financial institution they manage. Investors
observe only the combined payoff of these two activities and, thus, they can provide incentives based
only on this payoff. I find this assumption more realistic since complex securities are mostly held
on the balance sheets of financial institutions.
A more recent literature studies how the complexity of financial securities and opacity of OTC
markets can pose threats to the financial system. ('2t) show how com-
plexity (modelled as limited information about the network of counterparties) can potentially cause
a cascade of bank failures. a ( ) study how some securities, such as debt, that are
usually informational insensitive can lose much of their value in bad states of the world because
of asymmetric information. e ) focus on the definition of complex-
ity when agents are boundedly rational and observe that disclosing more information can lead to
information overload, which has important implications for designing disclosure requirements and
consumer protection. Their reason for regulation is not driven by the agency problem combined
with the general equilibrium effects as in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1.3 introduces the model and defines the equilibrium.
Section 1.4 solves the model for the special case where securities markets are absent. The solution of
the model with securities is derived in section 1.5, where I consider the different types of securities
separately. In section 1.6, I allow agents to trade both securities and extend the model to include
1See ( ) for a model where firms strategically coordinate their actions and increase the systemic risk
in the economy.
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trading costs. The efficiency properties of the equilibrium are studied in section 1.7 and some
optimal policy prescriptions are discussed. Finally, section 1.8 contains the concluding remarks.
1.3 The model
The economy lasts for two periods, t = 0, 1 and there is one consumption good. There are two types
of agents: investors (the principals) and fund managers (the agents). There is a large number of
identical investors. They are born with an endowment of one unit of capital which can be invested
to produce consumption goods in period 1. Each investor has access to a continuum of managers, to
which he delegates the investment of his capital. The managers of the representative investor form
a continuum of measure 1. They are indexed by i E [0, 1] and have no endowment. They receive
capital from the representative investor in period 0 and select projects on his behalf. Investors and
managers value consumption only in period 1 according, respectively, to the utility functions v (-)
and u (.), which are assumed to be differentiable, increasing and concave.
The economy is characterized by a continuum of sectors, denoted by j E [0,1]. At time 0, each
manager i is randomly matched to a sector j, his area of expertise. The assignment of managers to
sectors is one-to-one. Let F the set of all possible realizations of this matching process. An element
F E F is a full description of the assignment of managers to sectors.
The investment technology is modelled to capture the idea that managerial effort determines
both the expected returns of the selected projects and their correlation with the aggregate economy.
A project requires 1 unit of capital at time 0 and produces a random return at time 1. Each
manager i has access to a continuum of potential projects in sector j, some of them are "specialized"
projects and have a random payoff
ri~J= + ej + ui
some of them are "standard" projects and have a random payoff
i and R are the expected payoffs of the two projects, Ej is a sector-specific shock, w is an aggregate
shock, and ui is a manager-specific shock.
Let Ki denote the units of capital that the manager receives from the investors. After receiving
Ki, the manager chooses how much effort to spend in selecting specialized projects. His effort level is
denoted by ki. By exerting effort ki the manager is able to select exactly k specialized projects. 2 A
manager exerting effort k incurs a utility cost C (ki), which is assumed to be differentiable, increas-
ing and convex. This cost is meant to capture resources required to screen more innovative ideas in
2In the appendix, I show how the process of project selection can be modelled explicitly.
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financing startups, more reliable borrowers in loan markets, or unexploited arbitrage opportunities
in asset markets.
After selecting ki specialized projects, the manager can allocate ki units of capital to these
projects and the remaining Ki - ki to standard projects, generating a total payoff
7ri = rik i (1.1)
= RK+(r+ei)ki+w(K-ki)+uiK,
where r - R. A higher ki implies that the total payoff is more sensitive to the sector-specific
shock and less to the aggregate shock. I assume that w has cdf F, with mean 0 and variance
oy, and the other random variables are Gaussian, ej ~ N (0, o2), ui ~ N (0, Oa), Vi. All random
variables are assumed to be independent of each other.
I assume that f > R so specialized projects have a higher expected payoff and are uncorrelated
with the aggregate shock w. So investors will strictly prefer specialized projects. However, selecting
specialized projects requires costly, unobservable effort by the manager. This is the source of the
agency problem in the model.
At time 0, after the contract is signed, the manager has access to a Walrasian market where he
can trade securities contingent on the sector-specific shocks ej and on the aggregate shock w. Denote
by zj,g the Arrow security that pays one unit of consumption at time 1 when the realization of the
idiosyncratic shock E6 is E. Similarly, z; denotes the security that pays one unit of consumption
at time 1 when the realized aggregate state is W. Let Z' and Z' be the space of Arrow securities
contingent on e-risk and w-risk, respectively, and let Z = Z' U ZW. Let p : Z -+ R+ be the price
schedule of these securities. Denote by di : Z x R+ -+ R the demand of Arrow securities z E Z at
price p by agent i.
To simplify notation, without loss of generality, I will assume that manager i is matched with
sector i.
Payoffs. Securities are traded in a competitive market at the equilibrium price p (-). Managers
decide the amount ki to invest in the specialized projects and the quantities of Arrow securities to
trade.
The final profits generated by manager i with demand di of Arrow securities are
I-T = 7ri + (zj,g - pj,g) di,j,g d dj + (z - pc) di,, dcZ (1.2)
These profits are delivered to investors who then make a payment (; to manager i. This payment
depends on the what investors can observe as stated in Assumption 1. Each manager chooses an
investment fraction ki and a demand schedule di so as to maximize the expected utility
max E [u ( i)] - C (ki),
ki,di
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where the expectation is taken over the realizations of ( .
Let y : Z x R+ -+ R be the quantity of security z supplied by the representative investor at
price p (z). The profits from selling securities are given by
fl (p,a - z,) y,a dj d+Jf(pj - z6) y~z d.?
The representative investor receives profits from managers and makes payments (; to each manager.
Therefore, in period 1 his consumption is c (w) = f (flp - ( (Ul, w)) di + 1i and his marginal
utility of consumption in state w is m (w) v= '(c (w)). In equilibrium, the representative investor is
fully diversified across managers. Diversification across managers also implies that it is optimal for
the representative investor to write a contract with each manager separately and solve:
max (E [m (w) (Ml - ;)] + E [m (w) HI]).
Information. To complete the description of the model, I need to make assumptions on the
information sets of the different agents.
Assumption 1. (a) The effort ki, the matching F, the demand di, and the shock ui are observed
only by the managers and not by the investors.
(b) The incentive contract cannot be a function of ej.
(c) The random variables ei, Vi, and w are realized at time 1 and observed by every agent.
The fact that effort k, is not observable (part (a)) is the key moral hazard problem: without the
right incentives, a manager will avoid paying the non-monetary cost by investing all the capital in
standard projects.
The complexity of the balance sheets of banks and their trading activity is captured with two
assumptions. First, part (a) implies that investors cannot condition their incentives on the trading
activity of the managers. Second, part (b) restricts the space of contracts available to investors.
Even if the realizations of the shocks ej are observable (part (c)), investors cannot condition their
payments on these shocks. This prevents them from designing a contract that elicits information
about the sector j to which each manager is matched. The first two assumptions together imply that
the payment (; can be conditioned only on the profits of the managers Uly, Vi, and the aggregate
shock w. These assumptions will imply that securities will have ambiguous effects on the quantity
of aggregate risk and welfare in the economy. Anticipating some results, if investors could observe
the trades of securities, they would always forbid trading of aggregate risk. Securities contingent
on aggregate risk distort the incentives of the managers away from the desired solution and act as
a constraint on the incentives that can be provided to managers.
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In section 1.6, I replace part (a) with the assumption that investors can observe the quantity
of securities traded by managers, but not the type of securities. This alternative assumption is
motivated by the idea that, while investors can often observe whether financial institutions are
trading securities, they may not have the expertise to understand what risks are being hedged with
these complex securities.
I make the following assumptions on the utility and cost functions.
Assumption 2.
(a) The utility function u (-) is such that ii (x) = (u')- 1 (1/x) is increasing and concave.
(b) The utility u (-) and cost C (-) functions are such that u (Ax) - C (Ax) = h (A) (fi (x) - C (x)),
for some positive function h (-).
Part (a) of assumption 2 is basically an assumption on the curvature of the utility function of
the agent which is discussed in ( )3. This assumption is used to justify the first-order
approach. Also, as it will become clear in section 1.5.1, this assumption implies that the agent will
want to buy full insurance against the idiosyncratic risk.
Part (b) is a homogeneity property that serves an important purpose. This assumption and the
fact that the profits (1.1) are proportional to the capital invested imply that the incentives problem
for each manager will be invariant to the quantity of capital invested. In other words, under this
assumption, incentives are invariant on how managers distribute capital across managers. Thus,
in equilibrium investors will give the same amount of capital to each manager and fully diversify
their investment. Finally, if investors are diversified across managers, I can simplify the problem by
solving for the optimal contract of each manager separately.
Managers and investors meet in a Walrasian market to trade Arrow securities. The assumption of
a Walrasian market deserves some comments. Most complex financial securities are traded on OTC
markets where the seller and the buyer trade in a decentralized fashion. In this sense, the choice of a
Walrasian environment is not very realistic and there is a growing literature that dispenses with the
Walrasian assumption and focuses on decentralized markets ( ( )). However, while
models of decentralized trading would describe the functioning of OTC markets more realistically,
they would also greatly complicate the analysis without changing the main message of the model.
The focus of this paper is on the effects of complex securities on investment choices and not on the
specific features of the market where these securities are exchanged. Also, the conclusions of this
paper are likely to hold under different trading arrangements as long as the different types of risks
are hedgeable and some trades cannot be observed.
( ), ( ), and ( ) study other conditions for the first-order approach
to be valid.
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Finally, the intermediation role of financial institutions is only implicit: managers borrow money
from investors and run the projects themselves. There is, however, an alternative interpretation
which leads to similar conclusions. Investors lend money to financial institutions which then channel
this money to entrepreneurs who can select and run projects. In this more general setting there
is room for two layers of moral hazard. Financial intermediaries have the expertise to monitor the
entrepreneurs ( ( )) who, in turn, need incentives to make the right investment choice
(that is, projects with higher return and lower correlation) 4 .
Equilibrium
The equilibrium of the model is a combination of a standard Walrasian equilibrium and an optimal
contracting problem between principals and agents.
Since the problem of every agent is perfectly symmetric, I restrict attention to a symmetric
equilibrium where all the investors and managers make the same choice. Under assumption 2,
in equilibrium investors will fully diversify their investments by lending an equal share of their
endowment to each manager. Thus, investors will care only about the mean return and the aggregate
risk of their portfolio and consume c (w), which is a function of only the aggregate state.
Definition 1 (Contract). Given a price schedule p (-), a contract between a principal and a manager
i is a tuple (ki, d i , &) where k, is the suggested level of investment in the specialized projects, d, is
the suggested demand schedule of the different securities, and (i : R x R -+ R is the payment made
to the manager when (7ri, w) is observed.
An agent who behaves as specified by a contract (ki, xi, ( ) receives utility
Ju ((i ( (ri, wIki , di, p (-)) - C (k%) ,
where Fi,, (7ri, wIki, di, p (-)) is the cdf of the joint distribution of (ri, w) when the specified allo-
cations are (ki, d,) and securities are priced according to p (.). A contract (ki, di, ;) is individually
rational (IR) if it delivers utility at least equal to ii to agent i, that is,
J u ((i (7ri, w)) dF.1, (ri, wlki, dt, p (-)) - C (ki) > i.
A contract is incentive compatible (IC) if the agent doesn't want to deviate by choosing different
quantities (k, di), formally
(k2 , d) E arg max J (i (7ri, w)) dF,w (ri,WIi, i ()) - ci.
'See, for example, ( ) and ( ).
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Denote by C (p (-)) the set of contracts which are IR and IC when the equilibrium price schedule is
Definition 2 (Equilibrium). An equilibrium is a price schedule p (.), contracts (ki, di,6i) E C (p ()),
Vi, and supply schedule y such that:
(a) Given prices p (-), (ki, di, 6i, y) is optimal for the investors;
(b) Prices p (-) are such that securities markets clear: f di (z,p (z)) di = y (z,p (z)), Vz.
The definition of equilibrium essentially requires that every agent optimizes by taking the pricing
function p (-) as given and markets clear.
1.4 No contingent securities
This section studies a simpler version of the model where markets for securities are absent. The
goal of this section is twofold: it helps gain intuition before solving the full model and it represents
an important benchmark for the full model's solution.
With no trades of securities, the only frictions in the economy are the fact that only managers
observe the fraction of wealth invested in specialized projects. I show that the agency problem
reduces the level of investment in the specialized projects that is implemented in equilibrium. In
turn, this increases aggregate volatility in the economy and lowers welfare. However, this is not a
reason for policy intervention as the equilibrium without trading of securities is constrained efficient.
When securities markets are absent the model and equilibrium definition are as in section 1.3,
except that the demand and supply schedules dj, y, and the price p (-) are absent.
Let k2 be the level of specialized investment that the principal wants to implement in equilibrium.
It is convenient to rewrite the problem by considering the following transformation of ri
Xi = r- i-w(- )
where u = kor, + U2 is the idiosyncratic volatility of 7ri if the manager chooses ki. Suppose
now that the investor recommends an investment level ki to manager i, but the latter deviates to
a fraction ki $ ki. Then, the distribution of xi will in general depend on both ki and ki. Also,
when ki = ki, xi is the linear projection of iri on the space orthogonal to w and, hence, xi is
uncorrelated with w. Moreover, by the Gaussian assumption, xi turns out to be the best predictor
of the idiosyncratic part of ri.
The distribution of x conditional on w when the recommended fraction is ki but the manager
deviates to ki is also Gaussian with with mean and variance given by
p = -w - ki), o = - kio2 + U . (1.3)
X T
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In equilibrium where ki = ki, we have = 0 and 2  = 1. This is the reason why this transfor-21W
mation makes it easier to solve the problem.
If we let Fx1, (xilw; ki, be the cdf of this conditional distribution, then in equilibrium Fxp (xiIw; ki, Ic
doesn't depend on w nor on ki and F,,, (xi 1w; ki, ki) = i (x), where - (x) is the cdf of a standard
Gaussian distribution.
With this transformation, the contracting problem with no securities solves
max m(w) (x +R+ r k + (1 - k)w - ((x, w)) dD(x) dFe (w) (P(NS))
,k
subject to:
k E arg max u (( (x, w)) dFi,, (xIw; k, k) dFe (w) - C (I), (IC)
Ju ((x, w)) dD (x) dF. (w) - C (k) > . (IR)
The investor maximizes the final payoff of the investment weighted by his marginal utility
of consumption subject to two constraints. The first constraint requires that the compensation
scheme and the recommended efforts are such that the manager finds it optimal to comply with the
recommendation. The second constraint is the usual IR constraint.
The common strategy in the moral hazard literature is to relax problem P(NS) by replacing the
IC constraint with its first-order condition. Formally, I can replace IC by
9 J (((x, w)) dFI, (xIw; k, k) dFL, (w) - C' (k) = 0. (IC')
The big advantage is that we can now use Lagrangian methods and solve P(NS) by taking
first-order conditions. Let A and p be the Lagrange multipliers on the IR and IC' constraints,
respectively. The following proposition characterizes the optimal contract.
Proposition 1. Let k be the investment fraction that the principal wants to implement. The optimal
contract for the model with no contingent securities solves
m (w) + [1 k o.2(r-)+ ( 2  (1.4)U ( ((X, W)) o-, oX
To gain some intuition on the optimal contract (1.4) we can compare it to the case with no
agency problem where investors are allowed to observe also ki (I refer to this case as the "first-
best"). If investors can observe ki, they will severely punish the manager who doesn't comply with
the recommendation. Assuming that the punishment can be made severe enough that we can drop
the IC constraint from the problem we have that the first-best contract will be given by (1.4) with
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A = 05. Thus, the first-best optimal contract simply allocates aggregate risk between the two risk-
averse agents and the optimal payment schedule does not depend on the realization of r (
( )). However, since the manager incurs in the cost C (k), even in the first-best the optimal
choice of k may be different from 1 and there may be some aggregate risk in the economy.
The form and the interpretation of (1.4) is made easy by the assumption of Gaussian random
variables. The contract has two main components. First, the usual risk-sharing component given by
the left-hand side of (1.4). This term determines how aggregate risk is shared between the investor
and the manager depending on the curvature of their utility functions. This term was the only piece
in the first-best contract which completely insulated the agent from the idiosyncratic risk. However,
to provide the manager with the right incentives, the payment schedule has to be a function of the
new variable x. Incentives are provided through the right-hand side of (1.4).
The optimal contract has the same structure as that obtained by ( ), who shows
that the best way to incentivize the agent is to make his payment conditional on the likelihood
ratio of his action. The Gaussian assumption for Ei and ui delivers the simple expression for the
likelihood ratio given by the the term that multiplies A in (1.4). From (1.3) we know that, if the
agent invests in the specialized projects an amount ki that is slightly lower than the suggested km,
this will have three effects on the distribution of xi. First, the mean of xi will be lower. Thus, when
observing a lower realization of xi the principal should infer a deviation by the agent and punish
him accordingly. This explains the term r xi in the right-hand side of (1.4). Secondly, when a lower
ki is selected, the distribution of xi will be correlated with w. Thus, a comovement between x and
w is a signal of a possible deviation and, thus, the optimal contract punishes the agent (this explains
the term w x in the contract). Finally, a lower choice of k also reduces the volatility of xi and so
the contract rewards the agent for realizations of x which are far from its mean. This is the reason
why the convex term x 2 enters the contract. From (1.3) we know that in equilibrium the variance of
X is 1, hence the optimal contract rewards the agent for realizations of x 2 relative to this value. In
equilibrium the term that multiplies A in (1.4) has mean 0 (this is a general property of likelihood
ratios).
The optimal contract uses the aggregate state w to provide the agent with incentives. In equi-
librium, the investor conditions the payment of each manager to the average performance of the
other managers in the economy. This type of benchmarking, however, is different from the result
stressed in the moral hazard literature with common noise following ( ). The latter
also considers a principal-agent problem with multiple agents and correlated risk. He assumes that
7ri = (r + Ei) ki + w + ui, that is, the choice of the agent doesn't affect the amount of aggregate
risk in the project. With this alternative payoff structure the model of this paper would reproduce
the classical result that, when the aggregate state is known, the optimal contract should not be
5Note that the first-best Lagrange multiplier pFB will differ from pi in (1.4).
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conditioned upon it. Intuitively, more risk that is not related to the agent's effort only makes it
harder to incentivize a risk-averse agent6 .
The agency problem makes it more expensive for the principal to implement a certain value of
k. Thus, it is natural to expect a lower value of k to be implemented in equilibrium.
Proposition 2. When the choice of k is not observable, equilibrium k is lower (and aggregate
volatility is higher).
The agency problem, therefore, cause the volatility of the economy to increase. However, the
higher volatility is not a symptom of inefficiency. A social planner who has access to the same
information as the investors (that is, the planner also faces the same agency problem) cannot
improve on the equilibrium.
Proposition 3. The equilibrium outcome of the economy is efficient.
The agency problem causes the economy to be more volatile and yet there is no room for policy
intervention. This conclusion will change radically when agents will be allowed to trade securities.
1.5 Trades of Securities
In this section, I consider the full model where managers can trade securities contingent on the
different risks in the economy. Some assumptions on the distributions of the shocks guarantee that
managers will find it optimal to trade contingent securities and hedge their risks. One of the main
conclusions of this model is that, under certain conditions, trading of securities has dramatically
different implications for aggregate volatility and welfare depending on whether idiosyncratic or
aggregate risk is traded. More specifically, I show that investors are better off when managers pool
and eliminate their exposure to idiosyncratic risks.
These conclusions change substantially when aggregate risk is considered. By definition, ag-
gregate risk cannot be pooled and eliminated, but some agents have to ultimately bear it. Also,
in a symmetric equilibrium, managers receive the same contract and, thus, bear the same amount
of aggregate risk. Thus, the only gains from trading securities on aggregate risk are possible only
if investors participate in the market. The fact that investors are willing to take some aggregate
risk might seem unreasonable. After all, investors are those who design the contracts that exposes
6We can see this in my model by observing that with this new definition of 7ri (1.4) becomes:
m(w) [ 1 k o 2
, = y+ A -r x+ -e (- 1)i
, (6 (X, W)) oI aX
and the aggregate state disappears from the incentives component of the contract (w appears only through the risk-
sharing component). As expected, the principal doesn't uses aggregate risk to incentivize the agent. If in addition
the principal was risk-neutral, then he would completely insulate the agent from aggregate risk.
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managers to some aggregate risk to incentivize them. Indeed, if investors could affect the amount of
w-securities that are traded by managers, they would forbid these trades. However, by assumption
1, investors do not observe and, hence, cannot contract upon the trades investors make. Even if
investors cannot observe the trades of securities, they will design a new contract that takes these
trades into account. In particular, they will change the optimal contract so that it will not be op-
timal for managers to trade w-securities in equilibrium. Thus, while w-securities will not be traded
on equilibrium, the possibility of trading these securities will act as a constraint on the optimal
contracting problem. This stands in contrast to the case with E-securities, which axe traded on
equilibrium.
The amount of insurance bought by managers depends on its equilibrium price. In the case
of e--securities, the possibility of eliminating risks by pooling them together allows for insurance
to trade at an actuarially fair price7 . If actuarially fair insurance is at least possible for securities
contingent on idiosyncratic risk, this is no longer true when aggregate risk is traded. Intuitively, this
risk has to shared between investors and managers and the price of insurance will depend, among
other things, on their marginal utility of consumption.
Since they have potentially different effects on the principal-agent problem, it is helpful to first
analyze E-securities and w-securities separately.
1.5.1 Securities on idiosyncratic risk
I first focus on securities contingent on idiosyncratic risk and forbid trades of securities contingent
on the aggregate state. By assumption 1, investors cannot observe the trades made by managers
and, thus, they can't condition the payment schedule on this information. I start with the character-
ization of the equilibrium price p (-) and then solve for the optimal contract. Markets are assumed
to be competitive and all the agents take the price schedule p (-) as given.
When w-securities are not allowed, the final payoff (1.2) of manager i who invests k, in the
specialized projects and buys a quantity di,j,& of security zja at price pj,a is
Il"- = 7ri + f (zja - pj,&) d,& d dj,
Let Fr, (IIi, wLki, di, p (.)) be the distribution of the pair (Ili, w) for given choice of ki, demand
schedule di, and price schedule p (.).
The agent now chooses both the investment ki and the demand schedule di for given price
7 0f course, in the presence of a cost to trade securities (as in sections 1.6 and 1.7), market power, or other frictions,
the price of insurance would deviate from the the actuarially fair price.
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schedule p (-). The IC constraint for the contracting problem becomes:
(ki, di) E arg max u ( i (lHi, w)) dFr,, (Li, wIi, , p ()) - C (fc) (1.5)
k,di J
As for the analysis of section (1.4), it is convenient to consider the linear projection of UlT onto the
space orthogonal to w. Formally, define x as follows:
_ U -Ai - r k, -w (1 - ki) + f pj,t djg d dj
Xi - 201i'x(1.6)
o-ix
where u,? = Var (xi) is the equilibrium variance of x (that is, when ki = ki).
Let <be be the cdf of a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variances o- . As lemma 1 shows,
the equilibrium price is such that the idiosyncratic risk is traded at an actuarially fair price.
Lemma 1. The equilibrium price of an Arrow security zi,& is pi,a = p, ().
The problem is now whether the principal wants the agent to buy full insurance at the price of
lemma 1. The answer is complicated by the fact that the idiosyncratic shock ei multiplies ki in the
final payoff of the manager. Thus, a more volatile Ei can potentially convey some information about
the actual choice of k. Thus, it may be optimal for the principal if the manager traded securities
so as to increase the variance of ei. This reasoning applies only to the securities contingent on the
shock of the sector that is matched to the manager. If a manager traded securities conditional on
the shocks of other sectors, this would only add noise to his profits and worsen the agency problem.
The main complication with the fact that a more volatile si contains information about ki is that
we are allowing any E-security to be traded. By trading in the securities market, the manager can
buy -securities that change the distribution of e. The distribution of (1.6) will not be necessarily
Gaussian, since the agent can potentially demand any quantity dija of any security zj,&. The
principal has to incentivize manager i to choose a demand schedule d, and, thus, a whole distribution
Fr1 , (fli, wki, di, p (-)). Thus, the quantity of securities demanded by the agent depends on the
optimal contract which, in turn, has to be chosen by the principal so that the agent demands the
right amount of securities.
When full insurance is optimal for the principal the problem becomes simpler. To see this in a
more formal way, note that an agent wants to buy full insurance whenever his payment schedule
makes his problem concave in x. Conjecture now that the agent buys full insurance and solve for the
optimal (. If this payment schedule makes the problem of the agent concave, then the conjecture is
verified and we have found the solution to original the problem.
The problem is then to find conditions under which the principal wants the agent to buy full
insurance. It is easy to see that full insurance would be optimal in the absence of the error term ui
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in the payoff of the manager. If ui was absent, full insurance would make the choice of ki perfectly
observable and the agency problem would disappear. This would lead to the first-best outcome
which, by definition, is the best outcome for the principal. On the other side, suppose that the
volatility of w is close to 0 and so is the mean r. In this case, it is harder for the principal to identify
the value of ki chosen by the agent. A more volatile Ei makes the distribution of IfT more sensitive
to ki and helps the principal.
In the appendix, I derive a condition for full insurance to be optimal. This condition is related
to the volatility of the likelihood ratio of the distribution F,,11 . Intuitively, the likelihood ratio
can be seen as a measure of how informative are the signals about the choice of ki. Signals are
more informative when the likelihood ratio is more volatile and, therefore, a more volatile likelihood
ratio leads to a better outcome for the principal. The condition in the appendix requires that the
likelihood ratio is most informative when the variance of o2 is 0, that is, when the agent is fully
insured. This condition is more likely to be satisfied for higher values of r, for lower values of ou,
and for higher values of o. This confirms the intuition in the discussion above.
The problem would be simpler if the agent was allowed to trade only linear securities, that is,
securities with a payoff q Ei, for some scalar q. These securities, in fact, preserve the normality of
the F,, and I can derive intuitive sufficient conditions on the parameters of the model for which
full insurance is optimal.
Lemma 2. Assume that only linear E-securities can be traded. If 0 < or - (r - ,Vw, then full
insurance is optimal.
The condition is easy to interpret. Take for example r = 0. Then the condition says that full
insurance is optimal whenever the realizations of the random variable w are "big" enough8 . This
sufficient condition may seem restrictive because it has to hold for any problem (of course, under
the assumption of linear securities). For each specific problem, however, it is possible to weaken
this assumption (for example, to substitute it with some appropriate average of w).
Let's conjecture that it is optimal for the agent to buy full insurance. Formally, this means that
an agent who invest ki in the specialized project will demand -s ki units of the Arrow securities
zi,, V, and zero units of all the other securities. Also, from lemma 1, we know that the cost of this
insurance is
Pi,g dijg d = -ki de () = 0
Combining these two results implies that the profits of the agent are given by
II =,ri - kiei
8 Remember that w is not restricted to be continuous, but it can be a discrete random variable with mean 0. For
example, wH > 0 > WL - .WH
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Similarly, (1.6) becomes
= - f - r ki - w (1 - ki)
As usual, in equilibrium where the agent trades -kiEi the random variables xi and w are uncorre-
lated.
With a slight abuse of notation, let F, (xiIw; ki, ki, -kEi, p (-)) be the cdf of the Gaussian
random variable xi conditional on w, when the agent chooses k and trades -kiei. Note that when
the agent buys full insurance, the distribution Fj (xiIw; ki, ki, -kie, p (-)) will not depend on
p (-). However, out of the equilibrium, if the agent deviates to a different portfolio allocation, then
this distribution will depend on the price schedule p (-).
The moments of F x Ilw; ki, i, -kii, p(-) are given by
/'XlW -- w (iki), cr w(i _ki)24+1 (1.7)
In equilibrium, k = k, and the agent trades -kisi, so the moments are p = 0 and 1.
Thus, once again we have that Fp (xIw; ki, ki, -kEi, p (-)) = b (x).
We are now ready to solve the optimal contracting problem where the agent buys full insurance
and both the principal and the agent take the price of e-securities as given. As shown in (1.5), the
agent now faces two choices. First, he has to decide what fraction k, to invest in the specialized
projects. Second, he has to decide the quantity of Arrow securities to trade.
Formally, the optimal contract solves (omitting subscripts i for convenience):
max Jm () (x + + r k + (1 - k) w - ((x, w)) d@(x) dFe (w) (P(e))
subject to:
(k, d) E arg ax f ((x, w)) F.1 (xw; k,Idp(-)) - C () , (IC)
u (6(x, w)) d (x) dF (w) - C (k) > n. (IR)
This problem is similar to P(NS) in the case with no securities, except that now the IC constraint
takes into account the two choices of the agent. Under the assumptions that make full insurance
optimal, we can considerably simplify this problem. To see this, relax problem P(e) by dropping
the constraint IC on the choice of d,. If the contract that solves the relaxed problem is such that
the agent wants to buy full insurance then this contract must also solve the original problem with
the full IC constraints. Formally, we look for the values of ( and k that solve
max fm (w) (x + 5?+ r k + (1 - k) w - 6 (x, w)) d(D(x) dF. (w)
,k
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subject to:
k E arg max u(((x,w))F (xtw;k, ,-k e,p()) - C (f),
u ((x, w)) d< (x) dF (w) - C (k) > i.
Once again, I conjecture that the FOA is valid for this problem, relax the IC constraint by
replacing it with its first-order condition, and then verify that this conjecture is valid at the optimal
contract. The FOA allows us to solve for the optimal contract using Lagrangian methods as shown
in the next proposition.
Proposition 4. Let A and p be the Lagrange multipliers on the IC and IR constraints, respectively,
and suppose full insurance is optimal. The optimal payment schedule ( (x, w) satisfies:
m (w) _ 1
= y + A - (r - w) . (1.8)U ( ((X, W)) o1U
Proposition 4 immediately implies that the approach of relaxing the IC constraint and then
verify that the agent wants to buy full insurance is valid. This follows from assumption 2 which
guarantees that under the optimal contract (1.8) the agent's problem is concave. In turn, concavity
implies that the agent wants to buy full insurance at the actuarially fair price of lemma 1. Concavity
of the agent's problem also implies that the FOA is valid for this problem ( ( )).
The shape of the new optimal contract is similar to (1.4) and, not surprisingly, the main difference
is the absence of the convex term x2 . In equilibrium, the agent buys full insurance against his
idiosyncratic risk and, thus, the principal does not reward him if his profits are volatile.
To gain more intuition about proposition 4 and about how e-securities affect the equilibrium, I
allow the principal to use ei when providing incentives to the agent. Formally, I relax part (a) and
part (b) of assumption 1 and allow the principal to write a contract on the shock of the specific
sector to which the manager is matched. Thus, the payment (; can be conditioned on both shocks
w and ei. Similarly to the case with w-securities analyzed in the following section, if the principal
can observe the realization of Ei then it is easy to see that there are no gains from allowing trades
of e-securities. Instead, the presence of e-securities can only hurt investors to the extent that they
cannot limit these trades. However, the scope of this exercise is to compare the equilibrium of
the model where the principal provides incentives through the financial markets to case where the
principal can contract on ei directly. Therefore, I also forbid trades of securities.
Formally, the contracting problem is similar to P(NS) of section 1.4 with the difference that now
( can also be a function of E. I can then define x as follows:
,i= ur - -r ki -w (1-kg) - Eki
ayu
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so that, in equilibrium where ki = ki, I have that iri = ui/o. The next lemma describes the optimal
contract under these new assumptions.
Lemma 3. Let A and p be the Lagrange multipliers on the IC and IR constraints, respectively. The
optimal payment schedule (x, w, e) satisfies:
M W) .= p + A-1 (r -w+ E) X. (1.9)
The contract (1.9) treats the two shocks w and ei symmetrically. The agent is punished if x
is correlated with the aggregate state w and is rewarded if xi is correlated with the idiosyncratic
shock ei. In fact, a correlation between xi and -s is a sign that the agent selected ki > kj. Lemma 3
shows that, when the principal can contract on -i, he will choose a contract that differs from (1.8).
The principal does not fully insure the manager against the idiosyncratic risk, but exposes him to
some E-risk. Of course, under the assumptions of lemma 3 the principal is better off relative to the
case of proposition 4.
Lemma 3 is interesting also for another reason. Suppose that the principal has access to some
information about e2 . For example, suppose that the principal receives a partially informative signal
about the identity i of the specialized investment and he can use this signal in the contract. How
will the principal use this information? Lemma 3 suggests that the principal will expose the agent
to some e-risk by conditioning the optimal contract to this signal and the optimal payment will
resemble (1.9).
I can now state the main results of this section. The key question is what happens to the
aggregate volatility of the economy and to welfare when securities contingent on e-risk are traded
in the market. Since managers face a binding IR constraint, welfare here is simply the utility of
the representative investor. As the next proposition shows, under the conditions that make full
insurance of the e-risk optimal for the principal, these securities reduce aggregate volatility and
increase welfare.
Proposition 5. Securities contingent on e-risk increase equilibrium k (and, thus, lower aggregate
volatility) and increase welfare in the economy.
As discussed above, securities on e-risk make it easier for a principal to identify whether the
agent has deviated or not. This lowers the cost of implementing higher values of k and, thus, lowers
aggregate volatility. Finally, a principal who can implement higher values of k more cheaply can
also achieve higher levels of welfare.
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1.5.2 Securities on aggregate risk
In this section, I only allow trades of securities contingent on the aggregate state W. This case
is very different from the previous section where only the idiosyncratic risk was hedgeable. In
the symmetric equilibrium considered in this paper, all the managers are perfectly symmetric and,
hence, share the same quantity of aggregate risk. Thus, the only way to hedge the aggregate risk is
to transfer it to investors.
Prom a mathematical point of view, the main difference between these two types of risks is that
investors can always condition the payment schedule on aggregate risk if they find it optimal to do
so. Thus, the fact that managers can trade away some of their aggregate risk should only act as
a constraint on the contracting problem. I show that the possibility for managers to trade away
some of the aggregate risk through w-securities weakens the incentives that investors can provide
in equilibrium. Therefore, contrary to the case where only idiosyncratic risk can be hedged, the
fact that managers can transfer some risk to investors, makes the agency problem worse. A direct
implication is that the existence of w-securities reduces welfare. Again, the intuition for this result is
very simple: if transferring some aggregate risk was optimal for the principal, the optimal contract
would already take this into account. The key friction, therefore, is that trades are not observable.
Intuitively, if investors could contract upon the quantities of w-securities purchased by managers,
they would provide incentives for the latter to stay out of this market.
Securities contingent on aggregate risk differ from those contingent on idiosyncratic risk also be-
cause the former type of risk cannot be eliminated and some agent in the economy has to ultimately
bear it. In turn, this implies that the price to hedge aggregate risk cannot be actuarially fair as it
was for e-securities. In equilibrium, aggregate risk will be transferred back to the principals who are
risk-averse and, thus, demand a compensation to take this risk.
The fact that the principal can always condition the payment to the aggregate state and replicate
any portfolio of w-securities chosen by the agent implies that I can focus on the case where there is
no trading of w-securities. To see this, suppose that manager i demands a quantity di,zZ of security
ze at price pa, generates profits equal to ][I = 7ri + f (zo, - pe) di,, dZ and obtains a payment
( (UlI, w). The principal can always define a new payment ; (7rs, W) = W (l, w), V7r,, W, UT,
such that the agent finds it optimal not to trade w-securities. Clearly, this is suboptimal for the
principal who had chosen (; over ; in the first place.
Proposition 6. The optimal contract is such that on the equilibrium path the manager does not
trade w-securities, that is, di,o = 0, VG, i.
Thus, there are no trades in the securities market when only the w-risk can be traded. However,
even in the absence of trades, prices are still determined by the assumption of competition. The
representative investor is risk-averse with stochastic discount factor m (w). He is then willing to
trade w-securities (in fact, an infinite amount of them) whenever the price of these securities is
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above their marginal utility of consumption. Therefore, in equilibrium the price of these securities
has to be such that the representative investor is indifferent on the quantity of securities to trade.
Lemma 4. The equilibrium price of an Arrow security zo is pZ' = m (W^) fw (0j) /E [m (w)].
The price of insurance against state W, m (0) fw (L^) /E [m (w)], is a combination of the probability
density that W^ is realized (this is the same as in the equilibrium with e-securities) and the principal's
marginal utility of consumption. The more valuable is consumption for the principal in the state of
the world LZ, that is, the higher is m (c^) /E [m (w)], the higher will be the price of a security that
pays in that state.
The contracting problem with w-securities is different from P(e) in an important way. Contrary
to the case with e-securities, here we cannot conjecture that the agent doesn't want to trade the
w-risk and then verify this conjecture. In fact, if we were to relax the problem by assuming no trades
of w-securities and derive the optimal contract, this contract would not satisfy the initial conjecture:
an agent receiving the payment schedule that solves the relaxed problem has an incentive to deviate
and trade w-securities. This implies that we have to explicitly incorporate the portfolio choice of
the agent into the optimal contracting problem.
In the case with only w-securities, the profits of a manager are
Ul ri + (z - p;,) di,do,
and in equilibrium where no securities are traded we have II' = iri. Similarly, (1.6) becomes
I - R - r ki -w (1 - ki)
Let Fis (xlw; kj, kj, di, p (-)) be the conditional distribution of xi when the agent chooses k and
instead of ki and demands di. In equilibrium, the principal wants the agent to choose di,e = 0, VW,
and of course Ii = ki. Again, if the agent follows the optimal contract, the equilibrium distribution
becomes F, ( XIW; ki Iki, di p (-)) = (X).
Let U (ki, p (-)) be the value of the best deviation available to the manager:
U (ki,p (-)) = max u (((x, w)) dFxs1 (xlw; ki, fk, dp (.)) dF (w) - C (k)
k, d J
So Q, (ki, p (-)) is the value for a manager of deviating to a different k and a different demand
schedule d. Thus, to prevent the manager from deviating, the optimal contract has to be such that
f (( (x, w)) dM (x) dFL, (w) >: U, (ki, p (-)) . (1.10)
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Assume that the FOA is valid, the optimal contracting problem P(w) is given by (omitting
subscripts i for convenience):
max J m(w) (x + I + r k + (1 - k) - (x,w)) dD (x) dF (w) (P(w))(,k,df
subject to:
- Ju ( (ww)) dFip (xlw; k, Ik, d = 0, p (-)) dF (w) - C' (k) = 0, (ICk)
ak 1k=k
u (( (x, w)) dF2|w zrw; k, k, dp dFe (w) = 0, (ICW)
od f , xwkk () d=0
Ju ((x, w)) d (x) dF. (w) - C (k) > ii. (IR)
The next lemma characterizes the optimal contract with w-securities.
Lemma 5. Let A, v., and p be the Lagrange multipliers on the ICk, IC,,, and IR constraints,
respectively. The optimal payment (x, w) satisfies:
S(W) + A- (r - h (w)) X + A k (X2 1) (1.11)
u' ((x, W)) O- 0
where h (w) = w - vL (1- E [m (w)]) and v > 0.
Problem P(w) shows that the presence of these securities acts as an extra constraint on the
contracting problem. Intuitively, this should lead to lower welfare. Also, the presence of w-securities
makes it more costly for the principal to implement higher levels of k and, thus, aggregate volatility
in the economy increases. The proof of these results is not immediate since the marginal utility
of the principals m (w) is endogenous. The next proposition confirms our original intuition and
represents the main result of this section.
Proposition 7. Securities contingent on w-risk decrease equilibrium k (and, thus, increase aggregate
volatility) and reduce welfare in the economy.
1.6 Full model
In this section I allow both types of securities to be traded. The previous analysis showed that the
two types of securities tend to have opposite effects on aggregate volatility and welfare. It is natural
to expect that when we introduce both types of securities the overall effect will be ambiguous. More
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specifically, we can expect welfare to increase when it is possible to hedge the e-risk and the opposite
result to hold for the w-risk.
To derive further results, I generalize the model in two ways. First, I assume that the economy
is populated by a firm (which I refer to as "issuer") which creates securities. There are N issuers in
the economy, denoted by e, which are owned by investors. The securities created can then be traded
in the Walrasian market by paying a fixed cost per trade. In general, the portfolio problem with
e-securities can become very hard to solve with most assumptions on the costs of trading securities.
An easy departure from the basic model of the previous sections is to assume that, every time an
issuer sells a security to a manager, the former has to pay a fixed cost 9 . This assumption has the
advantage to allow for some flexibility in the cost of securities without making the model intractable.
In equilibrium, prices of securities will reflect the presence of these costs. The key feature of having
a fixed cost per trade is that equilibrium prices will resemble a two-part tariff, that is, the price of
a security will be given by a fee (which is independent of the specific security and is high enough
to cover the fixed cost) plus a term which is the same as those in lemmas 1 and 410.
Secondly, I assume that transactions in the financial market are observable, that is, I relax part
(a) of assumption 1. As I show later, the presence of the fixed cost implies that each manager will
trade at most once and with only one issuer. Thus, a transaction has to be interpreted as any trade
between a manager and an issuer, independently of how many securities are exchanged.
The fact that now managers have to pay a fixed fee per trade to buy securities implies that it is
optimal for them to trade with only one issuer (and, thus, pay the fee only once). For example, a
manager who in the previous sections was buying two Arrow securities from two issuers (or even the
same issuer), now will prefer to combine the two Arrow securities and make only one trade. Thus, I
let agents trade insurance contracts which are general functions of the underlying Arrow securites.
A manager will find it optimal to buy this insurance contracts instead of the Arrow securities to
save on the trading costs.
Every insurance contract can be contingent on idiosyncratic risks or aggregate risk. Let
Je = {s : RI'] - R such that f f s ({ej}) d<le (ei) di = 0}, where RI0 'l] is the set of functions from
the unit interval to R. Similarly, for the case of w-securities, let
JW = {s E R -* R such that f s (w) dFe (w) = 0}. Finally, let J = J- U J be the space of all
securities.
Let s", E J' be the m-th insurance contract issued by issuer f that is in principle contingent
on all the idiosyncratic shocks of the economy. Similarly, sm E J the corresponding insurance
contract contingent on aggregate risk. Each contract can be represented as a function of the Arrow
securities defined above. Let p : J -4 R+ be the price schedule of these contracts. As it will be
9This assumption in the context of a model with endogenous creation of securities was first proposed by( ) (see ( ), ( ), ( ) for alternative assumptions).
10 ( ) first derives the result that the price schedule in a competitive equilibrium with fixed costs of
trading can be represented as a two-part tariffs.
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clear after introducing the costs of trading securities, in equilibrium p (-) is not a linear function
over J. To denote that agent i is not participating in the market for e-risk (W-risk) I will simply
write sf = 0 (sy = 0). I assume that only issuers can create and sell securities and, thus, a trade
can occur only between a manager and an issuer. Marketing insurance contracts to potential buyers
is a costly process. I assume that an issuer who sells an insurance contract conditional on e-risk
(w-risk) has to pay a fixed cost ce > 0 (c, > 0).
For simplicity, the trading costs are common across issuers and do not depend on the state where
the security pays-off nor on the identity i of the project on which they are contingent. In other
words, costs will differ only on whether the securities depend on idiosyncratic or aggregate risk. As
it will be clear in following sections, an interesting comparative static exercise will be to vary the
costs c, and c, and study the implications for the managers' investment decisions. This analysis
will be central in section (1.7), where I introduce taxes to fix the inefficiency of the equilibrium.
Indeed, in this model taxes rise the costs of issuing and selling securities and, thus, are isomorphic
to a particular increase of the trading costs.
Payoffs. The fixed cost for every trade immediately implies that each manager will buy at
most one insurance contract of each type (idiosyncratic or aggregate) from at most one issuer. This
also implies that we can identify each insurance contract with the index of the manager i who buys
it. Thus, se, and s'j will be the e-contract and w-contract created by issuer f and customized to
manager i, respectively. I will simply write se,i to denote any insurance contract, idiosyncratic or
aggregate, sold by issuer f to manager i. Given that in equilibrium issuers make zero profits, it
is without loss of generality assume that each issuer will face an equal mass of measure 1/N of
agents. Without loss of generality, I assume that issuer f trades with all the managers with index
in [(f - 1)/N, e/N].
The final profits generated by manager i who buys contracts s and s' from issuer i are
'" = ir7 + si - p (s,5) + swj - p (sW) . (1.12)
Similarly, the profits of issuer f1 are
e = 1 (p (st,5) - s1,;) di - N
The issuer is owned by investors, so it maximizes E [m (w) III]. As already discussed above, the
equilibrium price of an insurance contract will now contain a fee to cover the fixed cost. Since w-
contracts are not traded on equilibrium, all prices at which issuers do not want to trade w-contracts
can be consistent with the equilibrium. Here, I am going to select the equilibrium price that leaves
"To simplify notation, I am writing profits of issuers using the fact that w-contracts will not be traded in equilib-
rium.
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issuers indifferent between trading or not.
Lemma 6. The equilibrium price of an insurance contract s'i (s'i) is given by a two-part tariff:
p' + f f sti ({sj}) De (Ej) dj (pW + f swj (W) m (W) dFw (6) /E [m (w)]), where p" = ce and pW = c.
Except for the costs of trading contracts, the model of this section resembles the particular cases
studied in sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2. In particular, it is still true that the principal wants the manager
not to trade w-contracts. Finally, I am going to assume that the cost of trading e-contracts is small
enough that it is optimal for the principal to pay the fee p" and have the agent trade e-contracts.
Assume now that trading costs are zero (so that c. = c,, = 0) and, as we did in section 1.5.1,
and assume that in equilibrium it is optimal that the agent buys full insurance. The principal wants
the agent to trade only the e-risk and observes the transactions made by the agent. However, the
principal does not observe the type of insurance contract that the agent is trading, that is, whether
this contract is contingent on --risk or w-risk. The agent is constrained by the principal to make
only one transaction, thus, the only feasible deviation is to stop trading e-securities and trade only
w-contracts. This double-deviation cannot be detected by the principal who will still observe that
only one transaction has occurred.
Formally, let Uo (k, p (-)) be the value of the double-deviation for the agent, that is,
ew (k, p()= max J u((x,w))dFxio (xw;k k, se = 0, sw, p ()) dF. (w),
where F2|w (xlo; k, k, se = 0, swp (-)) is the conditional distribution of x when the agent trades
only the w-contract s'.
The contracting problem becomes:
max J (w) (x + R+ r k + (1 - k) w - p" - ((x, w)) d (x) dF (w) (P(full))
,kj
subject to:
- u ((( W)) dFxI (xw; k, k, s' = -k e, s' = 0) dF (w) - C'(k) = 0, (ICk)
ak ke=k
Uew (kI p ()< ,(ICEW)
J u (( (x, w)) d (x) dF, (w) - C (k) = 1. (IR)
Here, Fx1 w (xlw; k, k, se = -kE, sw = 0) is the conditional distribution of x when the agent
buys full insurance against the e-risk and doesn't trade w-contracts. The optimal contract is a
combination of 1.8 and 1.11, so I will not repeat it here.
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The next proposition contains the effects on equilibrium k and welfare of changing the trading
costs of the two types of insurance contracts.
Proposition 8. For low enough prices ce and c, when both types of insurance contracts are traded,
equilibrium k and welfare decrease with the cost of e-contracts, cc, and increase with the cost of w-
contracts, c,.
Proposition 8 shows that changing the price of the two types of securities has opposite effects on
equilibrium volatility and welfare. These comparative static results extend the conclusions derived
separately in sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 to the case with fixed costs of trading. These effects will be
the source of the trade-off faced by the social planner, which I consider in section 1.7, who has the
power to tax transactions in the securities markets.
1.7 Efficiency and optimal policy
1.7.1 Taxation
This section studies the efficiency properties of the equilibrium derived in section 1.6. Of course,
whether the equilibrium is socially optimal will depend on the powers we grant to the social planner.
In particular, different conclusions on the efficiency of the equilibrium - and, thus, different policy
prescriptions - follow from different assumptions on the information available to the social planner.
A stark way to see this is by going back to the intuition behind the welfare implications of cheaper
w-risk insurance in section 1.5.2. There, I proved that, since the principal could always replicate the
market allocation, he could only suffer from trades contingent on the w-risk. It follows immediately
that a social planner, who maximizes the welfare of investors and who can observe the trades of the
different securities, could easily improve on the equilibrium allocation by forbidding the trades of
w-contracts. For this reason, in what follows I will restrict the social planner's information set by
assuming that he doesn't have access to more information than the representative investors.
The inefficiency of the equilibrium follows from the fact that investors fail to coordinate the
contract they design for the managers with the incentives faced by the issuers. This coordination
failure is related to the conclusions in agency problems with multiple agents and common principal
( ( ), ( ), ( )). In most of these models, both
agents face an agency problem and can potentially interact with each other. The principal has to
design the contract by taking into account this interaction. In this model, the two agents are the
managers and the issuers who interact through the securities market. Issuers are owned by the
principal and they don't face any agency problem. However, the principal fails to understand how
their activity affects prices and, thus, the incentives of the managers. The planner, then, can restore
efficiency by fixing this coordination problem.
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In this section, I consider two separate cases. First, I show that if the planner can observe
the total number of transactions in the economy, but investors cannot observe the trading activity
of managers (as in section 1.3), then a small positive on transactions can increase welfare in the
economy. This tax makes it harder for managers to deviate and trade w-contracts. Secondly, I show
that when investors can observe the transactions made by each manager (as in section 1.6), then
they can do better than the social planner and the transaction tax is redundant.
Suppose for now that the planner cannot observe the total quantity of transactions, but the
investors do not observe any trading activity made by the managers (as in the model of section 1.3).
Let e (T) be the equilibrium for a given value of the tax r 1 2 and W (e (r)) the equilibrium welfare
of the investors. It is immediate to derive that e (T) resembles the equilibrium derived in section
1.5, except that the insurance fees are now p' + r and pW + r, T > 0. The social planner chooses
T so as to maximize welfare for investors subject to allocations and prices being an equilibrium.
Formally, the social planner solves
max W (e(T))
For given T, this is exactly the same contracting problem as in section 1.6.
Lemma 7. A small enough positive tax T increases welfare in the economy.
When choosing r, the social planner optimally weighs the benefits and the costs of changing
insurance prices p' and pW. A higher p' makes it more profitable for the agent to deviate by refusing
to trade in the E-risk market1 3 . On the other hand, a higher pW has the effect of lowering the value
for the agent of trading w-contracts and, hence, relaxes the contracting problem. When T is small
enough, the latter effect dominates since the former effect is only second order.
Suppose now that investors can observe the number of transactions made by the manager in
the securities market as in section 1.6. The question is whether the planner can still improve on
equilibrium welfare by using the transaction tax T. A transaction is a trade between a manager and
an issuer. We know that the principal wants the agent to trade only E-contracts, thus, to execute
only one transaction in the financial market. If the number of transactions is observable, then the
only deviation for the manager that cannot be detected by the principal is when the manager stops
trading e-contracts and trades only w-contracts (double-deviation).
To gain some intuition, suppose for a moment that only linear securities can be traded and
there is a constant marginal cost for each unit of security. This case is easier to analyze since the
choice variables are continuous. Suppose that the principal can observe the total number of units
1 2 1f we choose the price of w-securities so that the fee pW equals the trading cost, the equilibrium is unique.
13 Note that the tax raises revenues from the transactions of e-securities (these securities are traded in equilibrium),
but these revenues are rebated to investors.
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bought by the manager, call it q, but not the type of security traded. The principal can then use
the extra choice variable q to control the trades of the managers. As usual, the principal will design
a contract so that in equilibrium the manager will buy a quantity q' of e-contracts and a quantity
q' = 0 of w-contracts. Thus, the principal sets q = gE. Now, when q is observable, at the margin
the only deviation available to the manager is to reduce qe by dq' and increase qW by dqo =dq so
as to leave the total quantity q unchanged. On the contrary, when transactions are not observable,
the manager has three possible deviations: decrease qe, increase qW, and do both. In the latter case,
since the total quantity q is unchanged, a tax on transactions would have no effect on the value of
the deviation. The following diagram illustrates the different possibilities: the first two deviations
lead to points A and B, respectively, while the double-deviation leaves the total quantity of trades
unaffected at point E.
p
A E B
qE qE+ qw
Intuitively, the constraint on the quantity traded is at least weakly preferred to a tax on the
transactions in the setting with linear securities. In ongoing work, I am exploring the consequences
of restricting the space of securities to linear securities, but to allow investors to observe a signal
on the total amount of resources that managers invest in the trading activity. However, managers
can still benefit from a deviation that leaves the value of trades unaffected. The interpretation is
that investors have access to the balance sheets of financial institutions and can infer the amount
of resources spent in trading activities. However, they don't have the expertise to understand the
type of securities that are being traded.
A similar result holds in the case considered here as the following proposition shows.
Proposition 9. When transactions are observable, the transaction tax cannot improve on equilib-
rium welfare.
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1.7.2 Regulation
When transactions are observable the planner cannot help investors by taxing them. However,
managers have still access to a double-deviation that allows them to trade insurance contracts
contingent on w. Thus, w-contracts can still be traded off the equilibrium.
Taxing transactions in derivatives markets is not the only possible way to increase welfare in
this economy. Thus, that even maintaining the assumption that the social planner has no superior
information over the other agents, the social planner can do much better by regulating the issuers
of financial securities. By regulation I mean giving the planner the power to write a contract
that incentivizes issuers to maximize welfare in the economy. Regulation goes to the heart of the
coordination problem of the investors: the planner takes the place of investors and realizes that
incentives for managers have to be coordinated with incentives for issuers.
To see this, remember that trades of securities contingent on the aggregate risk can only undo
the incentives set up by investors and these securities are not traded in equilibrium. As shown in
the analysis of section 1.5.2, the presence of issuers selling w-contracts matters to the extent that
it constrains the contracts space of the principal. In other words, w-contracts matter only as they
can represent a profitable deviation for the agents. Hence, issuers trade only --contracts and make
constant (zero) profits in equilibrium. In contrast, off the equilibrium, issuers sell w-contracts to
managers and, thus, take some aggregate risk on their balance sheets.
Profits of issuers are assumed to be observable, hence, a social planner can always increase welfare
in the economy by punishing any volatility of these profits. Therefore, the optimal regulation in this
model is to forbid issuers to ever take aggregate risk on their balance-sheets and to punish them
in case of deviation. This policy limits (and, in the extreme, eliminates) the incentives to trade
aggregate risk out of the equilibrium and, therefore, it relaxes the investors' problem.
Formally, I am going to assume that the social planner can regulate the trading activity of
financial issuers by choosing a function q : R x R -+ R that maps pairs (II, w) into a payment to
each issuer.
Proposition 10. Let III* be the equilibrium profits of issuer f (I* is zero since w-contracts are
not traded in equilibrium). Then, the optimal policy q* is given by
r/* (H*w) = I* and r/ (II, w) = -oo if Il :A flf*.
If this policy is implemented then equilibrium welfare coincides with that of proposition 5.
The intuition for proposition 10 has already been discussed. The result on welfare is also quite
intuitive. If the optimal policy r/* is implemented, then issuers will never find it optimal to sell
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w-contracts. Thus, the IC constraint that precludes deviations with w-contracts drops from the
contracting problem and we axe back to the case of section 1.5.1.
The reason why regulation is so effective is not related to the fact that w-contracts are not traded
in equilibrium and profits of issuers are constant. If there was some trading of aggregate risk in
equilibrium (say, due to some unmodelled demand for hedging), then profits would vary with the
aggregate state of the economy. However, as long as the planner can determine the right amount
of aggregate risk that issuers can hold on their balance sheets, then the optimal policy would still
have the same power as in proposition 10. Of course, this is possible because the social planner is
assumed to observe the aggregate state w. The optimal regulation is then given by a limit on how
risky the balance sheets of the issuers of financial securities can be.
The optimal policy still requires a great deal of information to be implemented since the social
planner has to understand what is the optimal amount of aggregate risk that should be traded. In
particular, the planner has to realize what part of the w-risk is traded by those portfolio managers
who determine the quantity of risk in the economy through their investment decisions. While this
is easy in this abstract model, it may be less so in real financial markets.
1.8 Discussion
Unlike the securities of this model - which are contingent either on idiosyncratic or aggregate risk
- derivative contracts traded in financial markets are often contingent on many different risks, both
aggregate and idiosyncratic. Thus, while the model highlights a fundamental difference between
securities contingent on idiosyncratic and aggregate risks, this distinction is much less clear in real
financial markets.
Nonetheless, we can argue that some financial securities are more sensitive to idiosyncratic risks
while others are used to hedge risks that are more aggregate. For example, a Credit Default Swap
(CDS)" that insures the buyer against the default of a firm that is independent from the rest of
the economy is a derivative that is relatively more sensitive to idiosyncratic risks. On the contrary,
a CDS written on a bond issued by a big firm (say, GE or Walmart) is likely to be relatively more
sensitive to the aggregate state of the economy.
Another example of a security contingent on aggregate risk is an Interest Rate Swap that banks
use to hedge the interest rate risk of their loan portfolios.
Finally, a more involved example is given by a tranche of a Funded Synthetic CDO1 5 . This
"A CDS is a credit derivative which obliges the seller to compensate the buyer in the event of a loan default. The
buyer pays a premium to the seller for this insurance.
15This is a derivative contract that allows investors with different appetite for risk buy tranches of a Special
Purpose Vehicle (SPV). The SPV then buys Treasuries and sells a portfolio of CDS. The buyers of the CDS pay a
periodic premium to the SPV which transfers it to the investors. However, if a loan in the portfolio defaults, then
the Treasuries are sold to pay the buyer of the protection.
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derivative allows an investors to take a position on the credit risk of a portfolio of loans and, as the
number of loans in the underlying portfolio increases, idiosyncratic risks wash away and the CDO
will be relatively more sensitive to common risks.
Recent work in empirical finance focuses on how trading in derivatives markets affects the risk
of financial institutions. Ideally, to see whether the predictions of the model are consistent with the
data, we would need to make a distinction between securities contingent on idiosyncratic or aggregate
risks. In the former case, the model predicts that banks' balance sheets become less correlated with
each other while the latter case leads to the opposite conclusion. This ideal experiment assumes
that we can distinguish financial securities depending on the type of risk they hedge. In practice,
however, this distinction is not as sharp.
A less demanding exercise would be to ask what happens to a financial institution's balance
sheet after it start trading in the derivatives markets. In a recent work, ( )
study two separate datasets of banks which include information on various types of securitization
around the world. In particular, one dataset contains data on Credit Default Swaps (CDS) and the
other on Collateralized Loan Obligation (CLO)16 .
Both datasets allow ( ) to observe the date on which each bank start
trading each of these financial products. They then look at the effect on the returns of each bank
after the date of the first trade of CDS or CLO. They find that a bank that trades CDS or CLO
experiences a permanent increase in its beta, which is a measure of the systematic risk of a bank.
Also, the magnitude of such effect is bigger in the case of CLO. Remember that in our model the
profits of a bank are given by
7ri = R+ (r + ej) ki + w (1 - k,) + ui.
If we take the average across different sectors, f 7ri di, then the market return is given by R+w (1 - k)
(where k is the equilibrium choice of all managers), If we let or be the standard deviation of the
return of bank i, the correlation of bank i with the market is pi = (1 - k) uai .
( ) find that, after the first CLO or CDS trade, the value of pi increases while the
relative volatility og/ (1 - k) o decreases. This is consistent with the prediction of this model that
derivatives tend to decrease the value of ki. It is also tempting to speculate that the bigger effect of
CLO trades on the beta of the bank relative to CDS trades is related to the fact that CLOs, which
are pools of loans, are more similar to the w-securities of this paper.
Similar evidence is found by ( ). They use a dataset of CDOs issued
by European financial institutions. They also find that banks engaging in these transactions tend
to increase their exposure to the market. Of course, while these results are consistent with the
conclusions of this paper, they are certainly not conclusive evidence. There may be many reasons
A CLO is a form of securitization through which banks transfer pools of loans to the buyers of these securities.
The payoff of this derivative resembles, to a first approximation, the payoff of a funded synthetic CDO.
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for why banks increase their systematic risk after trading some types of derivatives.
On the information side, this model implies that an easy way to improve welfare is by requiring
more information disclosure. Formally, this would be equivalent to modify part (d) of Assumption 1
and assume perfect observability of trades and types of security. Once investors have the ability to
contract on the different securities traded by managers, they will forbid trading of w-risk (and allow
trading of E-risk). In fact, we can conjecture that the equilibrium when part (d) of assumption 1 is
removed will resemble that of section 1.5.1.
While information disclosure is a strong and interesting implication of this model, it derives
from the mathematical way I chose to model complex securities and OTC markets. In general, it is
realistic to assume that even if big financial institutions were required to disclose all their trading
activities to outside investors, it would probably be a daunting task for many investors to process
this information( ( )).
For simplicity, in this model I have assumed that agents and issuers trade in a Walrasian market
by paying a fixed cost per trade. These costs can be interpreted as a reduced-form way to capture
the effects of imperfect competition in the securities market or the liquidity of these markets. Re-
member that the financial market in this model is an abstraction of OTC markets where typically
market makers provide liquidity by posting a price and trading securities at that price. The creation
of new financial products and the growth of OTC markets have stimulated important research on
decentralized markets. These papers explore the main features of these markets like price determi-
nation, liquidity and diffusion of information. F t"(, .), for example, provide a theory of
asset pricing in decentralized markets'. The focus of this paper, however, is not about the specific
trading environment, but on how complex securities can affect the portfolio choice of investors and,
thus, the aggregate volatility of the economy.
A Walrasian market for securities is also the typical assumption in the literature on markets with
endogenous securities creation ( ( ), ( ), ( )). These
papers depart from the standard assumption that traded securities are exogenously given and,
instead, assume that they are issued by optimizing issuers. Some of these papers, in particular,
assume that issuers have market power ( n ) and (i )). This alternative
assumption is not explored in this paper, but from the social planner's problem we can conjecture
that, by increasing the price of the insurance contracts contingent on w, some market power may
actually be beneficial for welfare. Similarly, if we interpret the trading cost as the liquidity of these
markets, then it may be that case that less liquid markets are beneficial for welfare.
The stark conclusion about the welfare effects of w-securities depend on some strong assumptions
of the model. First, the assumption of symmetric preferences, technology, and equilibrium eliminates
any gains from trading aggregate risk among managers. Also, I have assumed that investors can
1 Other important contributions are (2 ), (2 ), (2.), ( ),
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perfectly condition their contracts on aggregate states, but they cannot do the same for idiosyncratic
states. Financial markets help allocate aggregate risk to the agents who axe better prepared to hold
it. However, as long as investors cannot fully control the risks traded by their managers, then
trading of w-risk has the potential to reduce welfare. Also, the assumptions of this model help
me isolate this particular mechanism and analyze its (negative) implications. In a more general
model, different effects of aggregate risk trading would coexist and the optimal policy would be
characterized by a richer set of actions.
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1.9 Appendix 1. Project Selection
In this appendix, I model the project selection process of section 1.3 more explicitly. In the economy
there is a continuum of sectors denoted by j E [0,1]. In each sector j there is a two-dimensional
continuum of potential projects indexed by (x, y) E [0,11]2. A one-dimensional subset S C [0,11]2
of these projects are specialized projects, the rest are standard projects. In particular, for each
x E [0, 1] there is a unique y such that (x, y) E S. This value of y is randomly drawn from a uniform
distribution on [0, 1] for each x. The set of projects is depicted in the figure below. Every manager
is an expert of a particular sector and has access to information about projects in that sector. More
precisely, if a manager i is an expert of sector j, then he can exert one unit of effort and inspect all
the projects with a given index x in his sector and find out the specialized project (x, y) E S. If no
effort is exerted, the manager has zero probability of choosing the specialized project.
Sector j
Subset S
Y
I I I
| |
* |
All the specialized projects in sector j have the same random payoff rijg= + Eg + ui and all
the standard projects have the same random payoff R, = R5+ W + ui. Thus, a manager who wants
to invest an amount k in specialized projects has to exert k units of effort and suffer a loss of utility
equal to C (k).
1.10 Appendix 2. Proofs and additional lemmas
Proofs and additional lemmas
Proof of proposition 1. Assume for now that the FOA is valid, the maximization problem P(NS) is
max f m (w) (x + + rk + (I - k) w - ((x, w)) D (x) dFe (w)
,k
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subject to:
U ( (X, w)) dFr, (xzw; k, f) dF (L) k- C' (k) = 0,
u ((x, w)) d1 (x) dF (w) - C (k) 2 0.
By using the properties of Gaussian distributions together with the moments (1.3), I can rewrite
the IC constraint as:
U(((x, w)) (r -w) x + !-- (X2 - 1) di (x) dFw (w) - C'(k) = 0.
Here, I have used the fact that in equilibrium x and w are independent by construction. Let A and
y be the Lagrange multipliers on the two constraints, respectively, and define the Lagrangian:
A = m (w) (x +5+rk + (1 - k) w - (x(, w)) d@(x) dF (w)
+A ku ((, w)) (r - () x + 2 2 -1)) d (dF (w) - C' (k)
(fuci~~~x~~~i (Xr) +C ~ xd~w
+1 (J u ( ,w)) db (x) dFe (w) - C (k))
If we differentiate A pointwise w.r.t. (x, w), we get that the optimal contract solves:
m (w) j1k( o2
V' ((x, W)) o-\o-X
which is the expression in proposition 1. 0
Proof of proposition 3. To see that this equilibrium is efficient we can set up the social planner's
problem. The only difference between the planner's problem and the equilibrium is that the former
takes into account how aggregate consumption c (w) depends on the profits of all the managers.
Formally, the planner solves:
max Jv (c (w)) dD (x) dF (w)(,k,c
subject to:
u ( (X, w)) dFxp (xlw; k, k) dFe (w) - C' (k) = 0,
Ju ((x, w)) dl (x) dF. (w) - C (k) 0,
c(W) + f((X,) d( (x)= [x+5+ rk+(1-k)w]d (z) , Vo.
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The last constraint is the resource constraint of the economy. Note that only this constraint depends
on c (w). So, if we let <p (w) f, (w) denote the Lagrange multilpier on the resource constraint, we
can separate the problem by first solving for c:
max v (c (w)) d@(x) dFe (w)
C
subject to:
c(w) + J (x, w) d (x) =J[x + + r k + (1 - k) w] d@(x), Vw.
Setting up the Lagrangian and taking the first-order condition w.r.t. c (w) gives:
M (W) -= '(C (M) = <p (W).
Now, for given <p (w), we can solve the dual problem of maximizing total resources, that is,
max m(w) [X+5+ r k + (1 - k) w -((x, w)] d@(x) dFe (w),
,k J
subject to the IR and IC constraint. This is the same problem as P(NS). This proves that the
equilibrium is a solution to the planner's problem. 0
1.10.1 Only e-securities
Proof of lemma 1. Consider the portfolio problem of the representative investor:
max E [m (w) l'],
V
where
= f (Pi,s - zi,a) yi,a d di.
Take the first-order condition pointwise w.r.t. y
Pi,s - Ve (2) > 0.
If pi,& was different from # (a), then the investor would buy or sell an infinite amount of this security.
This cannot be an equilibrium, so pi,g = #, (). 0
Proof of lemma 2. The optimality of full insurance can be proved using the results in ( )
and ( ).
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These papers show how to rank different information systems in the principal-agent framework.
They consider a principal-agent model in which the principal can choose among different set of
signals about the agent's action. An information system will be preferred to another if the former
can implement every action at a lower cost for the principal. This criterion is more general than
the informativeness criterion in ( ) who considers only information systems which
are inclusive in the sense that one system contains more signals than the other ( ( )
defines the notion of informativeness in terms of a sufficiency criterion).
This is, however, restrictive in our context since systems are not inclusive. ( ) and
( ) show how to rank information systems which are not inclusive in terms of their likelihood
ratios. More specifically, they show that, given two information systems, one of them will implement
any action at a lower cost for the principal if and only if its likelihood ratio is a mean preserving
spread of the other.
The result in ( ) requires the principal to be risk-neutral, but in this paper there is the
stochastic discount factor m (w). However, the argment easily generalizes to our case if we consider
the conditional likelihood ratio. Thus, I will use the result that given two signals ^ and i, it is
cheaper for a principal to implement a given action k with ^ if the conditional likelihood ratio
Lip (x1w; k, dp()) =fl (xw; k, k, de, p ()) /ifc
fjip (zlw; k, k, d6, p ()
is riskier than the likelihood ratio obtained with i. Intuitively, since different actions lead to different
realizations of the signal with higher probability, the higher the volatility of the likelihood ratio, the
more informative the signal.
Also, when I = k the distribution F2|w does not depend on w, so I will simply write F,. The
mean of L, is given by:
J (Lxiw (xlw; k, , p (-))) dF2 (x; k, d', p (.)) dFw (w)
I f~i, (x1w; k, d, p (-)) D, (e) dx
/ (r w -+) ( - k e) fXiP,, (xIw, -; k, d', p (-)) d, (e) dx
(r w+0)(x- k E)dFe,) (eow, x; k, d',p (-)) dFx (x; k, de,p (-))
- J ((r - w + E [el, x]) x - kE [(r - w + e) elw, x]) dFx (x; k, d, p(-))
01
)2 J((r -w)E[ulx +E[e ulx])dFx(x;k,d ,p(.)) = 0,
since the distribution of x does not depend on w.
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Thus, the variance of L~p is:
(L2|I (w; k, d', p (-)))2 dF, (x; k, d', p (-)) dF1 (w)
1 f 
2
- ( k , ( ( +) (xfw, (; k, d, p (-)) d<De)2 dx
fx (x; k, d , ) (- k ' 0
= J2(;k1e -) (rr- o w+ e (z - k df~, (Als ,d' -)dIe()d
(r + E) (- dFew,2 (- w, x; k, d, p dFx (x; k, d, p())
= 2 ((r - w +E [elo, x]) x - kE [(r - w + e)elwxI) 2 dFz (x;
= (2 2J ((r - w) E [ulx] + E [e ulx])2 dF2 (x; k, d, p(-))
Now, for given distribution for e, if the variance o- of this distribution increases, then E [ulx] - 0
Vx (x becomes a worse predictor for u). On the contrary, as o- increases, the cross moment E [e uIx]
also increases.
The condition for full insurance to be optimal is that the first effect dominates the second.
Formally, the function
G(w, d, k) = ( 2 ((r -w) E [ulx] + E [e UlX]) 2 dF2 (x; k, d, p())
(0r2)2
is maximized at d' = -k e for any value of w and k. This condition is implicit because different
choices of dE affect the distribution of x.
However, if we restrict attention to linear securities, then x follows a Gaussian distribution and,
in particular,
ko.2
E, [e.z] =a -- x,
and
. 2 - 2 o 2
E [e2_21X 2 LzX"U + -- ) X 2
X' 0' 012
Therefore, J (r - +)2 k2 (2~) 2
(Lx p (xIw; k, d')) dFx (x; k, de) 012 (2)2
A sufficient condition for this expression to be maximized at o- = 0 for every value of w and k is:
0< o2 <(r - W)2 ,Vw. This is the condition in lemma 2. 5
Proof of proposition 1.8. Assume that he conditions for full insurance to be optimal are met. Under
the assumption that the FOA is valid, we can rewrite P(e) assuming that the distribution of e is
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degenerate at 0. By taking the first-order condition w.r.t. (, we obtain:
m (W) 1()(X y + A- (r - w) x.
With this contract the problem of the manager is concave in x. This implies two things. First, the
agent will buy full insurance at the actuarially fair price of lemma 1. In turn, this means that this
contract is optimal for the principal. Secondly, the concavity of the problem implies that the FOA
is valid ( ( )). 0
Proof of proposition 5. Let C* (k) and C,* (k, p (.)) be the minimum costs of implementing k when
no securities are available and when the agent fully hedges his idiosyncratic risk, respectively. I
consider the equilibrium where p (-) is given by lemma 1. To prove that the optimal k increases
when the agent fully insures his risk, I can show that C* (k) - C,* (k, p (-)) is increasing is k and use
a monotone comparative static argument. First, note that under the assumption that full insurance
is optimal, C* (k) - C,* (k, p (-)) > 0.
Remember that in equilibrium the utility of the agent is an average of ii ((pz + AL.i. (xlw; k, de, p (-)))/m (w)).
By the envelope theorem, differentiating C* (k) - C,* (k, p (.)) w.r.t. k gives:
a
9 (C* (k) - C* (k, p()))
A A J + A Lxi. (zlw; k, 0, p ()
= - ( 6+L W )O ) L.,i (xlw; k, 0, p (-)) d (x) dFe (w) + AC" (k)
/ ( A + AL is (xlw; k, -k e,p 
())
+A ] L,2Im) (xlw; k, -k e, p (-)) dD (x) dF. (w) - AC" (k)
a j ( + AL.i, (ziw; k, 0, p d (x) dF (w) + C' (k)
TVk m (W)
+ J (A + AL 1 (xIk, -k E p D (x) dFu (w) - pC' (k),
where a "hat" denotes the Lagrange multipliers for the case with no insurance. Therefore,
(C* (k) - C* (k, p () = -A AL,Li, (xlw; k, 0, p a.))) 2  (xlw; k, 0, p (-)) dD (x) dF. (w)
+( - A C" (k)+(A - C'(k)
= - (A + A (xK; k, Lp (9 i (xIw; k, 0, p (.)) dD (x) dF. (w) +
f ( m (W) a k
iA^ - A) C"(k)+( -p) C'(k) > 0,
>0>0
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where A > A and A > p are implied by the assumption that insuring the idiosyncratic risk is optimal
for the principal and f i (([L + AL~p (xlw; k, 0, p (.)))/m (w)) (L.p (xlw; k, 0, p (-)) d<D (x) dF. (w) <
0 since the variance of L-, is lower when k is higher.
The proof that welfare is higher when e-securities are traded follows from similar steps to the
proof of proposition 3. I first define a social planner that chooses (, k, and c so as to maximize the
welfare of investors. Then I show that, for given aggregate consumption, the planner's problem is
equivalent to finding the optimal contract that maximizes the value of resources produced by each
single manager. Under the assumption that full insurance is optimal, it follows that the value of
resources when e-securities are available is higher. This proves the claim that welfare in the economy
is higher. 5
1.10.2 Only w-securities
Proof of lemma 4. Again, consider the portfolio problem of the representative investor:
max E [m () II] ,
y
where
= (pL - z() yt dL,
and differentiate the expression pointwise w.r.t. y
E [M (M) p ; - m (M fo (u > 0.
If p z, was different from m (c) fL (W^) /E [m (w)], then the representative investor would buy or sell an
infinite amount of this security. This cannot be an equilibrium, so p, = m (c) fL (W^) /E [m (w)]. E
Proof of lemma 1.11. When only w-securities are traded, the optimal contract solves
max Jm(w) (x +I?+r k + (1- k)w - ((x, w)) dD (x) dFe (w)
,kj
subject to:
-f u (((x, w)) dF (xlIw; k, k, 0, p (-)) dF (w) - C' (k) = 0,
iok te=k
-7 u ( (x, w)) dF 1 .( zIw; k, k, d, p (-) dFe (w) = 0,
d ( d=0
fu ( ((x, w)) d<D (x) dFw (w) - C (k) = &.
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This is program P(w) in the main text. I am assuming here that the FOA is valid. We can now
define the Lagrangian and maximize it poitwise w.r.t. (. The optimal contract solves:
m (w) _ 1 k_0_
= + A -(r - h (w)) x + A k (x1)V' ( ((X, W)) 0-,2
where h (w) = w - v,, (1 - E [m (w)]) and v,, > 0 is the Lagrange multiplier on the IC constraints
that determine the choice of d. This is the expression in proposition 5.
Proof of proposition 7. First, I will show that, when w-securities are available, the agent has a
profitable deviation. Take the special case of section 1.4 and let ( denote the payment schedule
that solves (1.4). Consider the deviation where the agent sells some risk by buying a portofolio of
w-securities that pays off -Kw/m (w), for a small r > 0. From lemma 4, the price of this security
is -rE [w] /E [m (w)] = 0. If the agent buys this portfolio, the mean of x will be unaffected, but x
becomes less correlated with w. With a slight abuse of notation, let F.,, (xlw; k, k, -no/m (w) ,p (-))
be the conditional disitribution of x, when the portfolio -Kw/m (w) is selected. Differentiating the
agent's utility w.r.t. r. around r. = 0 (that is, around the point where the agent doesn't deviate)
yields
u (( (x, w)) dF 1,p yxzw; k, k, -K , (-) dFw (w) - C (k)
- Ju((xw)) (-dF, (xw; k, k, -Km , p(-) dFw (w)/ (X W) Os TW(m (w),p0
U ((x, W))(-1 X)) d (x) dF (w) > 0.
The last inequality comes from the optimal contract (1.4). Thus, U1 (k, p (-)) > f u (( (x, w)) dD (x) dFe (w)-
C (k) holds with a strict inequality.
I have to prove that w-securities reduce the equilibrium level of k. A quick way to prove this
result is to rewrite the contracting problem without using the transformation x, that is, I let the
payment ( be conditional on (1I, w) instead of (x, w). Let
Lrl ((IIw; k, d = 0, p (-)) =/ak
Frpj (111w; k, d = 0, p (-))
be the likelihood ratio of 1I conditional on w. Note that Ln1p depends only on the actual choice of
the agent, k, but not on the level suggested by the principal, k. Without restating the problem,
from ( ), we know that the optimal payment will be such that the agent's utility
is the average of ii (I + ALrpI (H11w; I^, 0, p (.))) /m (w)). The reason why using (II, w) instead of
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(x, w) simplifies the proof is that now the outside option
J (p (-)) = ra u(((x,w)) dF 1. (xlw; fd,p(-)) dF (w) - C (fe)
depends on the recommended k only through the contract . In the contract of proposition 1.4,
I and A are both increasing functions of k. Therefore, if a deviation is profitable for some k,
that is, U (k, p (-)) > ii, then the same deviation must be profitable for a higher k. Formally,
U (k', p (-)) Ow (k, p (.)) ii for k' > k.
Finally, we have to prove that welfare decreases when w-securities are available. The proof is
analogous to the proof of proposition 3. The social planner solves the problem of choosing (, k, and
c so as to maximize welfare in the economy. Formally, the social planner solves:
max J v (c (w)) dFe (w)
C,k,cj
subject to:
u (( (x, o)) dFe1 (zIw; kp(-)) dF (w) - C'(k) = 0,
Uw (kip(-)) < ii
u (( (x, w)) dD (x) dF. (w) - C (k) =n
c(w) + J (x, w) db (x) = [x + R + r k + (1 - k) w] d4 (x), Vw.
Compared to problem P(w), the social planner has one extra control variable, c (w), but he has
to satisfy the resource constraint of the economy. Note that c (w) appears only in the objective
function and in the resource constraint. So, we can separate the problem by first choosing c (w) to
solve
max v (c (w)) dF (w)
subject to
c(w) + J (xw)d((x) =J [x+P+ rk+(1-k)w] d@(x), Vw.
Let s (w) be the Lagrange multiplier on the resource constraint. The first-order condition w.r.t. c
is
M (M =, '(c (M) = O (M)
Now, conditional on sp (w), we can solve the dual problem of choosing ( and k to maximize the
value of resources in the economy. This problem is the same as P(w). Thus, the equilibrium of the
economy is a solution to the planner's problem and U (k, p (-)) < ii is a constraint on the planner's
problem. Therefore, welfare is lower when w-securities are available. 5
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1.10.3 Both types of securities
Proof of Lemma 6. The proof of this result is similar to those of lemmas 1 and 4 combined with
the analysis in ( ).
Proof of proposition 8. Assume that we are in the environment of section 1.5.1. The optimal con-
tract is given in proposition 4. Assume now that the double-deviation is possible and its value
is given by GJ, (k, p (-)). Consider first a small increase of c, and, thus, p' (the case with c, is
analogous). From proposition 4 we know that the optimal contract is increasing in the mean of x.
This implies
Uew (k, p (-) 0,ap~
which tightens the constraint e, (k, p (-)) < . Now, for higher values of k, the Lagrange multipliers
yi and A in 1.8 increase to satisfy the IC and IR constraint. From
/ pI + A (r - w) -/o =Ue (k,p(-)) =m max ii (r-) ) dF 1 (xI; k,fse = 0, s / 0,p (-) dF. (w)k's m (W)
we see that if a deviation was profitable for a certain k, U, (k, p (-)) > l, then it will profitable also
for k + dk. Formally,
a2
ykaTUew (k Ip) >0.
The latter proves that higher values of pe have a bigger effect on the cost of implementing a certain
action when k is higher. In turn, this implies that the optimal level of k decreases with p6. E
Proof of lemma 7. Consider a tax on the transactions in the securities market. A transaction in
this context has to be interpreted as a trade between an issuer and a manager. In other words, I
assume that issuers and managers will pay the tax any time they trade something, independently
of the quantity of securities exchanged.
When transactions are not observable, the principal has to consider three possible deviations:
not trading any security, trading both securities, and trading only w-securities (double-deviation).
Formally, let Q, (k, p (-)), Ui (k, p (-)), and Uew (k, p (-)) denote the values of the three deviations,
respectively. Also, let r be the tax per transaction, then in equilibrium the fixed cost of transaction
increases from c, to ce + r (and from c, to c, + r).
The social planner's problem is:
max maxf v' (c (w)) (x + 5+ r k + (1 - k) w - ( (x, ) + p') dCD (x) dF (w)
-r C,k
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subject to:
- Ju (6(x, )) dFw (xw; k, k,d =-kE, di = 0) dFe (w) - C' (k) = 0,
ak I k=k
U6 (kp()) ii,
Qw (k, p()) ii,
Uew (k,p(-)) ii,
fu (6((x, w)) d<D) (x) dFL, (w) - C (k) > n
Here, the tax T affects prices both directly (the tax is imposed on each transaction) and through
its effect on c (w) and, thus, m (w). However, note that in equilibrium the proceeds from tax are
rebated to the representative investor. Thus, aggregate consumption c (w) is not affected directly
by T, but only through the effect on p (-). Now, if we relax the problem by dropping the contraints
on the three deviaitions, the problem is the same as P(e). In section 1.5.1, I proved that the optimal
contract of this proble is such that the agent wants to buy full insurance. Thus, at r = 0, we have
that U, (k, p (-)) = R. However, when T = 0, w-securities represent a profitable deviation for the
agent, that is, UL (k,p (-)) < ii. This implies that a small positive r > 0 has a second order effect
on Ue (k, p (-)) but a first order effect on U (k, p (-)). Thus, a small positive T > 0 increase welfare
in the economy. 0
Proof of proposition 9. The proof of this result follows from the intuition given in the text. When
transactions are observable, then the principal can limit the manager to make only one transactions
by punishing him (by setting 6i = -oo) for deviating. Thus, the manger will always trade one
and only one security. Now, except for choosing a different investment fraction k, the only other
possible deviation is the double-deviation of trading only w-securities. Thus, the only constraint
on the optimal contracting problem is UL, (k, p (-)) & f. Also, note that the value of r doesn't
directly affect U, (k, p (-)) since the agent is trading only one security. In turn, this implies that
this problem is a relaxed version of the problem of lemma 7 and the result follows. 0
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Chapter 2
Cycles, Gaps, and the Social Value of
Information 1
2.1 Introduction
Market participants pay close attention to public signals regarding the state of the economy, like
those embodied in central-bank communications, macroeconomic statistics, surveys of consumer
confidence, or news in the media. Given how noisy these signals can be, the market's heightened
response to them often feels "excessive". In an influential AER article, Morris and Shin (2002) have
argued that this is due to the sunspot-like role that public news play in environments with dispersed
information: by helping agents coordinate their choices, noisy public signals can have a destabilizing
effect on the economy, contributing to higher volatility and lower welfare.
Motivated by these observations, this paper seeks to understand the welfare effects of information
within the context of business cycles. To this goal, we abandon the "beauty-contest" framework used
by Morris and Shin (2002) and much of the subsequent literature.2 Although the findings of this
work are customarily interpreted in a macroeconomic context, the lack of micro-foundations in this
prior work renders such interpretations largely premature. By contrast, we employ a micro-founded
framework that nests the neoclassical backbone of modern DSGE models. In so doing, we develop
a clean theoretical benchmark for the welfare effects of information within the context of business
cycles-one that provides a novel, and sharp, answer to the question of interest.
Framework. We follow the New-Keynesian paradigm in allowing for product differentiation
and monopolistic competition. We nevertheless abstract from nominal rigidities, thereby focusing,
a fortiori, on flexible-price allocations. We do so because this is always an excellent benchmark for
normative questions: the welfare properties of sticky-price allocations hinge on the welfare properties
of the underlying flexible-price allocations. Finally, we allow for multiple type of shocks, including
'The results in this chapter are joint work with George Marios Angeletos and Jennifer La'O
2This includes three sequels in AER: a critique by Svensson (2005), a response by Morris et al. (2005), and a
recent article by James and Lawler (2011).
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shocks to technologies and preferences, as well as shocks to monopoly markups and labor wedges.
This last modeling choice brings our analysis close to the pertinent DSGE paradigm (Christiano,
Eichenbaum, and Evans, 2005, Smets and Wouters, 2007). Most importantly, it helps accommodate
two distinct notions of fluctuations. Technology and preference shocks capture fluctuations that
involve no variation in the "output gap" between flexible-price and first-best allocations. By contrast,
shocks to markups and labor wedges capture fluctuations that are tied to market distortions and
that manifest with variation in the aforementioned "output gap". This distinction is known to be
a key determinant of both the desirability of output-stabilization policies and the welfare costs of
the business cycle: see, inter alia, Goodfriend and King (1997), Rotemberg and Woodford (1997),
Adao, Correia and Teles (2003), Khan, King and Wolman (2003), Benigno and Woodford (2005),
and Gali, Gertler, and Lopez-Salido (2007). As we show in this paper, this distinction is also central
to understanding the welfare effects of information.
Turning to the information structure, we let agents observe, not only noisy signals of the ex-
ogenous shocks, but also noisy indicators of the endogenous economic activity. This is key to both
the robustness and the applicability of our insights. Macroeconomic statistics and financial prices
are noisy indicators of the choices and opinions of other agents. The information that these sig-
nals contain regarding the underlying structural shocks is thus endogenous to equilibrium behavior.
This gives rise to informational externalities which, in general, can have important implications for
the normative properties of the economy (Amador and Weill, 2010, 2011; Vives, 2008, 2011). Our
analysis takes care of these complications and permits us to interpret public information as a signal
of either the exogenous shocks or, more realistically, of the endogenous state of the economy.
Results. Our first result decomposes equilibrium welfare in terms of discrepancies, or "gaps",
between equilibrium and first-best allocations. This decomposition, which extends related results
from complete-information models (e.g., Woodford, 2003b, Gali, 2008), is instrumental in char-
acterizing the welfare effects of either the underlying shocks or the available information. Under
complete information, the aforementioned discrepancies obtain only because of product and labor-
market distortions. With incomplete information, they obtain also because of noise in the available
information. Either way, the consequent welfare losses manifest at the macro level as volatility in
the aggregate output gap, and in the cross section as excess dispersion in relative prices.
Consider now the case where the business cycle is driven by technology and preference shocks.
If information were complete, these shocks would cause efficient fluctuations: both the volatility
of aggregate output gaps and the excess dispersion in relative prices would have been zero. It
follows that, when information is incomplete, the welfare effects of information hinge entirely on
the impact of noise: any correlated noise contributes to volatility in aggregate output gaps, while
any idiosyncratic noise contributes to excess dispersion in relative prices.
As more precise public information motivates agents to pay less attention to their private infor-
mation, the dispersion in relative prices falls, contributing to higher welfare. However, as agents pay
more attention to public information, aggregate output gaps may become more volatile, contribut-
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ing to lower welfare. The overall effect thus looks ambiguous at first glance. Nonetheless, we show
that the beneficial effect on price dispersion necessarily outweighs any potentially adverse effect on
aggregate volatility, guaranteeing that welfare necessarily improves with more information.
This result holds true despite the coordinating role of public information. The aggregate de-
mand externalities that are embedded in our business-cycle framework induce a form of strategic
complementarity that is akin to the one in the "beauty contests" studied by Morris and Shin (2002)
and subsequent work. Nonetheless, the welfare lessons of this prior work are inapplicable: public
information is found to be welfare improving no matter the degree of strategic complementarity.
Two observations are key to understanding these findings. First, the negative welfare effect
of public information within "beauty contests" a la Morris and Shin (2002) hinges entirely on the
presumption that its coordinating role is socially undesirable. By contrast, the coordinating motives
that originate from aggregate demand externalities and that are thus embedded in conventional
DSGE models like ours are fully warranted from a social perspective. Second, as long as the
underlying market distortions are state-invariant, these distortions do not interfere with the response
of the economy to any noisy information about the underlying preference and technology shocks.
The first observation explains why the insights of Morris and Shin (2002) are inapplicable; the second
explains why information about technology and preference shocks is necessarily welfare improving.
With these insights in mind, we next study the social value of information when the business
cycle is driven by shocks to monopoly power and labor-market wedges-that is, by shocks that
interfere with the level of market inefficiency. For this case, we show that more noise reduces the
welfare losses associated with the volatility of aggregate output gaps and the excess dispersion in
relative prices. In this sense, information is detrimental for welfare.
At the same time, information has a countervailing effect though the mean level of economic
activity: by reducing the uncertainty faced in equilibrium, more precise information brings the mean
value of aggregate output closer to the optimal one, contributing to higher welfare. The strength
of this countervailing effect, however, depends on the severity of the market distortion: the smaller
the level of the distortion, the smaller the benefits of any given reduction in it. We thus show that,
for the case of inefficient fluctuations, the overall effect of public information on welfare is negative
as long as the mean level of monopoly or other market distortions is not too large.
A simple punchline thus emerges: the welfare effects of information hinge essentially on the same
conditions as the optimality of flexible-price allocations. Our results thus provide a direct mapping
from the view one may hold regarding the need for output stabilization to the inference one should
make regarding the welfare effects of information regarding the state of the economy, whether this
information is provided by policy makers, statistical agencies, the media, or the markets.
A numerical exercise is used to shed further light. In line with our theoretical results, the sign
of the welfare effects of information is pinned down by the relative contribution of technology and
markup shocks. Nonetheless, aggregate demand externalities-and the strategic complementarity
obtains from them-emerge as a key determinant of the magnitude of these effects. Finally, when
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the contribution of the various shocks in our model is matched to the one estimated by Smets and
Wouters (2007) for the US economy, technology shocks are sufficiently prevalent that the social
value of information is positive: more information improves welfare.
Related literature. Our paper adds to a large literature that followed the influential contribu-
tion of Morris and Shin (2002). Much of this work-including Svensson (2005), Angeletos and Pavan
(2007, 2009), Morris and Shin (2007), Cornand and Heinemann (2008), Myatt and Wallace (2009),
and James and Lawler (2011)-continues to employ the same abstract game as Morris and Shin,
or certain variants of it. By contrast, our paper studies the welfare effects of information within
the class of micro-founded DSGE economies that rest at the core of modern macroeconomic theory.
The discipline imposed by the micro-foundations of this particular class of economies explains the
sharp contrast between our results and those of the aforementioned work.
The framework we use is borrowed from Angeletos and La'O (2009); similar micro-foundations
underlie, inter alia, Woodford (2003a) and Lorenzoni (2010). This prior work shows how dispersed
information can have profound implications on the positive properties of the business cycle. Here,
we shift focus to the normative question of how information impacts welfare. We thus complement
Hellwig (2005) and Roca (2010), which are concerned with the same question but focus on monetary
shocks-shocks that matter only when prices are sticky and monetary policy fails to offset them.
Related are also Amador and Weill (2010, 2011) on the interaction between public information and
social learning, as well as Angeletos and La'O (2011) and Wiederholt and Paciello (2011) on optimal
monetary policy with informational frictions. We elaborate on these relations in Sections 7 and 9.
Finally, the methodological approach we take in this paper builds on Angeletos and Pavan (2007).
That paper was the first to highlight that, in general, the welfare effects of information hinge on the
relation between equilibrium and efficient allocations, and to indicate the potential importance of
different types of shocks. Nevertheless, the analysis of that paper was confined within an abstract
class of linear-quadratic games. By contrast, the contribution of the present paper is squarely on
the applied front. To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to study the welfare effects
of information along the flexible-price allocations of a canonical, micro-founded DSGE model.
Layout. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our framework.
Section 3 characterizes the equilibrium and Section 4 decomposes welfare. Sections 5 and 6 study
the welfare effects of information for the cases of, respectively, technology/preference shocks and
markup/labor-wedge shocks. Section 7 extends the analysis from signals of the exogenous shocks to
signals of the endogenous state of the economy. Section 8 conducts a suggestive numerical exercise.
Section 9 concludes with a translation of our results to sticky-price models, and with a discussion
of directions for future research.
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2.2 The model
Our framework builds on Angeletos and La'O (2009), adding incomplete information to the flexible-
price allocations of an elementary DSGE model. As in Lucas (1972), there is a continuum of
"islands", which define the "geography" of information: information is symmetric within islands, but
asymmetric across islands. Each island is inhabited by a continuum of firms, which specialize in the
production of differentiated commodities. Finally, there is a representative household, or "family",
consisting of a consumer and a continuum of workers, one worker per island. Islands axe indexed
by i E I = [0, 1]; firms and commodities by (i, j) E I x J; and periods by t E {0, 1, 2, ...}.
Each period has two stages. In stage 1, workers and firms decide how much labor to, respectively,
supply and demand in their local labor market, and local wages adjust so as to clear any excess
demand. At this point, workers and firms know their local fundamentals, but imperfect information
regarding the fundamentals and the level of economic activity in other islands. After employment
and production choices are sunk, workers return home and the economy transitions to stage 2. At
this point, all information that was previously dispersed becomes publicly known, and centralized
markets operate for the consumption goods. This two-stage structure permits us to introduce
dispersed information while maintaining the convenience of a representative consumer.
Households. The utility of the representative household is given by
00
U = /Pt U(Ct) - jStV(ni,t)di,
t=0 
i'
where
C 1-7 n1+e
U(C) = and V(n) =
with -f, e > 0. Here, ni,t is labor effort on island i during stage 1 of period t, S is an island-specific
shock to the disutility of labor, and Ct is aggregate consumption. The latter, which also defines the
numeraire used for wages and commodity prices, is given by the following nested CES structure:
CjSit(ci,t) p di p/t Scp1 -1
where Sit is an island-specific shock to the utility of the goods produced by island i and ci,t is a
composite of the goods produced by island i, defined by
Mit-I 1
ci,t (ciy,t) 17i dj] ,
with cij,t denoting the quantity consumed in period t of the commodity j from island i. Here, p
identifies the elasticity of substitution across the consumption composites of different islands, while
r/it identifies the elasticity of substitution across the goods produced within a given island i.
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As will become clear shortly, p controls the strength of aggregate demand externalities (the
sensitivity of optimal firm profits to aggregate output), while 7 controls the degree of monopoly
power. The pertinent literature often imposes (implicitly) that p = 7, thereby confounding the
notion of demand externalities with the notion of monopoly power. By contrast, we let p = q so
that we can separate these two distinct notions. Finally, by letting q be random and abstracting from
any heterogeneity within islands, we introduce a pure form of markup shocks that cause variation
in equilibrium allocations without affecting first-best allocations.
Households are diversified in the sense that they own equal shares of all firms in the economy.
The budget constraint of household h is thus given by the following:
j jPij,tcij,tdjdj + Bt+1 < 7ij,tdidj + j(1 - Ti,t)witni,tdi + RtBt + T,
Here, pij,t is the period-t price of the commodity produced by firm j on island i, rij,t is the period-t
profit of that firm, wit is the period-t wage on island i, Rt is the period-t nominal gross rate of
return on the riskless bond, and Bh,t is the amount of bonds held in period t.
The variables Ti,t and T are exogenous to the representative household and the firms, but satisfy
the following restriction at the aggregate:
T = j itwrinidi.
One can thus readily interpret Tit as an island-specific tax on labor income and T as the resulting
aggregate tax revenues that are distributed back to households in lump-sum transfers. Alternatively,
we can consider a variant of our model with monopolistic labor markets as in Blanchard and Kiyotaki
(1987), in which case Tit could re-emerge as an island-specific markup between the wage and the
marginal revenue product of labor. In line with much of the DSGE literature, we interpret 1 - Tit
more generally as a "labor wedge" or a "labor-market distortion".
The objective of each household is simply to maximize expected utility subject to the budget
and informational constraints faced by its members. Here, one should think of the worker-members
of each family as solving a team problem: they share the same objective (family utility) but have
different information sets when making their labor-supply choices. Formally, at the beginning of
stage 1 the household sends off its workers to different islands with bidding instructions on how to
supply labor as a function of (i) the information that will be available to them at that stage and
(ii) the wage that will prevail in their local labor market. In stage 2, the consumer-member collects
all the income that the worker-members have earned and decides how much to consume in each of
the commodities and how much to save (or borrow) in the riskless bond.
Firms. The output of firm j on island i during period t is given by
yij,t = Ai,tnij,t
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where Ai,t is the productivity in island i and nijt is the firm's employment.3 The firm's realized
profit is given by jrij,t = pij,tyij,t - wi,tnij,t. Finally, the objective of the firm is to maximize its
expectation of U'(Ct)7rij,t, the representative consumer's valuation of its profit.
Markets. Labor markets operate in stage 1, while product markets operate in stage 2. The
corresponding clearing conditions axe as follows:
Li nij,tdj = n2,t V'i and cij,t = Yij,t Wi, j)
Asset markets also operate in stage 2, when all information is commonly shared. This guarantees
that asset prices do not convey any information. The sole role of the bond market in the model is
then to price the risk-free rate. Moreover, because our economy admits a representative consumer,
allowing households to trade risky assets in stage 2 would not affect any of the results.
Shocks and information. Each island is subject to multiple shocks: technology shocks are
captured by Ait, preference shocks by St and Sit, markup shocks by "rit, and labor-wedge shocks
by rit. These shocks have both aggregate and idiosyncratic components.
Turning to the information structure, we note that, once all agents meet in the centralized com-
modity market that takes place in stage 2, they can aggregate their previously dispersed information
and can therefore reach common knowledge about the aforementioned shocks. Nonetheless, such
common knowledge may be missing in the beginning of the period, when firms and workers have to
make their employment and production choices.
Our specification of the information structure is otherwise flexible enough to allow for multiple
private and public signals, some of which could be the product of noisy indicators of aggregate eco-
nomic activity. We nevertheless restrict the information structure to be Gaussian in order to obtain
a closed-form characterization of equilibrium allocations and welfare. Without this restriction, our
results can be re-interpreted as local approximations, pretty much as in Woodford (2003) and most
other log-linearized DSGE models. We spell out the details of this Gaussian specification in due
course, making clear the particular results that depend on it.
Aggregates and equilibrium. We henceforth normalize nominal prices so that the "ideal"
price index is constant:
Pt = p di] =1
3The assumption of linear returns to labor is consistent with the idea that, at business-cycle frequencies, the
variation in the stock of capital is negligible and that the rate of capital utilization is proportional to hours. In any
event, this assumption is only for expositional simplicity: the results extend directly to decreasing returns. In fact,
they also extend to increasing returns, provided that the curvature that is introduced in the typical firm's problem
by the downward slopping demands is enough to preserve the convexity of that problem and, in so doing, to also
preserve the uniqueness of the equilibrium.
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We also define aggregate output Y and employment Nt as follows:
Yt{fStyui" di} and Ntf nitdi.
Our definition of aggregate output is thus consistent with the usual reinterpretation of the Dixit-
Stiglitz framework that lets the differentiated commodities be intermediate inputs in the production
of single final consumption good. Finally, an equilibrium is defined as a collection of wages, com-
modity prices, and employment, production, and consumption plans such that (i) wages clear the
local labor markets that operate in each island during stage 1; (ii) commodity prices clear the cen-
tralized product markets that operate during stage 2; (iii) employment and production levels are
optimally chosen conditional on the information that is available in stage 1; and (iv) consumption
levels are optimally chosen conditional on the information that is available on stage 2.
2.3 Equilibrium and first-best allocations
To characterize the equilibrium, consider the behavior of firms and workers in a given island i and
a given period t. 4 When firms decide how much labor to employ and how much to produce during
stage 1, they understand that they are going to face a downward-slopping demand in stage 2. They
therefore seek to to equate the local wage with the expected marginal revenue product of their labor,
targeting an optimal markup over marginal cost. Workers, on their part, equate their disutility of
effort with the expected marginal value of the extra income they can provide their family. It follows
that the period-t equilibrium production levels of any given island i are pinned down by the following
condition:
StV' 1- i Eut Slc U' (Yt) A! L, (2.1)
To interpret this condition, note that the LHS is the marginal disutility of effort, while the RHS is
the product of the labor wedge, times the reciprocal of the monopoly markup, times the expected
marginal value of the marginal product of labor. This condition therefore equates private costs and
benefits. Finally, note that expectations are taken over Yt: firms and households alike are uncertain
about the ongoing aggregate economic activity because, and only because, information is dispersed.
For comparison, the first-best allocation satisfies the following condition:
StV' (-) = SgU' (Y ~) At. (2.2)
It follows that equilibrium allocations can deviate from first-best allocations, not only because of
monopoly power and labor-market distortions, but also because of errors in expectations of aggregate
4The characterization of the equilibrium follows from Angeletos and La'O (2009). The contribution of the present
paper rests in the welfare analysis of the subsequent sections.
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output-and hence because of the noise in the available information. Our subsequent analysis will
therefore explore how the resulting welfare losses vary with the precision of the available information.
Before proceeding to this, however, it is worth highlighting a certain isomorphism between our
business-cycle framework and the class of coordination games studied by Morris and Shin (2002)
and others. Assuming a Gaussian information structure, we can restate condition (2.1) as follows:
log yit = const + (1 - a) fit + a Eit [log Yt] (2.3)
where fit a log [A _ (1 - -ri,t) is a composite of the underlying shocks and
a - <. (2.4)
The general equilibrium of our economy can therefore be interpreted as the PBE of a "beauty contest"
among the different islands of the economy, with an island's best response given by condition (2.3)
and the corresponding degree of strategic complementarity given by a.
At first glance, this isomorphism might suggest that the welfare lessons of Morris and Shin (2002)
apply to our framework and more generally to conventional business-cycle models; we explain why
this is not the case in the following sections. At the same time, this isomorphism captures an
important truth: the incentives of the typical economic agent-whether a firm, a worker, or a
consumer-crucially depend on expectations of the aggregate choices of all other agents.
This kind of interdependence-a form of strategic complementarity-is embedded in any modern
DSGE model and reflects the combination of at least two kinds of general-equilibrium effects. On
the one hand, an increase in macroeconomic activity raises the demand faced by each firm, which
other things equal stimulates firm profits, production, and employment. On the other hand, an
increase in income discourages labor supply and raises real wages which, other things equal, has
the opposite effect on firm profits, production, and employment. The former effect formalizes the
familiar Keynesian notion of aggregate demand externalities; the latter captures the reaction of
wages on the labor-supply side. The overall feedback is thus positive (a > 0) if and only if the
demand-side effect dominates-a property that seems likely to hold in practice and rests at the
heart of Keynesian thinking. Although not required for our key results, 5 we henceforth impose this
restriction in order to simplify the exposition.
Assumption. The equilibrium features strategic complementarity in the sense that local output
increases with beliefs of aggregate output (that is, a > 0).
5 As shown in the Appendix, our decomposition of welfare in the next section (Proposition 1) and our key welfare
lessons (Theorems 1 and 2) hold true even if a < 0.
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2.4 Welfare
We now move to the core of our contribution, starting with a decomposition of the channels through
which the various structural shocks, and the available information about them, affect welfare.
Take any feasible allocation and let yit and Y denote the associated local and aggregate levels
of output. As standard, welfare is defined by the ex-ante utility of the representative household.
Since Ct = Y and nit = yt/Ait, this implies that welfare is given by the following:
W =E E o t UY)-SitV (!1)dil
It=0 I (t i
Next, let yi and Yt* denote the (full-information) first-best levels of, respectively, local and aggregate
output. Define then the local and aggregate output gaps by the following:
log A7t log yit - log y and log Yt = log Y - log Yt*
Finally, let 0 it _ log (Ait, St, St), and let et denote the cross-sectional average of 0 it. We impose
the following joint restriction on these shocks and the allocation under consideration.
Assumption. The aggregate variables (Et, log Yt) and the local variables (Oit, log yit) are jointly
Normal, and the latter are i. i. d. across i conditional on the former.
As will become clear shortly, this joint log-normality restriction is automatically satisfied by the
equilibrium allocation as long as the underlying information structure is Gaussian. The next result,
however, provides us with a convenient characterization of welfare that holds true irrespectively of
whether the allocation under consideration is an equilibrium one or not and that obtains in any
given allocation. This characterization is exact as long as the aforementioned assumption holds,
but can also be interpreted more generally as a second-order approximation.
Proposition 11. Welfare is given by
W = E [tW*At exp {-}(1 + e)(1 -7)At}
where Wt* is the period-t utility that obtains at the first best, At captures the first-order welfare
losses that obtain from suboptimality in the mean level of aggregate output, and At captures the
second-order welfare losses that obtain from uncertainty.6
For the first-order losses, we have that
At = A(Jt) =UQ5) - V(Jt)
U(1) - V(1)
6 By uncertainty here we mean both the one associated with the underlying structural shocks and the one associated
with the noise in the available information.
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where J5 is the ratio between E[Yt|Ge_ 1], the mean (predictable) level of aggregate output that obtains
in the allocation under consideration, and the one that would have maximized welfare.
For the second-order losses, we have that
1
At = A(Et, o-t) _= Et + a-t1-a
where a < 1 is defined as in (2.4) and where
Et = Var[Yt lEt-1] and U- t Var[it|Gt|
measure, respectively, the volatility of aggregate output gaps and the cross-sectional dispersion of
local output gaps (or, equivalently, the excessive dispersion in relative prices).
This proposition generalizes related results that have been established in canonical, complete-
information, macroeconomic models (e.g., Woodford, 2003b, Gali, 2008). The only key difference is
that welfare losses relative to the first best may now originate, not only in markup and labor-wedge
shocks, but also in noisy information. This difference, however, does not interfere with the insight
that any type of welfare loss can conveniently be represented in terms of the associated gaps between
equilibrium and first-best allocations. Establishing the robustness of this simple, but important,
insight to imperfect information is the first key result of our paper.
To elaborate on the origins of these welfare losses, let us henceforth focus on equilibrium alloca-
tions and, to start, suppose that there are no shocks at either the macro or the micro level. In this
case, there is no variation in output gaps at either the aggregate or the cross section (Et = ot = 0),
guaranteeing that all second-order welfare losses vanish (At = 0). Yet, first-order losses obtain as
long as there is a positive markup or a positive labor wedge (in which case 6 t < 1 and Wt*At < Wt*).7
Next, consider the welfare implications of uncertainty. To start, suppose that information about
the underlying shocks is perfect-the conventional scenario in the pertinent literature. In this case,
the response of equilibrium allocations to productivity and taste shocks is efficient. This is the
familiar result that flexible-price allocations are efficient in standard New-Keynesian models when
the business cycle is driven only by productivity or taste shocks. It follows that the gap between
equilibrium and first-best allocations can vary, whether in the aggregate or in the cross-section, only
when there are shocks to monopoly markups and/or to labor wedges. Any aggregate variation in
monopoly markups and labor wedges is then manifested in Et, the volatility of aggregate output
gaps, while any idiosyncratic variation in such markups and wedges is manifested in Ut, the inefficient
component of the dispersion in relative prices.
Finally, consider the case where information about the underlying shocks is imperfect. In this
case, Et and ot continue to capture the volatility and dispersion effects of any markup and labor-
7 When y < 1, Wt* is positive and At is strictly concave in t. When instead -y > 1, Wt* is negative and At is
strictly convex. Either way, however, the product Wt*At is strictly concave and reaches its unique maximum at 6 = 1.
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wedge shocks, to the extent that these shocks are present and the economy reacts to them. However,
this effect now interacts with the incompleteness of information about these shocks. For example,
less information has the potential of reducing both Et and at to the extent that it dampens the
response of equilibrium allocations to the underlying markup and labor-wedge shocks. Intuitively,
if agents have little information about this kind of shocks, they will "fail" to react to them, which
is undesirable from a private perspective but desirable from a social perspective.
At the same time, less information has the potential of raising Et to the extent that it dampens
the response of equilibrium allocations to the underlying productivity and taste shocks. Intuitively,
if agents have little information about this kind of shocks, they will again "fail" to react to them-but
now this failure increases the gap between equilibrium and first best and hence is socially undesirable.
Finally, any noise in information by itself can contribute to variation in either aggregate or local
output gaps, whether this information regards markup and labor wedge shocks, or productivity and
taste shocks. Noise by itself can thus play a role akin to markup or labor-wedge shocks.
Furthermore, how the aforementioned effects will get manifested in Et and at is bound to depend
on whether information is public or private-or, equivalently, on whether the associated noise is
correlated or idiosyncratic. For example, an increase in the precision of the public information is
likely to reduce the noise-driven dispersion in relative prices by motivating people to shift their
attention away from private sources of information. At the same time, the volatility of aggregate
output gaps may actually increase as people pay more attention to noisy public news-and perhaps
the more so if, because of the underlying aggregate demand externalities, such public signals end
up playing a coordinating role akin to sunspots.
This discussion suggests that, in general, the effects of information on volatility, dispersion, and
welfare are likely to hinge on (i) the nature of the underlying shocks, (ii) the extent to which infor-
mation is public or private, and (iii) the strength of aggregate demand externalities, as summarized
in a. We explore, and qualify, these intuitions.in the subsequent sections.
2.5 Shocks to technologies and preferences
In this section we study the welfare effects of information for the special case in which the business
cycle is driven only by preference and technology shocks. In particular, we impose that mht = r; and
Tit = - for all islands, dates, and states, thereby ruling variation in either the monopolistic markup
or the labor wedge. This helps us capture more generally the scenario in which the business cycle
would have been efficient-in the sense that the output gap would be constant-had information
been complete. It is this scenario that rests at the heart of the "divine coincidence" in modern
New-Keynesian models; and it is this scenario that we focus on in this section.
To obtain closed-form solutions, we henceforth impose a Gaussian information structure. We also
start with the case where agents observe only signals of the exogenous shocks. Finally, to simplify
the exposition, we focus on technology shocks; the analysis for preferences shocks is identical modulo
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a change in notation/interpretation.
The log of local productivity, ait = log Ait, is given by
ait = dt +(it,
where at = log At is the aggregate productivity shock and (it is an idiosyncratic productivity shock.
The latter is Normally distributed with unconditional mean 0 and variance o,, 1/is, orthogonal
to at, and i.i.d. across islands and time. Aggregate productivity, on the other hand, is given by
5t = Xt + Vt,
where Xt = X(dt-1, at-2,...) E[dltldt-i, t-2, ... ] is the component of the current productivity
shocks that is predictable on the basis of past productivity shocks, and vt is a Normal innovation,
i.i.d. over time, independent of any other shock, and with mean 0 and variance a . 1/-a.
Note that local productivity ait is itself a private signal of aggregate productivity dt. Each
agent (or island) may have other sources of private information about the underlying productivity
shock. We summarize all the private (local) information of island i regarding the current aggregate
productivity shock dt in a sufficient statistic xit such that
Xit = lit + uit,
where uit is idiosyncratic noise, Normally distributed, orthogonal to dt and i.i.d. across i and t,
with mean 0 and variance o, - I/i2. In addition to this private information, every agent has also
access to public information about the aggregate shock dt. This public information is summarized
in a statistic zt such that
Zt = lt + Et, (2.5)
where et is noise, Normally distributed with mean 0 and variance o2 2 1/rz, and orthogonal to all
other variables. The scalars i2 and Kz parameterize the precisions of available private and public
information regarding the underlying productivity shock; the question of interest therefore reduces
to the comparative statics of equilibrium welfare with respect to Kz.
The above log-normal structure permit us to obtain a closed-form solution to both first-best and
equilibrium allocations. In particular, it is easy to check that the first best satisfies 8
log y* = Tat + ?I(ait - at) and log Yt* = Tat (2.6)
where TI' measures the response of equilibrium output to aggregate productivity shocks, while
? (1 - a) IF measures the response to idiosyncratic shocks. The equilibrium, on the other
8The formulas in conditions (2.6) through (2.8) are correct up to constants that are spelled out in the Appendix
but are omitted in the main text for expositional simplicity.
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hand, satisfies
log yit = Paait + SOxxit + pzzt + S_ 1 -1, (2.7)
where Pa, Ox, wz, and p_ are positive scalars that are determined by a, T, and the information
structure (see the Appendix for a detailed proof and the characterization of these coefficients). The
corresponding aggregate level of output is given by
log Y = Dat + PzEt + Sidti, (2.8)
where ( =Pa + p2 + Vz is positive but lower than T.
The fact that (D < T means that incomplete information dampens the response of the economy
to the underlying aggregate productivity (or taste) shocks. This property is akin to how incomplete
information dampens the response of nominal prices to monetary shocks in Woodford (2003), Nimark
(2008), and Lorenzoni (2010). But whereas the results of those papers rest entirely on the failure
of monetary policy to replicate flexible-price allocations, the fact we document here underscores
how incomplete information may distort the response of the economy to technology and preference
shocks even when prices are flexible-or, equivalently, when prices are sticky but monetary policy
succeeds in replicating flexible-price allocations, which is actually the optimal thing to do as long
as the business cycle is driven only by these kind of shocks.9
This subdued response of equilibrium allocations to the underlying productivity shocks means
that the aggregate output gap is now variable and negatively correlated with these shocks, or
equivalently positively correlated with the business cycle: the booms and recessions caused by these
shocks are too shallow relative to the first best. At the same time, the noise in the public signal
zt (or more generally any correlated errors in people's beliefs about aggregate economic activity)
add independent variation in output gaps: a fraction of the booms and recessions is now driven by
pure noise. Both of these effects contribute towards volatility in aggregate output gaps. Finally,
the idiosyncratic noise in the private signals xit (or more generally any idiosyncratic errors in the
aforementioned beliefs) causes variation in local output gaps in the cross-section of the economy,
contributing to inefficent dispersion in relative prices. The welfare effects of public information
therefore hinge on the comparative statics of Et and at, which we study next.
Proposition 12. (i) An increase in the precision of public information reduces relative-price dis-
persion and has a non-monotone effect on the volatility of aggregate output gaps:
-- < 0 necessarily and > 0 iff nz < k
where k = (1 - a)x - x0-
(ii) A stronger demand externality (stronger complementarity) raises the volatility of aggregate
9The positive implications of these insights are explored in Angeletos and La'O (2009), while the optimality of
flexible-price allocations in the presence of informational frictions is studied in Angeletos and La'O (2011).
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output gaps and has a non-monotone effect on relative-price dispersion:
aet aEt
< 0 iff a > and -- > 0 necessarily
where & E (1/2, 1).
To understand part (i), note that an increase in the precision of public information induces firms
and workers to reduce their reliance on their private signals, which in turn reduces the contribution
of idiosyncratic noise to cross-sectional dispersion in local output choices and relative prices. At the
same time, because these agents increase their reliance on noisy public news, the contribution of the
noise in these news to aggregate output gaps is ambiguous. On the one hand, the increase in the
precision of public information means that the level of this noise is smaller, which tends to reduce
Et for any given reaction to this noise. On the other hand, people are now reacting more to this
information, which tends to raise Et for any given level of noise. Which effect dominates depends
on how large the noise is: when the precision of public information is small enough, a (marginal)
increase in it ends up contributing to more volatile output gaps.
The perverse effect of public information on aggregate output gaps depends, in part, on the
coordinating role that public information plays in our framework: firms and households use the
available public signals, not only predict the underlying fundamentals, but also to coordinate their
choices. Furthermore, as people do so, aggregate output ends up moving away from the first best.
Formalizing this last insight, part (ii) documents that a higher a raises Et: the stronger the
underlying aggregate demand externalities and the associated coordinating role of public informa-
tion, the greater the volatility of the resulting output gaps. At the same time, one can show that
the overall volatility of equilibrium output actually falls with a. This qualifies the precise sense
in which the coordinating role of public information contributes to macroeconomic volatility: it is
only the output gap, not output per se, that becomes more volatile as a increases.
This finding opens the door to the possibility that more precise public information ends up
reducing welfare by raising the volatility of output gaps. Nonetheless, part (ii) of the above propo-
sition also establishes that more precise public information helps dampen the excess dispersion in
relative prices, which contribute to higher welfare. As it turns, this second, beneficial effect on rel-
ative price dispersion always dominates any potentially perverse effect on volatility. What is more,
the overall positive effect on welfare is higher the higher a.
Proposition 13. An increase in the precision of public information necessarily reduces the joint
welfare losses of the volatility and dispersion in output gaps:
-- t < 0 (2.9)
Furthermore, the corresponding welfare benefit of public information increases with the degree of
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strategic complementarity:
O 2A t < 0 (2.10)
This result contrasts sharply Morris and Shin (2002), where the social value of information turns
negative when the degree of complementarity is sufficiently large. In the class of economies we are
concerned with, a higher a means, not only a stronger coordinating motive and thereby more volatile
output gaps, but also a lower contribution of this volatility to welfare losses relative to that of cross-
sectional dispersion. As a result, the reduction in dispersion at that obtains with more precise
public information is more valuable when a is higher, which in turn helps this effect dominate the
potentially perverse effect that public information may have on volatility Et. In fact, not only is the
overall effect necessarily positive, but it is also increasing in the degree of strategic complementarity.
By contrast, the relative welfare contribution of volatility and dispersion are invariant to the degree
of strategic complementarity in Morris and Shin (2002).10 Their result therefore applies only to
economies in which coordination motives are misalligned with social preferences-a scenario that
does not apply to the flexible-price allocations of a canonical DSGE model.
An alternative, and perhaps more powerful, intuition to our results is also the following. Suppose
there are no market distortions such as externalities, monopoly power, and labor wedges-or that
the right policy instruments are in place to correct them. In this case, the equilibrium is first-best
efficient when information is complete (commonly shared), but ceases to be so once information
is incomplete (dispersed); the noise in the available information causes equilibrium allocations to
diverge from their first-best counterparts. Nevertheless, equilibrium allocations remain constrained
efficient in the sense that they coincide with the solution to a planning problem where the planner
can dictate any allocation he wishes subject to the same resource and informational constraints as
the market." Note then that, by Blackwell's theorem, this planner cannot possibly be worse off with
more information-if that were the case, he could simply have ignored the additional information.
It is then immediate that, as long as the equilibrium attains the same allocations as this planner,
equilibrium welfare has to increase with more precise public information.
This principle leaves outside economies where monopoly power or other market distortions create
a discrepancy between equilibrium and constrained efficient allocations. Nonetheless, as long as this
discrepancy takes the form of a fixed (state-invariant) wedge between the relevant marginal rates of
substitution and transformation, the social value of public information is bound to remain positive.
This is because a fixed wedge affects the mean level of economic activity, but does not interfere with
the response of the economy to either the underlying business-cycle disturbances or the available
information about them.
'
0 Translating this to our context, this is the same as imposing an ad hoc welfare objective in which Et and at
enter At symmetrically (as if a were zero), even though the equilibrium features a coordination motive (a positive
a). With such an ad hoc objective, we would also have obtained that the perverse effect of public information on Et
dominates in some cases.
"See Angeletos and La'O (2009, 2011) for a definition and a proof of this kind of constrained efficiency.
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Mapping this insight to our earlier welfare decomposition, this means that the aforementioned
wedge implies positive first-order welfare losses (At < 1), but these losses are invariant to the
precision of the available public information (MOt/az = 0). The effects we documented for second-
order welfare losses therefore directly translate to overall welfare: an increase in the precision of
public information necessarily improves welfare, and the more so the higher the a.
Symmetric results hold if we consider the effects of private rather than public information. In
particular, a higher K., can raise o-, the inefficient dispersion in relative prices, as agents pay more
attention to private signals. At the same time, a higher s, necessarily reduces Et, the volatility of
aggregate output gaps, as agents shift their attention away from public news. Finally, the latter effect
always dominates, guaranteeing that welfare increases with the precision of private information. Our
findings can thus be summarized as follows.
Theorem 1. Suppose the economy is hit only by shocks to technologies and preferences. Depending
on whether it is public or private, more precise information can have an adverse effect on either the
volatility of the output gap or the dispersion in relative prices-but not on both at the same time.
All in all, welfare necessarily increases with the precision of either public or private information.
2.6 Shocks to markups and wedges
We now shift focus from technology and preference shocks to shocks in monopoly markups and labor
wedges. The distinctive characteristic of this type of shocks is that they are a source of inefficient
fluctuations under complete information.
Indeed, suppose for a moment that information were complete. If a benevolent planner had
access to the necessary policy instruments, he or she would completely eliminate the fluctuations
generated by shocks to monopoly markups and labor wedges. With flexible prices, this could be
achieved only with a state-contingent subsidy on aggregate output (or some other regulatory or tax
instrument that induces the same incentives). With sticky prices, monetary policy may also play a
similar role. Either way, to the extent that the available policy instruments cannot perfectly offset
these shocks, the residual fluctuations generated by these shocks contribute to welfare losses relative
to the first best. It is this kind of fluctuations that are the focus of this section.
To explore how incomplete information interacts with the magnitude and the welfare conse-
quences of this kind of fluctuations, we now shut down technology and preference shocks. For
expositional simplicity, we further focus on the case of markup shocks alone. The case of labor-
wedge shocks is identical, modulo a change of notation/interpretation.
Let Iit = log ( t) denote the log of the local markup of island i in period t. This is given by
wcnt = Te + citi
where Tt captures an aggregate markup shock and 6it is a purely idiosyncratic shock. The latter
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is Normally distributed with mean 0 and variance u, orthogonal to it, and i.i.d. across islands.12
The aggregate markup shock, on the other hand, is given by
Tt = Xt + Vt,
where Xt = X(Atp1,It-2, ... ) E[fTtIt1,fTt-2, --.] is the component of the current markup shock
that is predictable on the basis of past public information and vt is a Normal innovation, with mean
0 and variance a2 = 1/K,, i.i.d. over time. Finally, the information structure is the same as the
one we assumed for the case with productivity shocks, except that the shocks themselves have a
different meaning: the private and public information axe summarized in, respectively,
xit = At + uit and Zt = At + et,
where uit is idiosyncratic noise, with variance o, 2 1/r., while et is aggregate noise, with variance
oa 1i/,. The precision of public information is thus parameterized, once again, by rz-
Clearly, the first best is invariant to markup shocks (and to any information thereof). The
equilibrium, however, responds to these shocks (and to any information thereof). The above log-
normal structure then permits us, once again, to obtain a closed-form solution to the equilibrium
allocations and the associated gaps. In particular, the complete-information equilibrium satisfies
log yit = 't + 7P(pit - Tt) and log Yt* = Pt
where ' - < 0 measures the response of equilibrium output to aggregate markup shocks,
while # (1 - a) - < 0 measures the response to idiosyncratic markup shocks. The
incomplete-information equilibrium, on the other hand, satisfies
log yit = spit + SP0 xit + Ozzt + 9_0-9it1,
where PA, 92, spz, and p_1 are negative scalars that are determined by a, X', and the information
structure (see the Appendix for a detailed proof and the characterization of these coefficients). The
corresponding aggregate level of output is given by
log Y = 'Pt + Pzet + 9-1Tt-1,
where ' S 'Oa + 92 + sPZ is negative but higher (i.e., smaller in absolute value) than I'.
Not surprisingly, local output decreases with either the local markup or any information about
the aggregate markup. As a result, aggregate output decreases with either the true aggregate
markup or any correlated error in people's beliefs about it. This captures a simple but important
12 For expositional simplicity, we henceforth ignore the restriction that pjt cannot be negative.
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fact. Market distortions such as monopoly power and labor wedges have a powerful effect in the
economy, not only due to their direct impact on individual payoffs and incentives, but also because
of a powerful general-equilibrium feedback: a firm that expects the rest of the economy to experience
an increase in monopoly power or other market distortions will find it optimal to reduce its own
employment and production even if its own monopoly power or other local fundamentals remain
unchanged. In this sense, the mere expectation of an inefficient recession may suffice for triggering
an actual inefficient recession.
Turning now attention to how the available information impacts the magnitude of such inefficient
fluctuations, we observe that the incompleteness of information dampens the response of aggregate
output to the true aggregate markup shocks. This is similar to the property we observed earlier
for the case of productivity shocks, except for one important difference. Whereas in that case
this dampening effect contributed towards more volatile output gaps, now it contributes to the
opposite: because the first best is now constant, dampening the response of equilibrium output to
the underlying markup shocks helps stabilize the output gap.
This indicates that raising the precision of public information may now have an adverse effect on
the volatility of the aggregate output gap, despite the reduction in the level of noise. At the same
time, raising the precision of public information is likely to induce agents to reduce their reliance on
any private information about the underlying aggregate distortions, which in turn may help reduce
any inefficient dispersion in relative prices. We verify these intuitions in the next proposition, where,
for comparison to the case of productivity shocks, we study the comparative statics of Et and ut with
respect to both the precision of public information and the strength of the coordinating motives.
Proposition 14. (i) An increase in the precision of public information reduces the dispersion in
relative prices and raises the volatility of the aggregate output gap:
-- < 0 and > 0
89Kz B9Kz
(ii) A stronger aggregate demand externality (stronger complementarity) reduces both the disper-
sion in relative prices and the volatility in aggregate output gaps:
O9t <0 and < 0
iBa 19a
The intuition behind part (i) was already discussed. To understand part (ii), note first that a
stronger coordination motive (higher a) induces people to react less to private information, which
dampens the impact of idiosyncratic noise on equilibrium allocations and thereby reduces the excess
dispersion in relative prices. This effect is thus the same as in the case of productivity shocks. By
contrast, the effect of a on the volatility of output gaps is different for essentially the same reason
that the effect of public information is also different. As in the case of productivity shocks, a higher
a amplifies the contribution of noise to output gaps. Yet, unlike the case of productivity shocks, a
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higher a helps stabilize output gaps by raising the anchoring effect of the common prior and thereby
dampening the overall response of the output gap to the underlying markup shocks (formally, V
falls with a). This effect is strong enough to guarantee that Et falls with a. Thus, in the case of
markup shocks, stronger coordination motives help stabilize output gaps.
Returning to the social value of public information, the conflicting effects on volatility and
dispersion raises the possibility that the joint effect on welfare is ambiguous. The next proposition
establishes that this is not the case: the adverse effect on volatility necessarily dominates.
At the same time, public information now impacts welfare, not only through volatility and
dispersion, but also through the suboptimality of the mean level of output. The overall welfare
effect of public information thus hinges on the comparative statics of both At and At.
Proposition 15. An increase in the precision of public information necessarily increases the second-
order welfare losses that obtain from volatility and dispersion:
c9A,
-- t > 0
Or.z
The joint effect of public information on volatility and dispersion is therefore the exact opposite
than in the case of productivity shocks. At the same time, public information now impacts welfare,
not only through volatility and dispersion, but also through the mean level of output.
Proposition 16. An increase in the precision of public information necessarily reduces the ineffi-
ciency in the mean level of output and therefore reduces the associated first-order welfare losses:
9(Wt*At) > 0
f9Kz
This finding can be explained as follows. When firms and workers face more uncertainty about
the underlying aggregate shocks, the mean level of equilibrium output tends is lower. This effect is
present irrespectively of whether the shocks are in preferences and technologies or in markups and
labor wedges; it follows from convexity in preferences and technologies. However, the normative
consequences of this effect hinge on the nature of the underlying shocks. In the case of productivity or
taste shocks, the impact of uncertainty on equilibrium reflects social incentives: a benevolent planner
would have reacted to the increase in uncertainty in exactly the same way as the equilibrium. This
explains why 6t is invariant to the precision of public information in the case of productivity or taste
shocks. By contrast, in the case of markup or labor-wedge shocks, the impact of this uncertainty
on the equilibrium is stronger than the socially optimal one. By reducing this uncertainty, more
precise public information then helps reduce the associated inefficiency in the mean level of output,
and thereby also to reduce first-order welfare losses.
By the envelope theorem, one may expect the gains from raising the mean level of output to
be small when ot is close enough to 1: when the distortion is small, a marginal change in this
distortion has a trivial welfare effect. This intuition suggests that the welfare losses due to volatility
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and dispersion are likely to dominate as long as the mean distortion is not too large. Finally, as in
the case with productivity shocks, we expect the effects of private information to be symmetric to
those of public. We verify these intuitions in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Suppose that the economy is hit only by shocks to monopoly markups and labor wedges.
There exists a threshold 6 E (0, 1) such that welfare decreases with the precision of either public or
private information if and only if 6t > 5.
To interpret this result, recall that 6t is the ratio of Et_1[Yt] to the level of output that would
have maximized welfare. Hence, as long as 6t < 1, the condition 6t > 6 means, in effect, that the
average value of the aggregate output gap is not too large. Furthermore, note that 6t is a decreasing
function of the mean value of the monopoly markup and the labor wedge. By contrast, the threshold
6 E (0, 1) is invariant to the monopoly markup and the labor wedge.1 3 Thus, whether one measures
the distortion by the underlying wedges or the resulting output gaps, the message remains the same:
in the case of inefficient fluctuations, more precise information reduces welfare as long as the mean
distortion is small enough.14
2.7 Macroeconomic statistics
The preceding analysis has studied the welfare effects of information under a particular specification
of the information structure: we summarized the available information in exogenous signals of the
shocks hitting the economy. While standard practice in the related literature, this specification is
not best suited for practical questions. Consider, in particular, the following question: how does
welfare depend on the quality of the macroeconomic statistics publicized by the government, or of
the financial news disseminated by the public media? Unfortunately, such sources of information
are not direct signals of the exogenous shocks hitting the economy. Rather, they are only noisy
indicators of the behavior of other agents-they are signals of the endogenous state of the economy.
To capture this fact, we modify the preceding analysis as follows. In addition to (or in place of)
any exogenous signals of the underlying shocks, firms and workers can now observe a noisy public
indicator of the ongoing level of aggregate output. This indicator is given by
Ljt = log Y + et (2.11)
where et ~ N (0, o2) represents classical measurement error and a, > 0 parameterizes the level
of this measurement error. The results are identical if we consider other indicators of aggregate
economic activity, such as noisy public signals of aggregate employment and consumption, or a
survey of opinions regarding any of these macroeconomic variables. The scalar r= -2 can thus
13See the Appendix for the exact characterization of both < and St.
1 4 Clearly, this condition is automatically satisfied if the government has access to a subsidy or some other policy
instrument that permits to eliminate any predictable distortion and thereby to induce St = 1 (> 6).
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be interpreted more generally as the precision, or quality, of the available macroeconomic statistics
and of any other public information regarding the endogenous state of the economy.
No matter whether the underlying shocks are in preference and technologies or in markups and
labor wedges, the aforementioned macroeconomic indicator will serve, in equilibrium, as a signal
of these shocks: variation in equilibrium output signals variation in the underlying fundamentals.
However, the informational content of this indicator-formally, the signal to noise ratio-depends
crucially on agents' behavior. It follows that, pretty much as in other rational-expectations settings
(e.g., Lucas, 1972, Grossman and Stiglitz, 1980), the equilibrium must now be understood as a fixed
point between the information structure and the equilibrium allocations.
In general, this fixed-point problem can be intractable. However, the combination of a power-
form specification for preferences and technologies and a log-normal specification for the exogenous
shocks guarantees the existence of a log-linear Rational Expectations equilibrium.
To understand this, suppose that the economy is hit only by productivity shocks. Take any
allocation for which local output can be expressed as a log-linear function of the local shocks and
the private information, and let p and p denote the corresponding sensitivities of local log output.
That is, suppose
log yit = Vaait + pxxit + ht,
where ht is an arbitrary function of time, of the past aggregate productivity shocks, and of any
other variable that is common knowledge as of the beginning of period t. Then, aggregate output
is given by log Y = ((pa + s2) at + ht and, since (p, and ht are commonly known, observing the
statistic wt is equivalent to observing a signal of the form
W/ wt - ht = at + El, where E Et.
This is akin to the exogenous public signal we had assumed in the preceding analysis, except for one
important difference: the errors in this signal are inversely proportional to the sum Wa + Vp and,
in this sense, the precision of this signal is endogenous to the allocation under consideration. This
captures a more general principle: the signal-to-noise ratio in macroeconomic statistics is pinned
down by the sensitivity of equilibrium allocations to the underlying shocks to fundamentals.
Notwithstanding this important qualification, note that that this endogenous signal is Gaussian,
just as the exogenous ones. It follows that the available public information can be summarized in a
Gaussian sufficient statistic whose precision is given by the sum of the precisions of the exogenous
and endogenous signals. In effect, this means that our preceding analysis goes through once we let
Kz = Rz + ((Pa + ), (2.12)
where Rz measures the precision of the exogenous public signal and i" parameterizes the quality
of macroeconomic statistics. We conclude that the equilibrium is now the fixed point between the
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allocation described in condition (2.7) and the precision of information described in (2.12).
With these observations at hand, we can now determine the social value of macroeconomic
statistics simply by studying how iz varies with Kn. This is because the derivative of welfare with
respect to n,, is equal to the derivative of welfare with respect to rz, which can be read off directly
from Theorems 1 and 2, times the derivative of tz with respect to s,.
Clearly, if the sum Spa + p, were fixed, iiz would increase one-to-one with r,. That is, if
the response of equilibrium output to the underlying productivity shocks were invariant to the
information structure, an increase in the quality of macroeconomic statistics would translate one-
to-one to an increase in the precision of the public information. Any increase in iz, however,
implies a reduction in the equilibrium value of pz: as the available public information becomes more
precise, firms and households alike pay less attention to private information. By itself, this effect
contributes to a lower signal-to-noise ratio in the observed macroeconomic statistic and therefore
to a lower equilibrium value for rz: as people pay less attention to their private signals, the efficacy
of social learning falls. Nonetheless, this effect is never strong enough to offset the aforementioned
direct effect of ,,, on Kz. To see this, suppose, towards a contradiction, that the overall effect were
negative. If that were the case, agents would have found it optimal to put more weight on their
private signals, which would have implied more social learning. Both the direct and the indirect
effects would then have contributed to an increase in Kz, contradicting the original claim.
We conclude that an increase in the quality of macroeconomic statistics necessarily increases Kz,
which in turn permits us to translate all the results of the preceding analysis to the more realistic
scenario in which public information regards indicators of aggregate economic activity rather than
direct signals of the underlying structural shocks. The same is true for the case of markup shocks,
modulo a re-interpretation of the shocks and the signals-the welfare effects of Kz are now different,
but the positive relation between rz and ni holds true no matter whether the underlying shocks
are in technologies, markups or other fundamentals.
Proposition 17. Theorems 1 and 2 continue to hold if the precision of public information is re-
interpreted as the quality of macroeconomic statistics.
This result need not hinge on the details of the available macroeconomic statistics: we could
replace the aforementioned signal of aggregate output with a signal of aggregate employment or
consumption, a survey of people's forecast of these macroeconomic outcomes, or any combination of
the above. This result may nevertheless depend on the absence of private forms of social learning.
By this we mean the following. Suppose that, in addition to the aforementioned publicly observable
macroeconomic statistics, each island also observes a noisy private signal of the output or employ-
ment level of a neighboring island, or some other private signal of the actions of other agents in
the economy. This renders the private information that is available to each agent endogenous to
the choices of other agents, pretty much as in the case of public information above. But now note
that an improvement in the quality of the macroeconomic statistics may reduce the efficacy of these
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private forms of social learning: as each agent pays more attention to these public signals and less to
his private information, the signal-to-noise ratio in the aforementioned private signals deteriorates.
This deterioration, in turn, tends to have the exact opposite effect on welfare than the improvement
in macroeconomic statistics: it contributes towards lower welfare in the case of productivity shocks,
and towards higher welfare in the case of markup shocks.
This possibility, which is at the core of Amador and Weill (2010, 2011), qualifies the robustness
of Proposition 17. Nonetheless, note that Theorems 1 and 2 characterize the welfare effects of
the available information no matter where this information originates from. Therefore, even if one
seeks to study environments that endogenize either the collection or the aggregation of information,
our results remain indispensable: the welfare implications of any change in the environment that
involves, directly or indirectly, a change in the available information hinges on the effects we have
documented in Theorems 1 and 2.15
2.8 A numerical exploration
Our framework is too stylized to permit a serious quantitative analysis.16 This qualification notwith-
standing, we now consider a numerical exercise that permits us to further explore the determinants
of the social value of information within the context of business cycles.
To this goal, we let the economy be hit by both productivity and markup shocks. Both shocks
are log-normally distributed: aLt ~ K(O, o.) and it ~ A(0, o), where o-a and o-, parameterize
the volatilities of the two shocks.' 7 The local productivity and markup shocks are log-normally
distributed around the corresponding aggregates and, for simplicity, comprise the entire private
information of an island. Finally, the public information consists of a noisy statistic of aggregate
output, defined again as in (2.11): wt = log Y + et, where E ~ N (0, 2 ) is a measurement error
and o > 0 is its standard deviation.
This statistic now reveals information about both types of shocks: there exist scalars Aa, Ay , Ae E
R+ and Ao E R such that, in equilibrium,
Wt = A0 + Aadt - ALpft + Aket (2.13)
15 For example, this observation is key to understanding how the insights of Amador and Weill (2010, 2011) may
apply to the class of business-cycle economies we are interested in: those papers point out why more precise public
information might slow down private learning, but it is only the analysis of our paper that informs one how this will
affect output gaps, relative price dispersion, and overall welfare in a canonical business-cycle model. A similar point
applies to the design of optimal policy when information is endogenous (see the discussion in the end of Section 9).
16Among other simplifications, we have ruled out from all forms of dynamic interdependence, such as investment
and adjustment costs, thereby also abstracting from how current economic activity depends on expectations of future
economic activity. Furthermore, we have assumed that the state of the economy become common knowledge by the
end of each period, thereby abstracting from the rich informational dynamics that can emerge when learning takes
place slowly over time. While none of these simplifications is likely to impact the essence of our theoretical insights,
they are certainly relevant for quantitative questions.
17 Adding persistence to these shocks has small effects on our results. One should only interpret a, and o as the
volatilities of the innovations in these shocks.
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where at and jt are the aggregate productivity and markup shocks. A higher wt is thus interpreted
partly as a signal of higher productivity and partly as a signal of lower markup. Either way,
the impact on aggregate employment and output is positive: positive news about macroeconomic
activity are bound to stimulate the economy irrespectively of whether these news reflect a higher
aggregate productivity, a lower market distortion, or even a positive measurement error. The welfare
consequences, however, crucially depend on the nature of the underlying shocks.
Parameterization. We interpret a period as a year and target a standard deviation of aggregate
output growth equal to 0.02, which is consistent with US data. Together with the rest of the
preference and technology parameters, this target pins down the overall volatility of the underlying
shocks, but leaves undetermined the relative contribution of the two different types of shocks. We
will later discuss how an estimate of the relative contribution of productivity and markup shocks
can be obtained on the basis of the pertinent literature. To start with, however, we prefer to stay
agnostic about this relative contribution. We thus proceed as follows. First, we measure the relative
importance of the two shocks with the following statistic:
(We)2R = XOa2
(XpOea)2 + (qj'op)2'
To interpret R, suppose for a moment that information were complete. Aggregate output would
then be given (up to a constant) by log Y = 4Jii + "'tj and R would thus coincide with the
fraction of the volatility of aggregate output that is driven by productivity shocks. We thus think
of R E [0, 1] as a measure of the relative importance of the two different types of shocks: a higher R
means that a larger fraction of the business cycle is efficient. We then let R take any value in [0,11
and, for any given value of R, we choose o and o2, the volatilities of the shock innovations, so as
to match both the particular value of R and the target value of the standard deviation of output.
Next, to calibrate the standard deviation of the measurement error in the signal of aggregate
output, we look at the BEA releases of quarterly GDP. For a given quarter, the BEA publishes
different estimates of GDP as more information becomes available. We assume that the last estimate
is the true value of GDP. We set o = 0.02, which is close to the standard deviation of the error
between the first and the last release found in the literature (e.g., Fixler and Grimm, 2005).
Next, we need to parameterized the idiosyncratic noise in private information. Clearly, this is
challenging, because there is no obvious way to measure private information. We partly bypass this
problem by imposing that private information consists only of the local productivity and markup
shocks; this restriction is motivated by the idea that, for most firms and households, private informa-
tion is likely to be limited to their idiosyncratic circumstances. The precision of private information
is then pinned down by the variance of the innovations in the idiosyncratic shocks.18
1 8Another possibility would be to calibrate the private information to match the heterogeneity observed in surveys
of forecasts. This approach, however, has its own problems because it is unclear how reliable these surveys are. Given
the limited scope of the numerical exercise we conduct here, we leave further exploration of this issue to future work.
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Even that last option, however, is not obvious how to implement. One of the main difficulties
is that different assumptions about the markup charged by a firm imply different estimates of its
Total Factor Productivity (TFP). To get a rough estimate of the idiosyncratic risk in TFP, we can
refer to the NBER-CES Manufacturing Database, which computes a measure of TFP for all 6-digit
NAICS manufacturing industries in the US is 2005. This gives an estimate of the standard deviation
of idiosyncratic TFP growth of 0.06. One may argue using a higher value to take into account the
fact that the firms in the NBER-CES dataset are a more homogeneous and less volatile subset
of all the firms in the US economy. Looking at sales would also suggest a bigger number for the
idiosyncratic risk faced by a firm. For the markups, on the other hand, we follow the international
economics literature (e.g., Tybout, 2003, Epifani and Gancia, 2010) and use the standard deviation
of price-cost margins (that is, sales net of expenditures on labor and materials) as a proxy for the
idiosyncratic variation in market power. Doing so yields an estimate of the standard deviation of
idiosyncratic markups of about 0.1.
Based on these observations, and lacking a better alternative, we choose 0.08 as our baseline value
for the standard deviation of both types of idiosyncratic shocks. Together with our restriction that
private information coincides with the local shocks, this means that the noise in private information
regarding the aggregate state of the economy is roughly four times as large as the noise in public
information. This sounds plausible, given that the main sources of information about aggregate
economic activity are likely to be public. Svensson (2005) uses a similar argument to motivate his
assumption that public information is likely to be far more precise than private information. In any
event, our numerical findings do not appear particularly sensitive to the value of og.
Turning to the remaining parameters of the model, consider e and y. The former gives the inverse
of the Frisch elasticity of labor supply. The latter is typically interpreted as either the inverse of
the elasticity of intertemporal substitution or the coefficient of relative risk aversion. Nevertheless,
as emphasized by Woodford (2003), the main role of y in a model without capital is to control the
income elasticity of labor supply.19 Accordingly, we follow Woodford (2003) and set e = .3 and
7 = .2. These values are such that the complete-information version of our model (which is, in
effect, the basic RBC model without capital) replicates the empirical regularity that output and
employment move closely together over the business cycle, while real wages are almost acyclical. We
also set the average markup to 0.15, which is roughly consistent with estimates for the US economy.
The last parameter to set is the degree of strategic complementarity, a. In our model, a identifies
the elasticity of individual output to aggregate output for given local fundamentals; more generally,
it captures the sensitivity of actual economic activity to expectations of economic activity. Causal
observation suggests that this elasticity is high. Unfortunately, however, we are not aware of any
estimate of this kind of elasticity-nor is it of course clear if the particular micro-foundations we
'To see this, take the representative-agent version of our model. Labor supply is then given by nt = wtCt ,
which reveals the key role played by the parameters E and y. That been said, -y also determines risk aversion, which
plays evidently a role in the welfare effects of any kind of uncertainty. We return to this point below.
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have considered here capture the complementarities that may be present in reality because of the
far richer pattern of specialization, trade, and aggregate demand externalities.
Lacking a clear benchmark, we opt to set p = 1, which together with our choice of e and -y implies
a degree of strategic complementarity a = 0.6. The motivation behind this choice is the following.
Depending on how one interprets the islands of our model-as industries, classes of intermediate
inputs, or even individual firms--one could argue that these goods are either complements (p < 1)
or substitutes (p > 1). By setting p = 1 (Cobb-Douglas), we take the middle ground. Nonetheless,
given the uncertainty we face about the appropriate calibration of the strength of aggregate demand
externalities and the degree of strategic complementarity, we will later consider the sensitivity of our
numerical findings to a wide range of values for a. As anticipated by our earlier theoretical results,
the precise value of a is irrelevant for qualitative effects-but it is important for magnitudes.
Results. With the aforementioned parameterization at hand, the exercise we conduct is to com-
pute the welfare consequences of eliminating the measurement error in the available macroeconomic
statistic. More specifically, keeping all other parameters constant, we compute the welfare gain or
loss of moving the economy from ou = .02 (our baseline value for the level of noise in macroeconomic
statistics) to o, = 0 (which means, in effect, perfect public information). This welfare gain or loss
is computed in consumption-equivalent units (i.e., as a fraction of the mean level of consumption)
and is normalized by a measure of the welfare cost of the business cycle as in Lucas (1987).2
Figure 1 illustrates how the welfare effects of perfecting the macroeconomic statistics vary as
one varies R, the relative contribution of productivity and markup shocks. The solid line in this
figure represents the total welfare effect. The other two lines decompose the total welfare effect
between the effect that obtains via the impact of information volatility and dispersion (i.e., via At)
and the one that obtains via the impact of information on mean level of output (i.e., via At)
In line with Theorem 1, we see that reducing the measurement error in the macroeconomic
statistics-equivalently, increasing the precision of the available public information-improves wel-
fare when productivity shocks drive a large enough fraction of the business cycle (i.e., for high values
of R). Furthermore, the welfare gains can be non trivial, at least relative to a Lucas-type measure
of welfare cost of the business cycle: when productivity shocks drive the business cycle, the welfare
gains of reducing the noise in macroeconomic statistics are roughly equal to the welfare gains of
removing aggregate consumption risk.
As for the case where the business cycle reflects mostly variation in monopoly markups or other
market distortions (i.e., for small values of R), recall from Theorem 2 that information reduces
20More specifically, the norm we use is the consumption-equivalent welfare gain of eliminating the risk in aggregate
consumption when information is complete and fluctuations are driven by productivity shocks. We choose such a
normalization for two reasons. First, by abstracting from capital and choosing a low value for -y in order to match
the cyclical behavior of the economy, we have underestimated risk aversion and, in so doing, we have underestimated
the welfare effects of any type of uncertainty. And second, the welfare effects of aggregate uncertainty are known to
be notoriously small within the class of elementary DSGE models we are working with. Our normalization seeks to
bypass these two issues by focusing on relative rather than absolute welfare effects. Enrichments of the model that
increase the welfare costs of the business cycle are likely to increase as well the welfare effects we document here.
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welfare if and only if its joint detrimental effect on volatility and dispersion outweigh the beneficial
one on the predictable (mean) level of economic activity. Figure 1 then reveals that this is indeed
the case for the parameterization under consideration.
To clarify this issue, the dashed and dotted lines in Figure 2-1 separate the welfare effect that
obtains via the impact of information on the mean level of output from the one that obtains via
its impact on volatility and dispersion. The latter effect is positive if and only if R > }, that is,
if and only if productivity shocks explains at least a half of the business-cycle volatility in output.
The effect via the mean level of output, on the other hand, is positive if and only if R < 1, that is,
as long as there are markup shocks. Furthermore, this is decreasing in R, the relative contribution
of productivity shocks, and vanishes at R = 1. It follows that there exists a threshold N < c such
that the total welfare effect is positive if and only if R> R.
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Clearly, the threshold R is determined by the conflict between the beneficial effect that more
precise public information has on the mean level of output and the adverse effect it has on output
volatility and price dispersion when markup shocks are sufficiently prevalent. As anticipated in our
earlier discussion of Theorem 2, the strength of the former effect crucially depends on how big the
mean distortion is: the further away output is from its optimal level, the bigger the welfare gains
from a given marginal increase in output.
The role of the mean level of market distortions is illustrated Figure 2-2. The left panel in that
figure repeats the exercise of Figure 1 after resetting the mean markup to zero-or, equivalently, after
introducing a subsidy that undoes the mean monopolistic distortion. The impact of information on
the mean level of output now has a trivial welfare effect, implying that the total welfare effect is
pinned down almost entirely by the one via volatility and dispersion.
Conversely, if we let the mean distortion to be sufficient severe-which, in our numerical example,
translates to a mean markup above 36%-then the impact on the mean level of output is so strong
that the welfare effect becomes positive for all R. This is the case illustrated in the right panel
of Figure 2. We conclude that, other things equal, a sufficiently large mean distortion suffices for
information to be welfare-improving even when the business cycle is driven entirely by variation
in monopoly markups and other market distortions. If one takes into account tax distortions, this
scenario might actually be empirically relevant.
Turning attention to the sensitivity of our findings to other parameters, Figure 2-3 studies the
comparative statics of the threshold value R at which the welfare effects of information change sign,
from negative for R < R (where the markup shocks are sufficiently prevalent) to positive for R > R.
As evident in this figure, the threshold N tends to increase with either a higher e or a higher ^y.
This is because an increase in either e or y tends to increases the welfare costs of volatility and
dispersion relative to those of the mean distortion in output, which in turn means that the former
end up playing a more important role in determining the total welfare effects of information. At the
same time, we see that, for given e and -(, this threshold is almost entirely invariant to a, the degree
of strategic complementarity (or, equivalently, the strength of aggregate demand externalities).
This last property underscores, once more, the contrast between our results and those of Morris
and Shin (2002). In the "beauty contests" studied by them and much of the subsequent literature,
the welfare effect of public information turns negative once the degree of strategic complementarity
is sufficiently high and public information is sufficiently noisy. By contrast, in the class of business-
cycle economies we are interested in, the degree of strategic complementarity appears to play no
noticeable role in determining the sign of the welfare effects of information: whether information
improves welfare or not depends on the relative contribution of the different shocks, not on the
strength of the aggregate demand externalities and the consequent coordination motives.2 1
That been said, the degree of strategic complementarity emerges as a key determinant of the
magnitude of the welfare effects. This is evident in Figure 2-4, which studies the sensitivity of the
21As it turns out, the same is true for the level of noise: the threshold i? is largely invariant to a,.
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welfare effects under the two extreme scenarios where the business cycle is driven either only by
productivity shocks (R = 1, left panel in the figure) or only by markup shocks (R = 0, right panel).
In either case, the absolute value of the welfare effects is increasing in a: stronger coordination
motives are associated with bigger welfare gains when the business cycle is driven by productivity
shocks, and with bigger welfare losses when the business cycle is driven by markup shocks. Intu-
itively, this is because a higher a implies that firms and workers' decisions are more sensitive to
the uncertainty they face about aggregate economic activity, which in turn amplifies the impact of
noise on equilibrium allocations and thereby on welfare. Conversely, the welfare effects vanish as a
approaches zero, for in that case expectations of aggregate economic activity-and hence any infor-
mation either about the latter or about the underlying aggregate shocks-become entirely irrelevant
for either equilibrium or welfare. 22
Figure 2-4 also illustrates the sensitivity of the welfare effects to e and -y. Whether the business
cycle is driven by productivity shocks (left panel) or markup shocks (right panel), the welfare effects
increase in absolute value when we reduce either e or y, that is, when the economy becomes more
elastic to the underlying shocks. Yet, notwithstanding the uncertainty we face regarding the relevant
range of values for a, the impact of e and y seems to be small relative to that of a.
Figure 2-5 concludes our numerical exploration by examining the sensitivity of the welfare effects
to o, and o-. Not surprisingly, raising a-, amplifies the welfare effect of eliminating the measurement
error in macroeconomic statistics: the larger the noise in macroeconomic statistics, the larger the
welfare gains of eliminating that noise in the case of productivity shocks, and the larger the welfare
losses in the case of mark up shocks. The impact of Ug, on the other hand, appears to be non-
monotonic in the case of productivity shocks. Furthermore, the magnitude of the welfare effects
is not particularly sensitive to o- as long as the latter exceeds 0.2, our baseline value for o,.
Since it seems unlikely that the noise in private information can be smaller than the noise in
public information, this suggests that the effects we document are not particularly sensitive to this
parameter for which we have very little knowledge. That been said, we would like to emphasize,
once more, the limitations of our numerical exercise and the challenge of obtaining reliable estimates
of either the information structure or the degree of strategic complementarity. This seems a fruitful
direction for future research.
Like our theoretical exercise, our numerical exploration has so far remained agnostic about the
relative contribution of the different types of shocks. In so doing, we have sought to provide a direct
mapping from one's view regarding the efficiency of the business cycle to one's inference about the
social value of information. Putting such priors aside, one may seek an estimate of the relative
contribution of different business-cycle disturbances in the pertinent empirical literature.
22Note, however, that a = 0 is a knife-edge case. As long as a is either positive or negative, these expectations
become crucial. As a result, the welfare effects of information turn out to be qualitatively the same irrespectively
of whether a is positive or negative. For instance, suppose we take the extreme case in which the good of different
islands are perfect substitutes, in which case p = oo and a = -2/3 < 0. The welfare effects are then qualitatively
identical to those of Figure 1, although they are smaller in magnitude.
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Thus consider Smets and Wouters (2007). The latter fit a DSGE model to the US economy and,
among other things, estimate the contribution of different shocks to output volatility. At the one
year horizon, a combination of their markup and labor-wedge shocks explains only half as much of
output volatility as productivity shocks. Although their model is far richer than ours, and hence
not directly comparable, their estimates suggest that we could have used R = 2/3 as a plausible
benchmark in the numerical exercise of the preceding section.2 3 Given that the threshold N that
determines the sign of the welfare effects appears to be comfortably below 1/2, we conclude that
R > N seems the most likely scenario. Therefore, notwithstanding the objections one may have
either about our exercise or the precise meaning of the shocks identified in estimated DSGE models,
the benchmark that emerges is one where productivity shocks are sufficiently prevalent that welfare
improves with more precise information.
2.9 Discussion
The key lesson of our paper is that the social value of information hinges on the nature of the under-
lying shocks and the efficiency of the resulting fluctuations. Withholding the release of macroeco-
nomic statistics, practicing "constructive ambiguity", or otherwise constraining the information that
23Clearly, a preferred alternative would be to (i) augment their model with the information structure we have
considered here, (i) estimate the augmented model on US data, and (iii) use this to quantify the welfare effects of
information. Such an exercise, however, is well beyond the scope of this paper and is left for future research.
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is available to the public makes sense when, and only when, a sufficiently high fraction of the business
cycle is driven primarily by shocks that move the "output gap". For a plausible parameterization of
our framework, this was not the case: more information was found to be welfare-improving.
Our analysis was based on the flexible-price allocations of an elementary DSGE model. As
mentioned already, our focus on flexible prices was not accidental: studying the normative properties
of flexible-price allocations is always the key step towards understanding the normative properties
of sticky-price allocations. This principle, which is a cornerstone of the modern theory of optimal
monetary policy, is also the key to the sharpness of the results we have delivered in this paper.
Needless to say, our results continue to apply if we introduce sticky prices but focus on monetary
policies that replicate flexible-price allocations. Furthermore, for the case of technology or preference
shocks, one can show that these policies are actually optimal (Angeletos and La'O, 2011). It follows
that, for this particular case, our results extend directly to sticky prices as long as monetary policy
is optimal. In the case of markup or labor-wedge shocks, on the other hand, flexible-price allocations
are no more efficient and the optimal policy typically involves partial stabilization of the associated
output gaps. Our results can then be interpreted as applying to the residual fluctuations that obtain
once monetary policy, or other policy instruments, offset part of the underlying distortionary shocks.
These observations indicate how our results can be translated to richer settings with sticky
prices. But they also underscore that this translation ought to hinge on the optimality of monetary
policy-or lack thereof. More concretely, suppose that the economy is hit only by technology
shocks, but, contrary to what would have been optimal, monetary policy fails to replicate flexible-
price allocations. In this case, the suboptimal response of monetary policy to the underlying shocks
introduces random variation in realized markups and output gaps. This opens the possibility that
more precise information about the underlying productivity shocks may now be detrimental. In
short, a suboptimal monetary policy might induce an otherwise innocuous productivity shock to
have the same welfare implications as a distortionary markup shock.
By focusing on flexible-price allocations, we have deliberately abstracted from such confounding
effects. By contrast, the suboptimality of monetary policy is playing a central role in the other-
wise complementary work of Hellwig (2005) and Roca (2010). These papers assume sticky prices
and study the welfare effects of information regarding exogenous shocks to the quantity of money.
Clearly, monetary shocks that are unknown at the time firms set their prices cause equilibrium
output to fluctuate away from the first best. To the extent that monetary policy fails to insulate
the economy from such shocks, more precise public information can simply help the market do
what monetary policy should have done in the first place: once these shocks become known at the
time firms set their prices, prices adjust one-to-one to these shocks, guaranteeing that the shocks
have no effect on real allocations and welfare. These observations help explain the results of the
aforementioned two papers and the difference between their contribution and ours.
Putting aside the possibility of suboptimal monetary policy, preference and technology shocks
can trigger inefficient fluctuations to the extent that market frictions impact the response of flexible-
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price allocations to the aforementioned shocks. For example, Blanchard and Gali (2007) show how
this is a natural implication of the combination of search frictions and real-wage rigidities in the
labor market. Intuitively, such rigidities make the labor wedge correlated with the technology shock.
A similar argument applies to credit-market frictions: see Buera and Moll (2011) for an analysis
of how different forms of credit frictions manifest in different types of cyclical wedges. In the light
of our results, one would then expect the welfare effects of information to hinge on how strongly
the wedges covary with the technology shocks and thereby on the severity of the market frictions.
Further exploring these ideas is left for future research.
Another interesting issue emerges if the available information interferes with the ability of a
policy maker to stabilize the economy. James and Lawler (2011) make a related point within the
context of the Morris-Shin "beauty contest". Translating this insight in the context of business
cycles hinges, once again, on the nature of the underlying shocks and the resulting "output gaps".
To recap, although our analysis abstracts from a variety of issues that may interact in intriguing
ways with the question of interest, it helps resolve the apparent confusion regarding the applicability
of earlier results in the literature, and lays down a clean micro-founded benchmark for understanding
the welfare effects of information within the context of business cycles-a benchmark that may help
guide future work on the welfare consequences of informational frictions.
Our results may indeed prove instrumental towards different exercises than the particular one
we conducted in this paper. Consider, for example, how informational frictions may impact the
design of optimal policy. Ongoing work in this direction includes Angeletos and La'O (2011) and
Wiederholt and Paciello (2011). Although the contributions of these papers are distinct, our findings
help understand the key forces operating behind some of their results. In particular, Angeletos and
La'O's result that the optimal policy seeks to improve the aggregation of information through
prices and macroeconomic statistics hinges on the fact that information is socially valuable when
the business cycle is efficient. Similarly, Wiederholt and Paciello's result that monetary policy
seeks to induce agents to pay less attention to markup shocks hinges on the fact that information
becomes detrimental in the case of such shocks. More generally, characterizing the social value
of information-which was the contribution of our paper-is a key step towards answering any
normative question that involves either an exogenous or an endogenous change in the available
information.
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2.10 Appendix
Proof of Proposition 11. Welfare is given by
W = E #EWt]
where
Wt = Et1 [ 7 S+ di
measures the period-t utility flow. Clearly, the comparative statics of welfare with respect to the
information structure are pinned down by those of Wt. We henceforth focus on the latter.
To simplify the exposition, we ignore the consumption taste shocks Sit; the proof extends to this
case only at the cost of more tedious derivations. Furthermore, to simplify the notation, we drop
the time index t. Finally, we let E(X) and V(X) short-cuts for the conditional expectation and
variance of a random variable X given the public information that is available at the end of period
t - 1 (which include all the period t - 1 shocks). Similarly Cov(X, Z) denotes the corresponding
conditional covariance of X and Z, and Cov(X, ZIG) their covariance once we condition, not only
the end-of-period public information of last period, but also on the current aggregate shocks .
The log-normality assumption allows us to rewrite the first component of W (the one that
corresponds to consumption) as follows:
E (Y 1~) = [E (Y)] 1- exp {- 1y (1 - -y) V (log Y)}
Similarly, letting q = A +/S_, denoting with Q the cross-sectional mean of qi, and noting that
Y (f y P di) P, we can express the second component of W (the one that corresponds to
leisure) as follows:
E S di = E(I di) = exp(G)
where
G a e(1 +E)V(logY) + !V(logQ) -(1 I)Cov(logY,logQ)
+- (E + 1) (1 + E)V (log lie) + IV (log qilE) - (1 + e)Cov (log yi, log qIe)
We infer that
W = [E (Y)] 1-' exp {- 1y (1 - 7) V (log Y)} - i [F (Y)]1+Eexp(G)
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with G defined as above.
Next, let us define Y as the value of E (Y) that maximizes the aforementioned expression for W,
taking as given Q, G, and V (log Y). Clearly, this is given by the solution to the following condition:
Y'-7 exp {- (1 - 7) V (log Y)} = exp(G) (2.14)
We can then restate W as follows:{1 E(Y) -y rE (Y) 1 +C g1+e
1EQ exp(G)
If E(Y) happens to equal i, then W = W, where
^1+6Yl+
W I _ exp(G). (2.15)
Letting
6  E(Y) andU(S) - V(6) - -- 131+E
Y U(1) - V(1) E+ Y(1--Y)(1+-)
we conclude that
W = AW. (2.16)
A therefore identifies the wedge between actual welfare and the welfare that would have obtained
if a planner had an instrument that permitted him to scale up and down the allocation under
consideration by a factor 6 and could choose this factor so at to maximize welfare.24
Next, from (2.14) we have that
1
Y=QE+Y exp { [G+ $7(1 - y) V (log Y)]},
which together with (2.15) gives
W)(,_E( Q 1+ exp G - '+E[G +}-y(1 --7) V(log Y)])
Equivalently,
( + (1+E)h)} (2.17)
2 4 To see this more clearly, note that A is strictly concave in 6t and reaches its maximum at 6 = 1 when -y < 1,
whereas it is strictly convex and reaches its minimum at 6 = 1 when y > 1. Along with the fact that W > 0 when
-y < 1 but W < 0 when -y > 1, this means that WA is always strictly concave in 6 and 6 = 1 is always the maximal
point.
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where
n = +yV(logY)
= (E + -Y)V (log Y) + -TV (log Q) - 2Cov (log Y, log Q)
+ (E + 1) V (log yIE|) + y1 V (log qiIe) - 2Cov (log yi,log qI E)
Now, note that the first-best levels of output are given by the fixed-point to the following:
log y; = (1 - a) ' log qj + a log Y*.
It follows that, up to some constants that we omit for notational simplicity,
log Y* = '-log Q and log yi - log Y* = (1 - a) 1(log qi - log Q)
Using this result towards replacing the terms in n2 that involve qj and Q, we get
n = (e + Y)V (log Y) + V (log Y*) - 2(E + -y)Cov (log Y, log Y*) (2.18)
+ (E + .) V (log yeE) + (+) )2 V (log y|IE) - 2 j'iCov (log yi, log yliE)
Furthermore, the first-best level of welfare is given by
where Q* obtains from n once we replace yj and Y with, respectively, y; and Y*. We conclude that
W/ = W* exp -1 (2.19)
Finally, using the definitions of n and * together with the fact that 1 - a = + we have
= {V (logY) + V(logY*) - 2Cov (logY,logY*)}
1
+ {V (log ye6) + V (log y!IE) - 2Cov (log yi, log ylle)}1 - a
which together with the definitions of E and a gives us
= E + 0-.+ y 1 - a
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Combining this result with (2.16) and (2.19), and letting
1A = E + 1o-,1-a
we conclude that
W = W*A exp {-j (1 + e)(1 - 7)A}
which completes the proof.
Equilibrium with productivity shocks. Suppose the equilibrium production strategy takes a
log-linear form:
log yit = Vo + (Paait + 2Pxit + Pzzt + P_ 1at-1, (2.20)
for some coefficients (<Pa,<p, pz, -1). Aggregate output is then given by
log Y = PO + X + _1at-1 + (<Pa + x) at + z z
where ) Var(log yitIlogYt) = I- a
2 (p 2 p) g + 
2
KXx
+ 2Pa x]
rXx j
adjusts for the curvature in the CES aggregator. It follows that Y is log-normal, with
Eit [log Y] = (po + X +<pit-1 + (<p +<px) Eit [t] + cpzzt
Varit [log Y]
(2.21)
(2.22)= (<pa + (p.) 2 Varit[t]
where, by standard Gaussian updating,
Ka
Ka + Kx + Kzt
1
Ka + x +Kz
+ - _x xit + Kz Zt
Ka+xx + Kz Ka +Kx + Kz
(2.23)
(2.24)
Because of the log-normality of Yt, the fixed-point condition (2.1) reduces to following:
log yzt = (1 - a)(IFait - 'A) + aEit[log Yt] + r (2.25)
where T ' > > 0, A log (1- - ~ + r > 0 is the overall distortion
caused by the monopoly markup and the labor wedge (which are both constant because we are
herein focusing on the case with only productivity shocks), and
= - -) Varit [log Yt] = ICa2 I + e) Varit [log Yt] > 0
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Eit [at]
Varit [at]
Next, combining (2.25) with (2.21) and (2.23), we obtain
logyit = - a)W'A+(1-a) Wait+a( o +X + o-idt-i+ ozzt)
+a (Va + V) K Xt + -jit + Zt
Ka+KX z KZ O+Kx+Kz Ka+KIx+Zz
For this to coincide with our initial guess in (2.20) for every event, it is necessary and sufficient that
the coefficients (Po, Va, (x, Pz, p-1) solve the following system:
vo = r - (1 - a)W'A + a( po + X)
p 1 = api+a(p+px) K
-a + %xX + Kz
Sa = ( ) F
Ka + 1x + KZ
so Z = fo+ e(a+ x) K
The unique solution to this system is given by the following:
Va = (1 - a) F > 0, Vx = (1-a x aq > 0, (PZ = ail > 0,Ka + (1- a) rx + rz Ka + (1-a) rx + rz
(P_1 =Ka aT > 0, and VO = -IF'A + y-g(ax + r)
a + (- a) r, + rz
Proof of Proposition 12. Using the characterization of the equilibrium allocation in the pre-
ceding proof along with that of the first best in (2.6), we can calculate the equilibrium values of the
volatility of the aggregate output gaps and of the cross-section dispersion of local output gaps as
follows:
p2 (<D-)2 + 2 (Ka + Kz) 2
Kz r-a ((1 - aOxx + Kz + Ka2
S a2 (1 
- a) 2 Kx
or= KV 2T
r'X(( - a) rc + rz + Ka)2
Taking the derivative of E with respect to the precision of public information gives
OE (1 - a)-Kx - ( a,Kz) 22,2
oz ((1-)hx+z± a)
which is positive if and only if rz < (1 - a)rx - Ko, while taking the derivative of a gives
o- _ ~a2(1 a) 2 rx 2
=-2 i n,
aKz ((1- )rx + rz + r,,)3
which is necessarily negative.
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Finally, taking the derivatives with respect to the degree of strategic complementarity, we obtain
B9E = 2 (Ka + z) (Kx + z + Ka) 2
Ba {{1 -a)Kx + rz + Ka)3
which is necessarily positive, and
-9,= (a 2 ., _ (2a - 1) (r..+ Kz+ raC)) 2a( X p
(9a (1-a)rz + Kz + Ka),
which is positive if and only if
2a - 1 X
Note that the RHS of the above condition is a number between 0 and 1. Next, let g(a) denote the
LHS and note that g: (0, 1] -> R is strictly increasing in a, with g(1/2) = 0 and g(1) = 1. It follows
that there exists a unique & E (1/2, 1) such that the above condition is satisfied-and therefore o-
is locally increasing in a-if and only if a < &.
Proof of Proposition 13. Using the results from the proof of Proposition 12, we have that
1 a2q,2
At = Et + 1-a-,t = )x+K a1 -a ((1 -a)K + Kz + K)
from which it is immediate that second-order losses are decreasing in the precision of either public
or private information. (Note that this would be true even if a were negative.) Furthermore,
0 2 At _ 2a(_.2 + _z + Ka) q2
ar.za ((1 - a)Kx + Kz + Ka) 3
which is negative (as long as a > 0).
Proof of Theorem 1. The distortion in the mean level of output is given by
it = I i19(1 - r)]Ey< 1
where fL- is the monopoly wedge (the reciprocal of the markup) and 1 - - is the labor wedge.7
Since 6 t, and hence also At, is invariant to the information structure, the welfare effects of public
information are pinned down by comparative statics of At alone, which were established before. It
follows that welfare necessarily increases with the precision of either public or private information.
Equilibrium with markup shocks. This follows very similar steps as the characterization of
equilibrium in the case with productivity shocks. Suppose equilibrium output takes a log-linear
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form:
log yit = pp + Pg pit + VO xit + (pzzt + -1iAt -1,
for some coefficients (o, , z sz, s-1). This guarantees that aggregate output is log-normal, which
in turn implies that the fixed-point condition (2.1) now reduces to
log Yit = (1 - a)('5 - 'iit) + aEit[log Yt] + F
where I, ' , and F are defined as in the case with productivity shocks. Following similar steps as
in that case, we can then show that the unique equilibrium coefficients are given by the following:
p= -(1 - a) X' <o, s, = - ~_a KZ ax' < 0, Oz = - ) a' < 0,
S -1 A -al'> 0 and oO = pi + (aX + r)
Proof of Proposition 14. With only markup shocks, first-best allocations are constant. The
volatility of aggregate output gaps and the dispersion of local output gaps are thus given by the
following:
p2 2 a 2 K+((1 -a) .+,(1 - a) . + Kz) 2
pz y _u (r.,y + (1-a) r__ + _z)
2 2 (1- a) 2 (x,) 2 + a (1- a)2 (2, + (2- a) r±+2Kz)
or=-++ 2 = + 2 (W)x0 =x xx - g ((1- a)tz + Kz + p)
Next, taking the derivatives with respect to the precision of public information, we obtain
E = (2+ a) (1 - a)r + (rz + ,) (2 - a) , 2
iBrz ((1 - a)r2 + Kz + ry)3
which is necessarily positive, and
(o- 2 (1 - I)2(L + Kz + rz) ,
Bz -a ++((1 -
which is necessarily negative.
Finally, taking the derivatives with respect to the degree of strategic complementarity, we obtain
BE 2 (1 - a) (K, + r.+.. z) 2  , 2
((1-a) x+ z + y)
which is necessarily negative, and
a= 2(1 -a) (q')2 H,a
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where
2(1 r1H = a2( - a) sx - a (-2 + 3a) szo ((1 - a)rz + rz + riy,) + (1 - 3a) ((1 - a)r,, + nz + r, ) 2 1
((1 - a) r. + r"z + rp) X xq
Note that r,2 > , because x is the sufficient statistic of the information contained both in the own
shock and in other source of private information. Letting k = s , we thus have that
H < a 2 (1-a) i- a (-2 + 3a) x ((1 - a) z + rz + sy) + (1 - 3a) ((1 - a) z + rz + r.)2
((1 - a)Kx + z + +,y) 3
1 -(1+ k) 2  
_ (1+ k) 2
Kz + r, k ((1 - a)k + 1)3  - ((1 - a)k +
Since the latter is clearly negative, we conclude that ' is also negative.
Proof of Proposition 15. From the preceding characterization of E and o-, we have that
1A a ,V 2+ (1 - a)2 T+ r.z + (1 - a2 )ry , 2
g y 1,- a) rz + rz + r.y )
It follows that
OA = ___ > 0 (2.26)
((1 - a)Kx + rz + ) 2 (.
OA 
- a)a2 (,2_ >0(2
~Kx- ( -c)P ~+~ > 0, (2.27)((1 - a) rx + riz + r.y)2
which proves that second-order welfare losses necessarily increase with the precision of either public
or private information. (Note that this would be true even if a were negative.)
Proof of Proposition 16. To study the impact of information on first-order losses At, we first
need to compute 5t. Using the equilibrium characterization and after some tedious algebra, we can
show that the predictable component of aggregate output, E-1 [Yt], satisfies the following condition:
(Et-i[Yt]) 1-1 exp (-1y (1 - -y) V (log Y)) = exp (xt - log(1 - -) + -D) (Et_[Yt])1 +x(-e2p(GQ
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G -E(1+1)V(logY)+ (E + 1) (1 + E)V (log yjE)
D = Var (i I tip) + 2 (1 + e) Cov (yit, itTitp)
1 1 + 2
= -+-+2(1+
1 1 1i-a
= -+--2(1+)
x + A
rb 14 11+(1-a) K.+rz)
From (2.14), on the other hand, we infer that the optimal Y solves the following condition:
Z exp (- -Y (1 - Y) V (log Y)) = exp(o)
Combining these results, we infer that
o Et-1[Yt] = exp [-'F
Yet
and therefore
6 1 D
0t aD
-9- -o W'I"- -
x _1 6tI2
(1-a) r.. + r'z + r.y)2
(1- a)a 2 (IZ) 2
((1 -a) r, + K z + ry )
(1 + e) 6 t > 0
(1 + e6 > 0.
It follows that, as long as ot < 1, an increase in the precision of either public or private information
reduces the mean distortion-it brings 6t closer to 1-and thereby also reduces first-order welfare
losses. (Once again, this result holds true irrespectively of whether a is positive or negative.)
Proof of Theorem 2. To obtain the overall welfare effect, recall that welfare is given by
Wt = Wt*At exp {-j(1+ E)(1 - 7)At}
Consider first the case of public information. From the above, we have that
z= W* exp {- (1 + e)(1 - 7)At} (9 t z -2At( + E)(1
From (2.26) and (2.28), we have that
B9 t AI,
ortz Onz
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where
(2.28)
(2.29)
,y) \
- 7)/
(xt - log(1 -- ) + I D)],
It follows that
zW* exp {-(I + E)(1 - 7)At} -Ht
where
Bit
H2( + (1 e)J'-- - ((1 -7)(1+e)A
2-y 2( + e) 6 1+e) 1-76+
(+ e)6-~+ -
and therefore
= 2 ( E) W* {-1(1 +e)(1 -7y)At} t2(E+7) - 2 K-z [(1 +E) - (1+ 2E +y)JE+
Note then that the sign of Wt* is the same as that of (1 - -y), which together with the facts that
> 0 and ot > 0 implies that the sign of OW is the same as the sign of (1+ E) - (1+2E+Y)J±+
We conclude that
< 0
0 r z
where
ifit > 6 ,
1
N a + eE (0, 1).(1+ 2,E+7y
Consider next the case of private information. From (2.27) and (2.29), we have that
(t 1+)( 
,
pretty much as in the case of public information. It follows that
owt
= Wt* expf{-}(1+ie)(1 - y)At} (t a-
2 096t Or.,
= W* exp {-}(i + E)(1 - -y)At} -lHt
where Ht is defined as before. By direct implication,
Wt < 0
an,'
iff ot > J,
where 6 is the same threshold as the one in the case of public information.
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Proof of Proposition 17. Consider the case where the economy is hit only by productivity
shocks. From the analysis in the main text, we have that the equilibrium must satisfy
Kz= z + (Oa +Ox) 2 KW'
From the analysis of the equilibrium with productivity shocks in the beginning of this appendix, we
have that
YOa + 5Ox - Ka + X + KzKa + (1 - a) ',T + 'z
Combining, we conclude that the equilibrium value of ,z is pinned down by the following fixed
point:
Kz = F(rz)
where
~ Na + Kx + Kz a2p2rF(z) = +z + (1
a +(1 a) rx + rz/
Note that F is continuous and decreasing in ,z, with F(O) > 0. It follows that there exists a
unique solution to iz = F(rz), which means that the equilibrium is unique. Furthermore, since F
is increasing in ,,, the equilibrium value of rz is also increasing in ,. Along with the facts that
i, impacts welfare only through iz and that welfare is increasing in Kz, this proves that welfare is
increasing in Kw.
The same arguments apply to the case of markup shocks, modulo a change in notation/interpretation.
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Chapter 3
Liquidity Insurance with Market
Information
3.1 Introduction
Asymmetric information is a common problem in credit markets where firms borrow capital to
finance their investment opportunities and to face unexpected events. Should a particular investment
be undertaken? Should credit be extended to a firm that might go bankrupt? If lenders and
borrowers do not share the same information, the informed agents are in a position to exploit their
advantage and gain at the expense of the other agents. As a result, many profitable investment
opportunities are not undertaken and many viable firms cannot find enough capital to continue
their business.
Banks and other lenders deal with the issue that borrowers may be better informed by devoting
considerable resources to analyze all sorts of information to screen potential borrowers. This task
often continues during the whole life of the loan when banks monitor borrowers to make sure loans
are repaid. This is a costly process and it is often impossible or not optimal for the lender to learn
the quality of the borrower perfectly. When the problem of asymmetric information is not fully
resolved, financial marktes are negatively affected and firms cannot raise the necessary capital.
Financial markets are themselves a potential source of information. Many firms are traded daily
on the stock market and derivatives - such as credit default swaps - provide timely information
on the health of a firm. If asset prices offer valuable information, then intuitively they should be
taken into account in lending decisions. For example, a bank may consider to lend to a firm only if
its stock price is above a certain threshold or if the price of a CDS signals that the probability of
bankruptcy is low.
There are, however, two potential problems with this. First, if we consider all the information
that a bank acquires before lending to a firm, it seems that the usefulness of asset prices as a source
of information is quite limited. In other words, if a bank can screen potential borrowers, then why
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would it use the information contained in asset prices? This is even more important if we think of
asset prices as being subject also to fluctuations that are not related to the value of the firm. Can
it be optimal for a bank or a firm to let the success of an investment depend on non-fundamental
fluctuations of asset prices?
Secondly, asset prices respond endogenously to the agents' decisions. Stock prices, for example,
depend on expectations about the firm's future dividends. Thus, whether a firm finds capital to
pursue a new investment opportunity or to cover an unexpected cost will certainly affect its stock
price. How can then a bank use the information contained in asset prices when these prices are
themselves affected by the decision of the bank?
In this paper, I study how asymmetric information between lenders and borrowers - such as
small entrepreneurs, managers, or controlling shareholders of big corporations - affects liquidity
management and investment choices. I then investigate how market signals - such as stock prices
- can mitigate the distortions arising from the asymmetry of information. Finally, I show that the
endogeneity of asset prices may limit the ability of investors to provide liquidity in an optimal way.
The building block is the ( ) model of liquidity insurance. Demand for
liquidity arises from the fact that entrepreneurs face unexpected costs, but lack the commitment to
pledge the total NPV of their firm to investors. One partial solution is to contract with investors in
advance and secure liquidity before the realization of the unexpected costs. However, more insurance
against liquidity shocks makes the business less profitable for investors who invest less capital in
the firm. One advantage of this model is that, while it departs from the Arrow-Debreu paradigm
assumed in ( ) in a very simple way, it is enough to generate a demand
for liquidity and a trade-off between the capital invested in a firm and the amount of insurance
against liquidity shocks. Also, the simple structure of this model delivers tractability when I allow
for endogenous asset prices in section 3.5.
I show that investors discriminate between the differrent types of borrowers by offering them
menus of contracts that differ for the amount of capital invested in the firm and the amount of
liquidity insurance. In particular, relative to the symmetric information benchmark, good borrowers
receive a distorted contract with less insurance. Since good borrowers are more productive, they
prefer the risk of running out of cash (that is, they prefer less insurance) for a higher investment in
the firm.
Asset prices can mitigate the asymmetric information problem and reduce the distortions of the
contracts. These prices, however, are observed after the investment is undertaken and, thus, after
lenders and borrowers sign the contract. On the equilibrium path, investors offer different contracts
to the the different types of borrowers and, therefore, the asymmetric information is resolved before
investors observe asset prices. Thus, on the equilibrium path investors do not use financial markets
to get information about the borrowers. However, even if prices are observed ex-post, investors
still find it optimal to condition liquidity insurance on asset prices. By doing so, they can provide
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borrowers with better incentives for truth-telling and offer less distorted contracts. Intuitively, if
borrowers expect lenders to learn from financial markets at some point in the future, they will have
a greater incentive to disclose information at the contracting stage. Conditioning a contract on
asset prices, however, comes with the cost of exposing the firm to the non-fundamental fluctuations
in financial markets. Thus, a firm may run out of liquidity only because its price is too low for some
non-fundamental reason.
Related Literature. Firms in this paper will be subject to unexpected costs and will want to
insure against them. This model builds mainly on ( ) where the lack of
commitment on the entrepreneurs' side prevents them to borrow as much as they would like. Several
other theories have been proposed in corporate finance to explain why firms may be willing to buy
insurance against adverse scenarios. In ( ) the presence of adverse selection may
limit the borrowing capacity of a firm that hasn't planned liquidity in advance. "Signal-jamming,"
whereby competitors prey on each other to make rivals look financially weak, is another reason for
planning funding in advance ( ( ) and ( )).
This paper is also related to the literature of insurance under asymmetric information. In their
seminal paper, ( ) study a model of insurance markets where insurers
do not know the type of their customers. Similarly, in this paper lenders are uncertain about
the profitability of the borrorwers' investment opportunities and they offer a menu of contracts to
screen the different types of borrowers. Apart from the role of asset prices, this paper differs from
( ) for another reason. For most of the paper, I assume that lenders and
borrowers meet without any of them knowing the quality of the firm. Lenders then offer a menu
of contracts to the borrowers. The latter then learn the quality of their firms and select a contract
in the menu. This assumption on how agents acquire information over time greatly simplifies the
analysis without affecting the main message of the paper, as I show in appendix 3.8.
There is a vast literature that studies how investors use market signals to acquire information
about the quality of the borrowers. Some papers also study how the endogeneity of asset prices
affects the amount of information they provide. ( ) consider entrepreneurs who
make an investment whose profitability depends on the future price of capital. In turn, the price
of capital depends on the investment decisions of all the entrepreneurs in the economy. In this
paper, the mechanism behind the feedback is different: investors use asset prices only insofar as
they want to discriminate between different types of borrowers. ( ) study
how government intervention can affect the informativeness of asset prices by affecting the trading
incentives of speculators. In ( ) some agents learn the value of a firm from asset
prices and then take actions that, in turn, affect the value of the firm. One important difference with
these models is that that I assume asymmetric information between investors and entrepreneurs.
Also, on equilibrium investors screen the different types of borrrowers (and, therefore, learn their
types), but observe asset prices only after the contract is signed. Therefore, they do not acquire
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any information from asset prices, but use them only to relax the ex-ante screening problem.
For the particular way in which market signals affect the equilibrium allocations, this paper is also
related to some papers in the mechanism design literature that study how a principal can use ex-post
signals to provide better incentives to the agent (R ),
(2007)). They show that, even if in equilibrium the signal does not reveal extra information to the
principal, the latter still finds it optimal to condition the contract on the signal. The reason is that,
by conditioning the terms of the contract on a signal that is informative about the agent's true type,
the principal alleviates the distortions coming from the asymmetry of information. Similarly, in my
model investors will offer contracts that are conditional on market signals to provide entrepreneurs
with better incentives to reveal their type. Finally, this paper is also related to the large literature
in macroeconomics that studies the implications of the feedback between investment decisions and
asset prices arising from financial frictions ( ) and
(199))I.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 3.2 I present the model and define the equilibrium.
In section 3.3 I solve the symmetric information benchmark. Section 3.4 introduces asymmetric
information and derives the implications for the investment and liquidity insurance decisions. In
section 3.5 I solve the full model with asymmetric information and endogenous asset prices. In this
section, I also perform some comparative static exercises to show how a decrease in the informa-
tiveness of asset prices affect the equilibrium. Section 3.6 contains the concluding remarks. Finally,
appendix 3.8 shows that the main conclusions of the model do not change when I make different
assumptions about the asymmetry of information between borrowers and lenders.
3.2 The Model
The economy lasts for three periods t = 0, 1, 2 and is populated by three types of agents.
First, there are entrepreneurs who are endowed with a project and with A units of cash. En-
trepreneurs are risk neutral and consume only at time 2. A project is a constant return technology
that generates a random return in period 2. The project can be of two possible types, 6H with
probability a and 9 L with probability 1 - a, with OH > gL. Let 7 (0) be the return per unit of
investment generated at time 2 by a project of type 0. For simplicity, I will assume that (0) can
have only two possible realizations
CO) R w.p. 6
0 w.p.1I - 6
Let 8 denote the space of possible types, that is, E = {eL, OH}. This payoff captures the idea that
( ), ( ), ( 2 ),and referencesin m( ).
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in period 2 a high type project generates a higher return than a low type project.
Entrepreneurs are assumed to be risk neutral, hence without other assumptions there would be
no scope for insurance in this model. The assumption of risk neutrality in period 2 is appealing since
I will think of "entrepreneurs" mostly as managers or control shareholders of big firms or banks.
Arguably, these agents can diversify away their exposure to the idiosyncratic risk of the firm they
control, and are effectively risk neutral.
In order to produce the final return, the project requires an initial investment I at time 0, and
a random reinvestment p ~ fo (-) per unit of initial investment at time 1. The initial investment I
determines the scale at which the project is operated. Thus, if carried on to period 2, a project of
type 9 and scale I will generate a random return of () . On the contrary, if the liquidity shock
is not covered, the project is liquidated and generates a return 1 (0) I, with 1 (0) < RO.
I will often refer to the random reinvestment need at time 1 as a "liquidity shock". I assume that
the distribution fo (-) satisfies the monotone likelihood property (MLP) with respect to 9. Formally,
I assume that fL (p) /fH (p) is decreasing in p. The MLP assumption captures the idea that a high
type project is more productive also at time 1. In other words, on average, a high type project
generates a higher final payoff and is cheaper to complete (expected liquidity shock in period 1 is
lower).
The random reinvestment need can have different interpretations. One way to think about it
is that the firm at time 1 experiences a cost overrun which has to be covered in order to continue
the project. Cost overruns are not so uncommon in reality. Altough hard to estimate, some studies
show that big corporations, in particular in the construction and technology business, experience
significant overrun costs during the life of the project.
A more general interpretation for p is that the project generates random income at time 1, but
requires an extra, random investment to be made at time 1. Under this interpretation, p represents
the difference between the random income and the random cost in period 1. In this case p can
either be positive, the project generates positive net income and can be continued, or negative, the
project requires an extra injection of cash to continue. For example, banks may invest in assets that
turn out to be worth less than expected and need to raise funds to continue their normal activities.
In what follows, and in the numerical simulations, I will think of p as an overrun cost, but both
interpretations are possible.
Finally, I assume that all the projects are independent and identically distributed. Independence
implies that in the economy there will be exactly a entrepreneurs of type 9 H and 1- a entrepreneurs
of type 9 L. The i.i.d. assumption also implies that fo (-) will be the cross section of liquidity shocks
per unit of investment for projects of type 0.
The following assumption guarantees that it is optimal to undertake both types of projects.
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Assumption 3. Both projects have positive NP V:
max RFo()-1- pfo(p)dp >O, 0 EE
The maximand is the return from investing 1 unit of wealth in a project of type 9. Investing 1
unit of wealth doesn't have to yield a positve NPV. In fact, if the project is continued for all values
of p, then the investment is likely to deliver a negative NPV. However, the assumption requires
that, if the threshold above which the project is terminated is chosen optimally (as it will be the
case in the optimal contract), the project yields a positive NPV.
Finally, I assume that an entrepreneur can run away with a fraction R - po of the final outcome.
This assumption implies that only a fraction po of the final return can be pledged to investors. On
the other hand, the liquidation value of the firm 1 (0) I is fully pledgeable to investors. Hence, the
moral hazard arises only if the project is continued. Different assumptions about the pledgeability
of the liquidation value would not change the main message of the model. The form of limited
commitment assumed here is closely related to ( ) and will imply that
entrepreneurs will find it optimal to hedge against liquidity shocks.
The second type of agents in the economy are investors. Investors are also risk-neutral and care
only about time 2 consumption. They do not have a project, but they have a large endowment.
A single investor can finance one or more different projects. Because projects are i.i.d. investors
can pool different projects together and generate deterministic cash flows (this is, however, not
important given the assumption of risk-neutrality). Free-entry in the investors' business will drive
their profits to zero. Finally, I assume that investors can transfer consumption across different
periods at the fixed risk-free rate r.2
The third group of agents are the traders. I assume that in the economy there is a betting
market where, for each firm, a security in zero-net supply is traded. Traders do not have a project,
but can trade in the betting market. Each trader is endowed with wealth W and has access to
the same storage technology as investors. Traders are risk neutral and maximize final wealth. For
simplicity, I assume that the payoff of the security traded in the market is g (0) if the project is
continued and 1 (0) if the project is liquidated. The specific payoff of the security is not important
for the conclusions of the model. Of course, it is key that the payoff depends on the type 9.
Traders receive a signal go at time 1 about each firm in the economy. The signal contains
information about the type 9 of the firm. Traders use this information to decide how much money
to invest in the security. It is irrelevant whether different groups of traders specialize in different
firms and receive information only about those firms, or whether every trader observes the signal
2The assumption that investors have a large endowment, together with the availability of a storage technology,
simplifies the analysis without affecting the main results of the paper. Introducing consumers who elastically supply
funds at time 0 and allowing the risk-free rate to adjust to equate demand and supply is relatevely straightforward.
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about every firm in the economy.
Also, since it simplifies things while leaving the main message of the model unchanged, I am
going to assume that the signal §0 is perfectly revealing of the type of the firm. Formally, I will
assume that go = 0.
Finally, before making his portfolio decision, every trader observes the liquidity shock p that
has hit the firm.
Traders submit demand schedule and the betting market is modelled as a Walrasian market.
Let Di (0, p, p) be the quantity of the security demanded by trader i, when he knows that the type
of the firm is 9, he observes a liquidity shock p, and the price of the security is p. In order to buy
a quantity Di (9, p, p) of the security, trader i has to pay a transaction cost r. proportional to the
square of the quantity demanded. Since all the traders have access to the same information, in
equilibrium they will all demand the same quantity and I can drop the subscript i from Di (0, p, p).
The supply of this security is random and equal to u ~ N (0, U2).
The combination of the random supply u and the transaction cost r. implies that the price
will not be fully revealing in equilibrium. The distribution of the asset price will be determined in
equilibrium given the choices of investors and entrepreneurs. I denote with #p (-6, p) the probability
density function of the equilibrium distribution of the asset price if the entrepreneur is of type 9
and a liquidity shock p is observed. Of course, the price is informative because the equilibrium price
distribution is a function of the true type of the entrepreneur. For the rest of the paper, let me set
r = 1 to simplify the notation.
Timing and Information. The timing of the model is as follows. Each entrepreneur meets
an investor and signs a contract specifying, among other things, the initial investment I and, for
each liquidity shock p, whether the firm will be continued or liquidated. For most of the paper,
except for section 3.8, I will assume that entrepreneurs learn their types only after they have signed
the contract with the investor. This assumption greatly simplifies the analysis without altering
the main conclusion. When entrepreneurs learn their types only after the contracting stage, the
notion and the properties of the equilibrium are standard. Investors offer contracts that maximize
entrepreneurs' ex-ante welfare subject to a zero-profit condition and the incentive compatibility
constraints for the two types of entrepreneurs. On the other hand, if entrepreneurs knew their
types before signing the contract, then the combination of adverse selection and competition among
investors would make it much harder to define an equilibrium and prove its existence. The following
graph summarizes the timing of the model.
I will come back to these issues in section 3.8 where I let entrepreneurs learn their types before
contracting takes place. The reason for doing this is twofold. First, I can show that the analysis
here is robust to this assumption. But, more importantly, this alternative assumption allows me to
make an important point on how investors use the ex-post information contained in asset prices.
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3.2.1 Contracts
For a project to be completed, an investor and an entrepreneur have to meet at time 0 and agree
on an initial investment I and on a contingent continuation rule that specifies, for each realization
of p, whether the project is continued or liquidated. Finally, either if the output is realized or the
project is liquidated, the investor and the entrepreneuer have to agree on how to share the surplus.
All these elements are part of the definition of a contract.
Definition. A contract C is a tuple [I, X, c- , c , c, , c ], which specifies:
1. payments c- : R x o x 9 - R+, :R x o x Q - R+, and ce : R xg -+ R+ to the entrepreneur
after observing a price p and a liquidity shock p, in the case the project is succesful, completed
but unsucessful, and liquidated, respectively;
2. payments to the investor c' : R x g x 2 -+ R, 6 : R x o x -+ R, and cI : R x -+ R;
3. an initial investment I E R+ in the project;
4. a continuation rule x : R x e {0, 1} which, for each value of p and p, is equal to 1 whenever
the project is continued.
Remember that at the time when an investor and an entrepreneur meet, none of them knows
the type of the project. However, after the contract is signed the entrepreneur learns his type. I
then allow investors to offer menus of contracts to the entrepreneur. When the entrepreneur learns
his type, he will select the contract in the menu that maximizes his return.
Let C be the space of all possible contracts. A menu of contracts is a subset of C.
By assumption, an entrepreneur can always guarantee for himself a fraction R - po of the final
outcome. If an investor were to offer a menu of contracts C with a payment to the entrepreneur less
than (R - po) I in the case of success, the entrepreneur would make up for the difference by stealing
the output. Therefore, every menu of contracts C offered in equilibrium has to be such that VC E C
c- (p, p, R) > (R - po) I (3.1)
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To simplify notation, let CMH be the subset of C containing only the contracts that satisfy (3.1).
3.2.2 Payoffs
Given a menu of contracts C C C, suppose that the entrepreneur selects the contract C E C when he
learns that his type is 0. We can compute the entrepreneur's expected utility conditional on being
of type 0 as follows:
U (C; 0) = E [Ox (p, p) c- (p, p) + (1 - 0) X (p, p) ce (p, p) + (1 - x (p, p)) cL (p, p) 10]
where the expectation is taken over the realizations of p, p and the final return y (0). From now on
I will denote by CO the contract in the menu C selected by an entrepreneur of type 9 and I will add
a substript 9 to all the objects in Co.
With this notation I can define the expected utility of an entrepreneur who chooses a menu of
contract C before learning his type:
U (C) = U (CL; OL) + (1 - a) U (CH; 0H),
where
CO E argmax U (C;0),CEC
is the contract in the menu that is chosen by type 9.
Similarly, denote by 7 (C; 0) the expected profits of an investor who has offered a menu of
contracts C C C to an entrepreneur who turns out to be of type 9 and chooses contract C E C:
7r (C; 0) = E [OX (p, p) E' (p, p) + (1 - 0) X (p, p) c' (p, p) + (1-X (p, p)) c't (p, p)] - E [1 + px (p, p)}
As before, the expectation is over the realizations of p, p and the final return y (9). The last term in
7 (C; 9) represents the expected costs for the investor when contract C is chosen. This is the sum of
two components: the initial investment outlay I, and the expected cost of reinvestment multiplied
by the indicator function of whether reivestment occurs, x (p, p).
Note that, except for the symmetric information benchmark in section 3.3, the investor can learn
the type of the entrepreneur only by looking at the choice that the entrepreneur makes. Thus, the
investor doesn't know 7r (C; 0), even though he may be able to learn it in equilibrium.
At the time when the contract is signed, expected profits are:
7 (C) = al (CL; OL) + (1 - a) 7 (CH; OH)
where I evaluate ir (C; 0) at the optimal choice of each type of entrepreneur.
The participation constraint for the investor requires that a menu of contracts which offers
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negative expected profits will never be offered in equilibrium. Thus, if C is offered in equilibrium,
it has to be that
7r (C) > 0 (3.2)
The assumption of free-entry then implies that investors make zero-profits in expectation, that is,
(3.2) holds with equality.
3.2.3 Equilibrium Definition
I now turn to the definition of equilibrium for this economy. This is the definition of equilibrium for
the full model. I will then adapt this definition to the special cases considered in sections 3.3 and
3.4. Also, as explained above, in section 3.8 I will consider an extension of the model and change
the definition of equilibrium accordingly.
Definition. An equilibrium for the economy is a menu of contracts C*CCMH, a distribution for
the asset price -1p : R x E x o -+ [0, 1], and a demand schedule Di : e x R x p -+ R for each trader
i E [0, 1] such that
1. Investors choose C* CCMH to maximize their profits
C* E arg max 7r (C)
CCCMH
2. After an entrepreneur learns his type, he selects the contract CO c C* to maximize his expected
utility
Co E arg maxU (C;0)
CEC*
3. Free-entry among investors drive expected profits to zero
7r (C*) = 0
4. For each value of 9, p, and p, each trader chooses Di (0, p, p) to maximize expected profits
Di (0, p, p) E arg max E [(9 (0) X0 (p, p) + (0) (1 - X0 (p, p)) - p) x|1, p,p]- +W2
5. For each value of 9 and p, (bp (-|0, p) is the distribution of prices generated by the equilibrium
in the financial market. That is, for each value of 0, p, and noisy traders u, (Pp (-\0, p) is the
cdf of the distribution of prices p which solve the equation
p = E [9 (0) X0 (p, p) + 1(0) (1 - X0 (p, p))|10,p, p| - u
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3.3 Symmetric Information Benchmark
In this section I solve the model under the assumption that both investors and entrepreneurs learn
the type of the project after signing the contract. The model with symmetric information is very
similar to the model in ( ), the only difference is that here there are two
different types of entrepreneurs. The symmetric information assumption is useful for two reasons.
First, this model provides a benchmark to evaluate the distortions coming from the asymmetry
of information. In the next section I show exactly where the contract is distorted and derive
the implications of these distortions. Secondly, the model with symmetric information shows in a
simple and stark way the trade-off between financing and risk management stressed in
( ). The presence of moral hazard does not allow the entrepreneur to pledge as much
income as he would like. If an entrepreneur waits for the realization of the liquidity shock, he might
be forced to liquidate some positive NPV projects. Thus, the entrepreneur is willing to trade off
better insurance - that is, continuation also for higher liquidity shocks - against a lower scale of the
project.
Now, consider the problem of an investor who has to decide which menu of contracts to offer.
Of course, the investor offers only contracts that satisfy the participation constraint (3.2). It is also
quite intuitive that we can restrict attention to menus containing only two contracts. After the
investor and the entrepreneur learn the type of the project, the entrepreneur selects the contract in
the menu that maximizes his payoff. Since there axe only two types of entrepreneurs, having more
than two contracts in a menu is redundant.
As already pointed out above, free-entry and competition among investors push their expected
profits to zero. Also, as investors in this economy are exactly the same at time 0, they will offer the
same menu of contracts to the entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs, who are also the same at time 0, will
choose the same menu. Finally, after learning their type, all the entrepreneurs of type 0 will select
the same contract in the menu.
The menu of contracts offered in equilibrium maximizes the utility of the entrepreneur subject
to the moral hazard constraint and the zero-profit condition for the investors. Formally, the optimal
menu C'' is the solution to the following problem:
max U (C) (P1)CCCMH
subject to
7r (C) = 0
The following Proposition, which is proved in appendix 3.7, characterizes the solution to problem
(P1).
Proposition 18. The solution to problem (P1) is given by a menu of contracts Cav" with the
following properties
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1. The entrepreneur consumes the minimum share of output if the project is successful and nothing
otherwise:
Eo' (p, p) = (R - po) 10, .c (p, P) = 0, cO',L (p, P) = 0
2. The investor receives all the pleadgeble income if the project is successful and the liquidation
value if the project is liquidated:
Mo (p, p) = p010, . (p, p) = 0, c z', (p, P) = 1 (0) I0
3. For each 0 there exists a threshold p* such that Opo < p* < OR and
X0 (p, p) = 1 if and only if p : p0
4. Initial investment is given by:
A
= 1-1(0)+ f (p-Op0 +l())dFo(p)
From Proposition 18 we can immediately see that in equilibrium both projects are financed. This
is a consequence of the assumption that both projects have positive NPV. Without this assumption,
the investor would prefer to liquidate the low type project, which he could easily do since information
is symmetric.
As already shown in m ), Proposition 18 shows that with symmetric
information the entrepreneur wants to pledge as much income as possible. He does so by getting the
minimum possible share per unit of investment which satisfies the moral hazard constraint, R - po.
Any attempt to compress the entrepreneur's share below this value would violate the moral hazard
constraint and would not be feasible.
Another implication of the model is that a project of type 9 is continued if and only if the
liquidity shock is below a certain value p which is higher than what would be ex-post optimal
for the investor. To see this, imagine that the investor and the entrepreneur do not contract on a
particular continuation rule at time 0. In this case, when time 1 comes and a liquidity shock p hits
the project, the investor will find it optimal to continue if and only if p 5 Opo. That is, the investor
will continue whenever the pledgeable part of income is sufficient to cover the reinvestment outlay.
Proposition 18 shows that in the optimal solution the entrepreneur prefers a higher insurance given
by a threshold p* > Opo. This comes at a cost. The expression for I shows that the higher insurance
is traded off against the initial invstment.
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3.4 Asymmetric Information without financial markets
In this section I reintroduce asymmetric information after the contract is signed. In particular, after
an investor and an entrepreneur meet and agree on a menu of contracts, the entrepreneur learns
the type of the project, but the investor does not. The entrepreneur has then an informational
advantage over the investor which he will use to his benefit. At time 0, the investor has to take this
into account when offering the menu of contracts.
Before solving the full model in section 3.5, I consider the case with no asset market. To fix ideas,
we can think of a bank writing a contract to a private equity firm. Equivalently, this exercise can be
thought of as if lenders were exogenously restricted to writing contracts which are not contingent
on asset prices. This special case serves two purposes. First, it represents another useful benchmark
for the unrestricted model where investors can offer contracts conditional on market information.
Also, this model highlights in a simple way how asymmetric information affects the equilibrium
before introducing asset prices. Secondly, to my knowledge, this is the first paper to derive the
implications of asymmetric information in a model where agents face a trade-off between financing
and liquidity management.
The fact that at the contracting stage investors and entrepreneurs have symmetric information
(none of them knows the quality of the project) simplifies the analysis a lot. In this case, in fact, we
can model the economy as a Walrasian market in which investors compete by offering fair contracts
to the entrepreneurs. From ( ) we know that such an equilibrium always
exist and is constrained efficient. Constrained efficiency simplifies the problem since I can find the
equilibrium by solving the social planner's problem directly.
By the revelation principle, I can restrict attention to direct mechanisms with truthful revelation.
In this enviroment this means that focusing on menus of contracts containing only two contracts,
one for each type of entrepreneurs, is without loss of generality. When an entrepreneur learns his
type, he will find it optimal to select the contract in the menu corresponding to his type. By doing
so, he will reveal his type to the investor. Formally, the equilibrium solves the program
max U (C) (P2)CGCMH
subject to
7r (C) = 0
and to the incentive compatibility (IC) constraints
U (Coi;0) ;> U (Coj; 0) , ij = LH
Under our assumptions, it is possible to prove that only the IC constraint for the low type binds
in equilibrium. I can then drop the IC contraint for the high type. The following proposition, which
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is proved in appendix 3.7, describes the solution to problem P2.
Proposition 19. The solution to problem P2 is given by a menu of contracts C"' with the
following properties:
1. The entrepreneur consumes the minimum share of output if the project is successful and nothing
otherwise:
ce (p) = (R - po) Jo, co (p) = 0, ceL(p) =0
2. The investor receives all the pleadgeble income if the project is successful and the liquidation
value if the project is liquidated:
c (p) = Polo, c' (p) = 0, c,L (p) = 1 (0) I
3. For each 0 there exists a threshold po* (0) such that
X0 (p) = 1 if and only if p:< p*
where
(a) the continuation rule for the low type is the same as in the symmetric information bench-
mark:
p* = p*
(b) the continuation rule for the high type is distorted:
PHg < pL-.
4. Initial investment is given by:
A( + a(1l (OH)+ (p _ OHpO + (OH)) dFH (p)
+(-a 1l(OL) +f 00(p-_6Lp0+ g(L) )dFL (p)
and
1 - FL (p$)
IL IH
Results (1) and (2) in Proposition 19 show that the payments made to investors and en-
treprenuers have the same form as those in Proposition 18. As it was the case when information
was symmetric, the entrepreneur finds it optimal to pleadge the highest possible share of period 2
return and keep for himself the minimum share of return that satisfies the moral hazard constraint.
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Therefore, asymmetric information does not distort the way the optimal contract divides the total
surplus between investors and entrepreneurs.
The contract under asymmetric information is, however, distorted. The optimal continuation
rule under asymmetric information is still characterized by a threshold value for p above which the
project is liquidated. However, while the threshold for the low type is identical to the corresponding
threshold in the case of symmetric information, the continuation rule for the high type is different.
In particular, to ensure that the low type wants to separate from the high type, the contract has to
commit to liquidate a higher fraction of high type projects.
The case considered in thie section is not only a useful benchmark, but allows me to draw
some independent conclusions. In particular, proposition 19 makes predictions on how the trade-off
between financing and liquidity management differs accross projects of different, unknown quality.
Thus, the model offers a different explanation on why more productive firms engage in less liquidity
management (or less risk management). When firms with different productivities are simultaneously
active in the market, the model implies that the more productive firms will separate from the
other, less productive firms by giving up some liquidity insurance in exchange for a higher initial
investment. This is similar to the conclusion reached in ( ) in a model
where firms are subject to endogenous borrowing constraints. There is, however, an important
difference. In ( ) the more productive firms are those that operate
with less capital. With a concave production function, in fact, a smaller firm is at the margin more
productive than a bigger firm. Things are different in my model. First, I assume constant returns
to scale, so the productivity of a firm is independent of its scale of production. More importantly,
I am assuming that the productivity of a firm, its type, is unobservable. If productivity was
determined uniquely by the capital of the firm, which is arguably an observable characteristic, then
the asymmetric information problem would disappear. My model, therefore, shows that even firms
with the same characteristic, but with different projects of unknown qualities, can make different
choices of financing and liquidity management.
The model with asymmetric information has another implication. We know that high type en-
trepreneurs are continued less often than they would be if information was symmetric. But what
happens to initial investment? If we look at the expression for the optimal choice of IL, we can see
that the initial investment of the low type is the same as in the symmetric information case. The
interesting action comes from IH. As observed before, in the optimal contract the high type chooses
to give up some insurance in exchange for a higher initial investment. The interesting thing, however,
is that there is no general implication on how IH compares to its symmetric information counter-
part. Indeed, it could well be the case that the investment in the high project under asymmetric
information is higher than the investment that would occur under symmetric information.
To gain some intuition for this results, remember the fundamental trade-off between initial
financing and liquidity insurance in the Holmstrom-Tirole model presented in section 3.3. There,
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the investor and the entrepreneur signed a contract where the investor was committed to continue the
project for higher values of p in exchange for a lower initial investment. Now, Proposition 19 states
that, under asymmetric information, the high type project is continued only for lower values of p.
Thus, the comparison between initial investment under symmetric information and initial investment
under asymmetric information breaks down to the comparison between the new threshold p** and
the ex-post optimal continuation rule for the investor, 0 Hpo. More specifically, if p* ;> p0
asymmetric information reduces the scope for liquidity insurance, but at the same time makes the
project more profitable for the investors who axe happy to make a higher initial investment. On the
contrary, if asymmetric information calls for a contract so distorted that plg < OHpO, then the high
type project will be less profitable for both the investors and the entreprenuers. In this case, IH is
lower than its symmetric information counterpart.
3.5 Asymmetric Information with financial markets
Let's now turn to the full model where the price of the asset in verifiable and can be contracted
upon.
Remember that the price is informative about the type of the project, but it is observed only
after the contract is signed. Since in equilibrium there is truthful revelation, and the entrepreneur
reports his type before the price is observed, it is not clear why the price should enter the optimal
contract.
In this paper, the principal is the investor, the agent is the entrepreneur, and the ex-post signal
is the price of the asset. The important difference is that the signal of my model is endogenously
determined in equilibrium together with all the other elements of the contract. In particular, the
liquidation rule specified in the contract affects the distribution of the price.
The possibility of observing an endogenous price that signals the type of the agent raises the
issue of whether the investor is sophisticated enough to take into account how the distribution of
the price is affected by the contract. An investor who fails to take this into account when signing
the contract can lose a substantial amount of money. In what follows I assume that investors fully
understand how the contract they offer affects the equilibrium distribution of the asset price.
Let me change the problem to allow investors and entrepreneurs to condition the optimal contract
on the asset price. Remember that 4, (.|, p) is the cdf of the price distribution which is determined
from the equilibrium in the financial market. The equilibrium is the solution to:
max U (C; ,(-|6, p)) (P3)
CCCMH
subject to the contract delivering zero profits to the investor who offers it:
7r (C; o,(-|0, p)) = 0
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and the incentive compatibility constraint for the two types:
U (Coi;64, @ (-|64, p)) > U (Cos;6 , (-|60, p)) , i, j= L, H
To solve (P3) I first need to find the equilibrium in the financial market. Remember from
definition 3.2.1 that the equilibrium asset price is given by:
p = E [ (0) x0 (p, p) + l (0) (1 - Xo (p))|6, p, p] - u (3.3)
Consider the continuation rule for type 0, X0 (p, p). If for the pair (p, p) the project is continued,
the expected return is E [g (0) 10] = RO, otherwise, the return is 1 (0). The quadratic objective of
the traders then implies that the demand for the asset is equal to RO - p if the project is continued,
and is equal to 1 (0) - p if the project is liquidated. The equilibruium is given by the price where
this demand intersects the random supply u.
The following graph plots the inverse demand and the supply of the asset for a project of type
0 and a liquidity shock p.
D-1 (x, )
0 x
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The graph highlights an important point. The dependence of the asset price on the continuation
rule X (p, p) will in general lead to multiple equilibria for certain values of the supply u. In the
region where multiple equilibria exist, the project will be continued if the equilibrium with the
higher price is selected and will be terminated otherwise.
When multiple equilibria exist the equilibrium distribution of the asset price depends on the
equilibrium selection criterion. In general, a selection criterion could be a function of other objects
of the model like, for example, the liquidity shock or the specific realization of the random supply.
Also, a selection criterion could also depend on some parameters of the model. This would make
comparative static exercises particularly hard to perform. For simplicity, I am simply going to
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assume these issues away and consider a random selection criterion which is independent of the
other shocks or parameters of the model. More specifically, I am going to assume that whenever
there are two equilibrium prices, the higher price is selected with probability 7.
The investor and the entrepreneur know the specific form of the selection criterion and take
this into account when signing the contract. In appendix 3.7.2 I show that, if the parameters of
the model satisfy the condition (3.6), then there exists a threshold fio (p) such that xo (p, p) can be
represented as:
X0 (p, p) = 1 ifpop() (3.4)
0 otherwise
The assumption that is needed to prove this result is essentially a requirement that if an investor
wants to continue a project for a given p, then he wants to continue the project also for higher
realizations of the asset price. The reason why this restriction is not automatically satisfied has to
do with the possibility of multiple equilibria in the financial market.
With this representation of X0 (p, p), it is easy to derive the probability density function of the
equilibrium distribution of the asset price:
4 (RO -p) if p R9+eo(p) -l(0)
o) (ROL - p) if Po(p) p < R+ Po (p) - l (0)
(1 -y)$0(1 (0) - p) if fio (p) - RO + 1 (0) :! p < pie (p)
$(1 (0) - p) if p < po (p) - RO +l (0)
This distribution comes directly from (3.3) under our assumption that, for those values of p for
which there are multiple equilibria, the higher price equilibrium is selected with probability -y. The
interpretation for this price distribution is simple. The probability of observing a particular price
p is given by the distribution of the noise # evaluated at the value of u given by the equilibrium in
the financial market. Also, if an investor observes a price p which is in the range where multiple
equilibria exist, he will have to take into account the selection criterion. This is the reason why -y
appears in (3.5) when p C [po (p) - RO + l (0) , R + p0o (p) - 1 (0)].
Optimal continuation rules. The next step is to substitute the equilibrium price distribution
(3.5) into P3 and solve for the optimal contract. In appendix 3.7.2, I show that it is possible to find
the optimal continuation rules x0 (p, p) in P3 by maximizing the objective function pointwise for
each value of (p, p). This leads to a fixed point problem which I solve numerically. More specifically,
in appendix 3.7.2, I show that the optimal continuation rule for the low type does not depend on
realization of the asset price, that is, XL (p p) = XL (P), Vp. This is intuitive: remember that the
asset price is useful for the investor only insofar as it gives the entrepreneur better incentives to
truthfully reveal his type. However, under my assumptions, only the low type has an incentive to
misreport his type. The investor and the entrepreneur find it optimal to condition the contract on
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the price and, therefore, to let the continuation decision partly depend on the extra noise in the
contract (that is, the noise due to the random supply and the equilibrium selection when multiple
equilibria exist) only if this can help relax the ex-ante problem. Since only the incentive constraint
of the low type binds in equilibrium, there is no reason to have the optimal contract for the low
type depend on the asset price.
Formally, there exists a threshold PL such that pL (p) = -oo for p 5 PL and PL (P) = oc for
P > PL. Hence, the continuation rule (3.4) for the low type becomes:
{ 1 if P < PL
0 otherwise
Interestingly, it is possible to prove that PL coincides with the symmetric information threshold
in section 3.3 which, by Proposition 19, is also the same as the asymmetric information threshold
without asset prices. Again, this is quite intuitive: distorting the liquidity insurance for the low
type would only harm the investor since the low type would have a greater incentive to misreport
his type.
On the other hand, the optimal continuation rule for the high type XH (p, p) depends on the
asset price. Formally, let V* be the value of P3, that is, the expected utility of the entrepreneur
evaluated at the optimal contract. Also, let VZ be the expected utility that a low type entrepreneur
would get if the investor knew his type before signing the contract. The following lemma, which I
prove in appendix 3.7.2, provides a simple characterization of the optimal threshold PH (P).
Lemma 8. The optimal threshold for the high type PH (p) in (3-4) is the unique solution to:
9 L (PH WP) AL WP __H - 1g (O) _ *( _ pHP0 +1(H)(36
9 H (NH (p)) fH (p) - ( 0 H) - 1 ( -L
where
9' (PH WP) 74y ((RO - PH (p))|0ou) + 1-7#((l (0) - PH (p) /o) ,i=L, H
is the pdf of a mixture of two Normal random variables with mean RO and 1 (0), respectively, evaluated
at the optimal threshold PH (p).
The left-hand side of (3.6) is the likelihood ratio of the pair (PH (p) , p) when g' (PH (p)) is
used as pdf for PH (p). From Lemma 8 we can see that g' (PH (p)) is a mixture of two Normal
random variables whenever y E (0, 1). This comes from my assumptions on the equilibrium selection
criterion.
While this problem has to be solved numerically, for given values of V* and VZ I can use
equation (3.6) to characterize the optimal threshold PH (p) separately for each p - optimal thresholds
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corresponding to different values of p are connected only through the values of V* and VL*. I can
then prove some properties of fiH (p) without having to solve the overall problem (that is, without
having to compute V* and V*).
The optimal value of the problem V* is greater than the optimal value VL, hence the denominator
of the right-hand side of (3.6) is positive. Thus, if p is high enough that the right-hand side is
negative, that is, if
p > H ,(O) +oH pol(_ H
then the optimal threshold will be oo. That is, for high enough values of p, the project will be
liquidated no matter what the price is.
Also, the ratio gl (pH (p)) /gH (PH (p)) is the contribution of the asset price to the optimal
continuation rule. Under the assumption that 1 (0 H) 5 1 (9L), the asset price is informative both
when the firm is continued and when the firm is liquidated. The ratio 9L (PH (p)) I9 H (pH (p)) is,
in fact, given by combining these two cases with weight -y.
The fact that (3.6) depends on V*, which itself depends on XH (p, p)3 implies that solving this
equation for pH (p) is not enough to characterize the optimal continuation rule. However, since for
each p the optimal threshold fiH (p) depends on all the other thresholds PH (p'), p' 5 p, only through
V*, I can solve P3 by solving a fixed point in V*. In particular, given an initial value for V*, call
it VO*, I can solve (3.6) to get the thresholds {pnH (p; Vo*)} (I have made explicit the dependence on
VO*) and use them to compute the new value of P3, call it V*. The fixed point of this algorithm is
the optimal value V* and, therefore, the optimal thresholds are PH (p; V*) PH (p). In appendix
3.7 I define this fixed point problem more formally.
The next proposition summarizes these results.
Proposition 20. The solution to P3 is given by a menu of contracts CayrP with the following
properties:
1. The entrepreneur consumes the minimum share of output if the project is successful and nothing
otherwise:
c-3 (p, p) = (R - po) Io, g. (p, p) = 0, c',L (p,p) = 0
2. The investor receives all the pleadgeble income if the project is successful and the liquidation
value if the project is liquidated:
c0 (p, p) = Po'O, c)(p, p) = 0, cO,L (P, p) =()0
3The dependence on V* is not an issue here since VZ depends only on XOL (p), which can be computed separately
from XeH (p, P)-
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3. The low type obtains the same liquidity insurance as in the symmetric information benchmark:
f 1 ifp<pL
0 otherwise
4. The continuation rule for the high type XH (p, p) depends on the asset price. Formally, for
each p there exists a threshold PH (p) such that
A 1 ifp PfH(p)
0 otherwise
where PH (p) is the unique solution to (3.6).
5. The initial investment levels are given by (3.15) and (3.16) in appendix 8.
6. The optimal contract determines an equilibrium distribution for the asset price (bp (p| 0, p)
given by (3.5).
3.5.1 Comparative Statics
Now that I have characterized the equilibrium, I can answer the interesting question of what would
happen if financial markets were to become less informative about firms' fundamentals. In my
model, a less informative financial market can be captured by increasing the noise of the random
supply o2. A noisier supply makes it harder for investors to learn the fundamental of a firm from
its asset price.
More specifically, I consider the effect on the optimal contract of a change of oT2, both in the
case that this change is anticipated by the agents when the contract is signed, and in the case
that it is not. Of course, in the former case the change of u is going to be incorporated in the
contract. On the other hand, a non-anticipated increase of oU, can be thought of as a realization of
a zero-probability event after investment and liquidity management decisions are made.
While the case that the change of o2 is totally unexpected might sound extreme, it may nonethe-
less capture some of the events happening during the recent financial crisis. To be sure, financial
market crashes are not totally uncommon and we can expect investors and entrepreneurs to some-
how take this risk into account when deciding on liquidity management. It is also true, however,
that the severity of this crisis stroke many market participants, at least in part, as completely
unexpected.
The reason why financial crises are associated with less informative asset prices comes from the
idea that the informed traders are also those with higher leverage. Think of informed traders as
investments banks or hedge funds. When prices drop, high leverage investors are hit more severily
than other investors and are forced to withdraw from the market (either because they go bankrupt
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or simply because they are subject to margin calls). With fewer and more constrained informed
investors, financial markets become less informative. This mechanism has been studied recently by
Angeletos and Lorenzoni (2010). Here, I am going to take a much more reduced form route and
simply consider exogenous variations of ou. It is important to keep in mind, however, what is the
rationale behind this comparative static exercise.
Remember that o enters the problem through (3.5). In particular, for given contract and hence
for given threshold pH (p), an increase of o2 makes the equilibrium distribution Dp (pl0, p) more
dispersed. Of course, as I said above, the overall effect of a change of of depends on whether this
change was anticipated or not and, therefore, on whether PH (p) changes or not. Let's first analize
the case where the change is not anticipated. By assumption, the contract signed at time 0 does
not incorporate the change of o and, in particular, the optimal threshold PH (p) is exactly the
same as before. When time 1 arrives, investors and entrepreneurs face a new and unexpected price
distribution ' (p|6, p).
D-1(x, 9)
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A noisier supply implies that in equilibrium more extreme realizations of asset prices are observed
with higher probability. For given threshold PH (p), a higher price implies that the firm is continued
more often, while a lower price implies the opposite. After an unexpected increase of o2, therefore,
liquidation of good projects can increase or decrease depending on the shape of the demand function.
Proposition 21. At the optimal contract Cay"p, for each p the probability of continuation is given
by
Pr (p P PH (p) p) = 1 y(ROH PH (p)) + (1 - 7),T ( (H) _ PH (p))
Furthermore, there exists a threshold PH (7) > 0 such that Pr (p pH (p) 1p) is decreasing in oru for
PH (p) PH (7f) and it is increasing in o, for PH (p) > PH (-)
Finally, dPH (7) /dY < 0-
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Proposition 21 shows that the effect of o2 on the probability that a firm is liquidated depends on
the threshold PH (p) and hence on the liquidity shock p. Firms that experience low liquidity shocks
and, therefore, are continued even if asset prices are not so high (i.e., PH (p) is low) will face a lower
probability of being continued. This is true because when o2 increases the probability of observing
more extreme realizations of the asset price increases. The opposite is true for high values of p.
The alternative case is when investors and entrepreneurs expect financial markets to become
less informative and incorporate this into the contract. It is easy to imagine how the result will
look like. As the asset supply becomes noisier, investors will rely less on the market. In the limit,
the market becomes completely uninformative and the model collapses into the special case of
section 3.4. To confirm this intuition let's reconsider equation (3.6). The right hand side of that
equation does not depend on oU, while the left hand side depends on oU through the likelihood ratio
9' (PH (p)) /gH (PH (p)). Now, the limit of gL (PH (p)) gH (PH (p)) as 2 grows to infinity is 1. This
means that in the limit as the asset price becomes completely uninformative, investors stop using
it and (3.6) becomes the same as the condition that defined p** in Proposition 19. The following
graph plots the survival probability - that is, Pr (p PH (p) |p) - as a function of p for for three
different values of o. In the simulations I have assumed 1 (OH) =1 (gL) = 0 and y = 1.
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We already know that the probability that a firm is continued decreases when higher liquidity shocks
hit the firm. More to the point, the figure shows that as auincreases, the graph of Pr (p PH (p) p)
tends to a vertical line. In other words, Pr (p PH (p) |P) converges to a step function that is equal
to 1 or 0 depending on the value of p. This is exactly how the survival probability would look like
were asset prices not available to investors.
3.6 Conclusion
The model of this paper shows how liquidity management and investment decisions are affeced by
the presence of asymmetric information between investors and entrepreneurs. With asymmetric
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information more productive firms give up some liquidity insurance to separate from less productive
firms and obtain a higher initial investment. Relative to the symmetric information case, the
distorted liquidity insurance, while constrained efficient, causes a higher share of good projects to
be liquidated.
Moreover, market signals - such as the price of a security that is correlated with the fundamental
of the firm - can mitigate the asymmetric information problem. I show that asset prices can be
useful even if on equilibrium investors can perfectly screen the different types of borrowers. Indeed,
financial markets are used by the investors only insofar as they help screen the borrowers more
efficiently. On equilibrium, investors are willing to accept that the extra noise in asset prices partly
determines the fate of valuable firms in order to screen the different types of entrepreneurs more
efficiently.
The idea of using market signals to relax the incentive constraint of the investors is novel to
this literature and has some interesting implications. For example, the amount of insurance that
firms can get in equilibrium depends on the ability of financial markets to convey information about
fundamentals. Thus, if during a financial crisis informed traders lose wealth and prices become less
informative, then this model shows another possible mechanism through which market disruptions
can lead many valuable firms to bankruptcy. The endogeneity of asset prices, however, may hinder
the extent to which it is possible to use financial markets. In particular, I show that when liquidation
decisions are based on asset prices - as they are in the optimal contract - multiple equilibria in
financial markets may be possible.
The model focuses on a partial equilibrium contracting problem. In particular, while focusing
on the demand of liquidity of entrepreneurs, the model has ignored how liquidity is supplied at time
1. A possible extension would be to let the the supply of funds in period 1 depend on the investment
choices made in period 0. More specifically, I could imagine investors deciding how much money to
invest in the project at time 0 and how much cash to carry to time 1 in order to cover the liquidity
shocks. At time 1, investors with an excess of funds would lend money to the investors who are
short of funds. ( ) address this issue and show that investors do not
take into account how their portfolio decision at time 0 impacts the overall availability of funds in
period 1. This results is an inefficiently low amount of funds at time 1 (see also ( ) and
( )). The model of this paper could be extended to incorporate an endogenous
supply of funds at time 1, at least conceptually, in a relatevely easy way.
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3.7 Appendix 1. Proofs
3.7.1 Proof of results (1) and (2) in Propositions 18, 19, and 20
Denote with S the expected surplus originated by the project, that is
S (XOH, XOL, IH, IL) aOHRIH
+(1 - a) OL R
XH( , d p (pJ 1H, p) dFgH (p)
IL kgfX, (p, p) dD P IppL , p) dFOL ( P)
+al (0H) IH 1 ~ X H (p, p)) dcJDp (pOH, p) dFgH (p)
+(1 - a) l (OL) L JJ (1 - XgL (p, p)) dp (gjOL, p) dFOL (p)
and with EO [c.,X0'] the expected payment to the entrepreneur of type 0 if he reports type 0', that
is,
e9c~x] = O c-(p,p)Xo(p, p)dIP((pI',p)dFor(p)
+(1-9) 1 Jg (p, p) Xo (p, p) d@p (p|0', p) dFOi (p)
+ J CJ, (p, p) (1 - X0 (p, p)) d@p (p|O', p) dFOi (p)
The problem is then
max S (XgH , XgL, IH, IL)
{Ce,XOH ,X L ,IHIL}
subject to
S (XgH , XgL, 'H, IL) - aEOH CgHXkH] - (1 - a) EO (cLXOL] - aIH - (1 - a) IL + A
- aIH I PX 0 H (p,p) d p P OH, p) dFgH (P) - (1 - a) IL I pXL (p, p) d p ( OL, p) dFL (p) 0
c-%H (p, p) (R - po) IH,
cH (P, P) 0 C
CoH1L (P, P) 0
CgL (AP) - po) IL
, (P,P)> 0
PCOLL(P, P) 0
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(3.7)
]E [cOLXOL] EO' (HXgH
EgH [CgHkgHx EgH [C LXOL]
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
In words, the contract has to maximize the total surplus subject to the investors making non-
negative profits (3.7), the two incentice compatibility constraints for the entrepreneurs, (3.9) and
(3.8), the moral hazard constraints for the entrepreneurs (3.10), and the limited liability constraint
for the entrepreneur (3.11).
Under my assumption the low type will want to pretend to be high type, but not vice versa.
Thus, in the maximization problem I will ignore the IC constraint for the high type.
Let pL, V, OH1H (p, p) #p (p10H, p) f0 H (p), L YL (p, p) Op (P 0 L, p) f0 L (P),
(1 0 H) 0H (p, p) #P (p gH, p) foH (p) L) (PL (p, p) #P q p gL, p) f0 L (p) be the Lagrange multi-
pliers on the constraints, respectively. The first order condition w.r.t. cH (P- p), H (p, p), E (P, p),
and 4L (p, p) are, respectively,
-paOx(H (P P - VFXOH (p, p) + TYH (p, p) > 0
1 - GL
aI-Cf0 H (, p) -VT- L1- X gH (P, ) + H (, ) > 0
-p (-a)xoL (p, p) + VXOL (p, P) +1-L (p, P) > 0
-p (1- a)xoL (p, p) +VxoL (p,p) + L (p, p) 0
-Pa (1 - P , p)) - V (1 - OH (p, p)) + 6H (p, p) >2 0
-p(- a) (1- XyL (p, p)) +v(1 - XOL (p,p)) + 6 L (pp) 0
Note that if the constraint c-eH (p, p) (R - po) IH and the constraint !9H (P, p) 2 0 didn't bind
for a pair (p, p) for which the firm is continued (i.e., xOH (p, p) = 1), then 7YH (p, p) = 0 and
WH (p, p) = 0. This would make the first two conditions negative and contradict the fact that
cH (p, p) (R - po) IH and 4H (p, p) > 0 didn't bind.
Therefore, it is optimal to set
oe1 H(p, p) = (R - po) IH
and
4H (p, p) = 0
Also, we must have
-1(1 - a) RXOL (p, p) +vRX0 L (p,p) +YL (p, P) 0
- a)RxL (p, p) +vRXL (p, p) + PL (p, P) 0
Otherwise, we would have either cL (p, p) = oo or cfL (p, p) = oo which violate (3.7).
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I am going to show that also for the low types the moral hazard and limited liability constraints
must bind.
If the two conditions above hold with equality for a pair (p, p) for which XOL (p, p) = 1, then we
can choose cL (p, p) and cL (p, p) so that the constraints cL (p, p) (R - po) IL and ceL (p, p) 0
don't bind. In turn, this implies that 'yL (p, p) = 0 and <pL (p, p) = 0 and both conditions become:
-p( - a) + v = 0
But if this equality is true, then YL (p, p) = 0 and <pL (p, p) = 0 for all (p, p) for which XOL (p, p) = 1.
To see this, observe that if for some pair (p, p) we had 'YL (p, p) > 0 or <pL (p, p) > 0, then either
cL (p, p) or C3L (p, p) would be infinite.
Now, assume that -p4 (1 - a)+v = 0, and consider a pair (p, p) for which Xgt (p, p) = 0. Suppose
that either YL (p, p) > 0 (the moral hazard constraint is binding) or <pL (p, p) > 0 (the limited liability
constraint is binding). The former would imply cL (p, p) = oo, and the latter 4L (p, p) = oo. Both
of these values contradict the fact that, by assumption, either the moral hazard or the limited
liability constraint is binding. Therefore, it must be true that 'YL (p, p) = 0 and <pL (p, p) = 0 for
every pair (p, p) such that y0 L (p, p) = 0. I have already proved that 7L (p, p) = 0 for every pair
(p, p) such that XOL (p, p) = 1. Thus, ^/L (p, p) = 0 for all pairs (p, p). This, however, implies that
the moral hazard constraint
fYL (P p) ('L (P P) - (R - po) IL) = 0
is satisfied for every IL and, therefore, that IL = oo. The latter violates the (3.7) constraint.
Thus, the optimal payments to the entreprenuer must be such that
cH (p, p) : (R - po) lH, cgL (P, P) (R - po) 1L
H (p, P) > 0, cL (P, P) > 0
CH,L (P,P) 0, ,L (P'P) 0
3.7.2 Proof of Lemma 8
Consider the maximization problem:
max S (XOH, XOLIH, IL){X0 H,X 9 L,IHii }
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subject to
S(XgH,XOL,IHIL) -aEoH [CgHXH] -(1-a)EL [C;LXL] -aIH-(1-a)IL+A
- aIH J PXOH (p, p) dPp (I 1 H,p) dFH (p) -(1- a) IL JPXOL (p, p) dbp (,|0L, p) dFOL (P) 0
EL [ceLXOL] > E [c HXOH]
Both constraints will hold with equality, thus I can solve the first constraint for IH and the second
constraint for 'L. After subsituting in the optimal payments ce and rearranging, the maximization
problem can be rewritten as:
V= max AHg
{XH, L} D (XOH, XOL)
where
$ (XgH, XgL)
and
D (XH, XgL) =
al (OH) +a (OHR - 1 ( 0 H)) XoH (p, p) dp (p OH , p) dFgH (P)
+(1 - a) (OL) + (1 - a) (9LR - 1 (9L)) XH (p, p) dIbp (p gL, p) dFL (P)
H1 (") + (P - "Po + 1 (0)) XOH (p, p) d( (pIH, p) dFgH (p))
+(1 -a) f f XOH (p, p) d'Ip (pIe, p) dFL (p)
f f XOL (p,p) pDp (dI9" pp) dFpL (P)
1 (1L)+fJ (,LPo+ (L)) XL(p, p) dDp(PI9L P)dFOL (p))
I conjecture that Xo (p, p) takes the form
Xe (p,p) = (0 if p > P (p)otherwise
for some thresholds pio (p). I will show that this conjecture is correct under a condition on the
parameters of the model. As discussed in the main text, for given threshold po (p), the endogenous
distribution of the price p is given by:
#P (p|0, p;Po(p)) = I $(RG - p)y4 (ROL -p)
(1 - -) (1(0) -p)
4 (1 (0) - p)
if p RO + Po (p) - 1 (0)
if No (p) < p < RO +Po(p) - l (0)
if po(p) - RO+l (0) p < po(p)
if p < pe (p) - RO + 1(0)
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The maximization problem now becomes:
V*= max AS (pgH (P) ,pL (p))
{PH (P),PgL (p)} D (pH, P ,PL (p))
where
f00
5 (H (p) , pL (p)) al (HH) + a (9HR - 1 (,)) / dlP (P1OH p) dFgH (P)
ePH (p)
+(1 - a) 1 (OL) + (1 a) (OLR - 1 (gL)) ]L p) dFOL (P)
f ePH (P)
and
a (H fH +JJ _ HO +I (OH)) d p (P1OH, p) dFgH (P)
\5 OeH (P)
f fH(P) d bp (p|OL, p) dFOL (p)
f f15 dO p (P | L, p) dFOL (p)
x 1 - l(L )IJ
i5oL (P)
_ gL 0 + 1 (gL)) dp (P1OL, p) dFgL (p))
Note maximizing w.r.t. p&L (p) is equivalent to solving
(OLR - 1 (L)) f f (OL,p)dF(p)
P i ) 1 - f ( -_LP0 + 1 (OL)) dI~p (PIOL, p) dFOL (p) (3.12)
The first order condition of (3.12) is exactly the same as in the symmetric information bench-
mark. Thus, the optimal XOL is undistorted and does not depend on p. In particular, there exists
a constant threshold p* such that
XoL (p) = 1 ifp<p*0 otherwise
Denote with VL the optimal value of (3.12) and plug the optmal continuation rule XBL (p) into
(??) to obtain (with a slight abuse of notation):
V= max A 5 (
NgH (P) D (pH (P), p*
(3.13)
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-)(&gH (P) , fgL (p) ~=
Consider now the integral:
oo
d4Ip (p|0, p) dFo (p)
" j s(RO - p) fo (p) dpdp + $RO+POH(P)-D) yo(RO-p)fo(p)dpdp
I RG+PgH (P) -1(0) NgH (P)
where I have used the expression of the equilibrium distribution bp (p6, p). We can differentiate it
w.r.t. pgH (p) to obtain:
-70q (RO - POH (p)) fo (P) -(- )q5(1 (0) - p0 H (p)) fo (P) =-g0 (& (i')) fo (P)
The FOC of (3.13) is then given by:
-a ( - 1 (0)) g ( H (p)) f (H  ( (OLR - 1 (eL)) gL (&H (p)) fiL (p)
+ V* a (p - OHpO + 1 (H)) gH (a,, (p)) f (p) + (1 -L (H (p)) JOL (P) 0
or, collecting the terms containing p* (p),
9L (H (p)) fOL () R - 1 (0") - VH (p - 0pO +1 (0H))
gH (15gH (p)fH ~ OR-1(L)V
which is (3.6) in the main text. Notice that the first order condition depends on the value of the
problem V* and on the value for the low type V*.
For given value of VL and V* let p9 H (p; V*, VL) be the solution to the equation (where I an
explicitly highlghting the dependence on V* and V*)
9 L ( (p; VoH VZ)) f0 L (P) a 9"R - 1 ( 9 H) _ V (p _g HPO +1 (0 H))
9H (HLH (p;V*,VZ))f 0 Hp) - -a (L _ (OL)) (n-(
First notice that the value of VZ can be found by maximizing (3.12) regardless of the threshold
PgH (p; V, VL*). Also, given VL*, for each value of V* (3.14) can be solved to find the threshold
pH (p; V*, V*) and hence a continuation rule XH (p, p; 'V7)-
Let
F'(V*,VL) A (NgH (p V*
D (pgH pp*L
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be the value of the objective function in 3.13 at the solution pgH (p, V*, V*), p*, and L/. The value
V* of 3.13 is then given by the solution to the equation
V* = r (v*,vL*)
I solve this problem numerically.
From the zero-profit condition of the investors and the IC constraint we can get the expressions
for the initial levels of investment:
A
IH = H ~ (3.15)
D (xoH ,XgL)
and
f f xoH (p, p) dQ p (p|OL, p) dFOL (p) A
IL = f fxOL (p, p)d-DIp (p|OL, p) dFL (p) D (XOHXOL) (3.16)
Finally, we need to verify that original conjecture that xo (p, p) can be represented as in (3.4) is
true. It turns out that the conjecture is true provided that the parameters of the model R, 0H, 0 L,
1 (0H), 1 ( 0 L) satisfy ( gI;p)d (g W<0
dP9H p=)(ROL+l(OH) /
This restriction is necessary and sufficient for the likelihood ratio gL (&H (p)) I9 H ( 0H (p)) in (3.6)
to be monotone (decreasing) in the threshold igH (p).
3.7.3 Proof of Proposition 21
From (3.5), for given p, the probability of being saved is
RO+feH (P)-(O)
Pr(P OHp ) W 1 P) 'Y q5O'N W (RO - p) dp + 1H (LW - p) dp
Let u = ROH - p, then
fRO-POH (P) l(O)-13H (P)
$ (u)du+ $(u)dp
(H -beH (P) -n
= ,T+(ROH _ pgH1 (p) + 1 I -- (H -- &gH {p)
which can be differentiated w.r.t. of2 holding fio (p) constant:
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ROeH (P)
-(gH) 
_ H (p)
exp {ydu +
U U
RO-H (P) U2 -exp1(oH)-POH(p) 2 (o,)2 V/7:g,* { 2 2 U
J () -PH (P)
+ jl(O)-POH(P)
exp -
2 2
U2
I RO -H (P)(OH) -H (P)
2 
_ 2 U d
Uexp 2o-
2 U( -fRO-fo (p)_^ ~ e P m 2 29/2 - l x U2 } du + (1
if RO - fio (p)
if 1 (0) - PO (p)
if RO - po (p)
< 0 then derivative is positive
> 0 then derivative is negative
> 0 > 1 (0) - po (p) then derivative depends on -
3.7.4 Proof of Proposition 22
The proofs of (1) and (2) are analogous to the proofs of the corresponding results in Propositions
18, 19, and 20.
From the zero-profit condition in P4 we can solve for the initial investment level of the two types
of projects:
IAS =e
A
1 -(0) + f f (p -0po+ (0)) xAs (p, p)djs(p|,p)dFe(p)
This proves (3).
The maximization problem can then be rewritten as:
I AI p(pp)dq)S (I 1H,  FgH (p -
subject to the IC constraint for the low type:
dP (S OL,p) dFOL (p)-1-
dP (IsOL,p) dFOL (p)-1
(p,p)d (p|OL,p)dFOL
(p,p)d$ 5 (p|OL,p)dFOL
As usual, I conjecture that XAS (p, p) takes the form
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1 1
2 2
1
2 ai q-2
dp)2
1
2 (o)2
{
f 
)-f0H
2c} dp)
(p) U2 _ 0,2
S270ep
2}dp)
20"
u 2 - 2
U /2x o.2 ,{ 220% f dp)
max
{xis, x?} (ROH 1 -I I
(ROL
>(RO
I
I
fxoL (p, p)
xOHS(p, p)
dFgH (p)) IH
I I ASIAS
PX0 H
-I
(p) IAS
(p)) IH
2(,22 20ru x
(o)~15H (P)
-
-Y) f-oo0
px {p)p dA (pIH p)
AS (p,p)= 1
0
if p ws (p)
otherwise
for some thresholds p5S (p). In turn, this implies that the equilibrium distribution for the asset
price is identical to (3.5) in the main text:
OAS (pp) = { $ (R9 - p)yq5 (ROL - p)(1 - 'Y) $ (1 (0) - p)
p (l (0) - p)
if p RO + S (p) - 1(0)
if fAs (p) p < RO + pjs (p) - 1(0)
if PAs (p) - RO + 1 (0) p < PAs (p)
if p < PAs (p) - RO + 1 (0)
I can then rewrite the problem as:
max R9H
{pAS, p} \
J100100 &dS H p) dFH p) - 1- 00
00 )S(p)
p dAS (pJOH, p) dFgH (p) IH
subject to the IC constraint for the low type:
RL j0 1 d$S (p|IL, p) dFOL (p) - 1 -
> (R9L 10 A d$S (OL, p) dF L (p) - 1 -
pd$s (IOLp) dFOL (p)) I
pdcIAS (pIgL,p) dFOL (aP) IH
Given that the IC constraint will hold with equality at the optimal solution, we can use it to
substitute for I in the objective function.
Let VAs and VLAs be the expected utility that the high and low type get in equilibrium, re-
spectively. The continuation rule for the low type is once again undistorted. In fact, the first order
condition w.r.t. P s (p) is:
(1+Vs)p - ROL - VAS ( 9po+ l (0)) > 0 (3.18)
which is independent of p s (p). Also in the case of adverse selection, therefore, the continuation
rule for the low type has the form:
XOL (P) = { 10 if p PLotherwise
where pfS is the solution to 3.18. This proves (4).
To find the optimal continuation rule for the high type, we can use the IC constraint to sustitute
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(3.17)
IH into the objective function:
max (RH XAS(pp)d$AS (pHp) dFgH (P) -1 Px (p,p ( H,) dFgH H)) AS
AS RH d0 p pH, p) dFgH (p) - 1 - H,p) dFgH OVH -o' ff) RL f P) A( S (pJOL, p) dFOL (p) - 1 - f0J2 o 'p) pd (p|, p) dF(i (P)
AS~) RL 0 00 DAS(PIOL p)dFO (p - - 000fps () pdc$5S (PI OL, p) dF0 L (P)
where I have evaluated the IC constraint at the optimal continuation rule of the low type (this is
the reason VLAs is in the objective function). The first order condition w.r.t. pAH (p) gives:
AS (,;AS (P) 9 L, 'P9P sFO f0~p g L (P) LAS (p - RGH-I
9p ~ ~ ~ ~ A (ROL0 _P i' } f L pP t ~ ~ o ) (3.19)
As (S (p) IRHA fgH (P) H (RgL _
where
gS (PAS (p) 0, p) = yq4 (RO - P2S3 (p)) + (1 -y) 4 (1 (0) - pg (p))
3.19 implicitly defines PAS (p). Of couse, as we did also in Proposition 20, solving 3.19 for a given
value of VAS is not enough since VAs itself is a function of the continuation rules. Instead, VAS
has to satisfies a fixed point problem equivalent to the one shown in the proof of Proposition 20.
This proves (5)
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3.8 Appendix 2. Extension: Adverse selection
In the main text I have assumed that when investors and entrepreneurs meet they do so under
symmetric information. In particular, entrepreneurs learn their types only after they have signed
for a menu of contracts with the investors. In section 3.2 I have explained that the main reason for
making this assumption is that it makes the analysis easier without altering the main conclusions.
In this appendix, I consider the alternative assumption of having entrepreneurs learn their types
before the contracting stage.
There are two important reasons for writing this appendix. First, I can prove that the results in
the main text are not specific to the particular way investors and entrepreneurs interact, nor are they
specific to the definition of equilibrium adopted. On the contrary, when the equilibrim exists, I can
prove that the main insights go through with few interesting differences. One important difference
is that, in the equilibrium I study here, there is no cross-subsidization between different types of
projects. In other words, investors offer contracts that make zero expected profits separately for
each type. On the contrary, under the other assumption, investors were making zero profits only
on average between the two types.
As shown in ( ), if a firm offered a contract which cross-subsidizes
between different types of agents, an investor would find it profitable to offer another contract which
"cream skims" the high types away from the cross-subsidizing firm. This, in turn, would make the
cross-subsidizing contract unprofitable. This feature of the equilibrium is particularly interesting
for my model. I show that, when cross-subsidization is absent, any ex-ante information - that is,
any information that arrives before the contract is signed - will not be included in the contract.
On the contrary, the ex-post asset prices considered in this model will still be part of the optimal
contract.
Different equilibrium concepts have been considered in the literature of competition with adverse
selection, but so far none of them has proven to be conclusive.
Consider, for example, the seminal contribution of ( ). They look for
a Nash equilibrium of the game where firms compete by offering insurance contracts to risk averse
agents. They prove that, when such equilibrium exists, firms separate the different types of agents
by selling them different contracts. Moreover, as already discussed above, in equilibrium firms do
not cross-subsidize among differet types of agents. The well known problem with this equilibrium
concept is that it fails to exist for a non trivial subset of parameters.
Other papers have tried to get around this problem by introducing different definitions of equi-
librium. ( ), ?, and ? have extended the game so that competitors can react when a
firm deviates from the equilibrium. This solves the problem of existence in
( ), but the definition of equilibrium is not totally appealing. ? extends the game to a dynamic
setting and shows that the results of ( ) are not entirely robust to this
modification of the game.
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( 4) study the properties of Walrasian equilibria in economies with
different forms of asymmetric information. Unlike the above game-theoretic literature, in a Wal-
rasian equilibrium there is a market where price-taker firms offer insurance contracts to risk averse,
price-taker individuals. Prices then adjust to clear all the markets. The key point is that in general
different types of agents face different prices (insurance for a high risk individual is likely to be more
expensive). In equilibrium each agent has to be willing to purchase the insurance contract from
the market of his type. ) show that a Walrasian equilibrium always
exists but, in the presence of adverse selection, the equilibrium may fail to be constrained efficient.
In particular, in the simple Rothschild-Stiglitz economy, they show that the equilibrium fails to be
constrained efficient for the same parameters for which the Nash equilibrium used by
iz ) fails to exists.
In a more recent paper, n ) show that the Walrasian equilibrium in
) is not efficient because of an externality that. each type of agents
exerts on the other types when buying an insurance contract. Also, they characterize the Walrasian
equilibrium for the Rotschild - Stiglitz economy and show that it is always given by the separating
contract with no cross-subsidization among different types of agents. The externality works through
the incentive compatibility constraint. ) deal with this externality by
considering Lindhal equilibria. This equilibrium concept, together with an exogenous restriction on
the types of contracts that agents can buy, delivers existence and efficieny of the equilibrium for
the Rotschild - Stiglitz economy. However, a recent paper by c n )shows
that, if the exogenous restriction on the set of contracts in n a _ Go.ardi (2006) is removed,
the equilibrium may again fail to exist even if a Lindhal equilibrium is considered.
Given the absence of a conclusive notion of equilibrium for economies with adverse selection, I
adopt a definition similar to that in (J ). I then show that the equilibrium
is separating and there is no cross-subsidization between types.
Also, let me point out that the absence of cross-subsidization is not a feature of some unusual
notion of equilibrium. On the contrary, no cross-subsidization happens both in the equilibrium of
g ( ), when the latter exists, and in the Walrasian equilibrium of
n ( ), which always exists, but sometimes is (constrained) inefficient. Thus, under
the informational assumptions of this section, an equilibrium with no cross-subsidization between
types is indeed reasonable.
The fact that in equilibriumm there is no cross-subsidization has an effect on how information
is used in the contract. The fact that a different definition of equilibrium affects the way agents
use information should not be a surprise. However, I show that the absence of cross-subsidization
implies that if an investor has ex-ante (that is, before the contracting stage) information about the
type of the entrepreneur, he will not use it in the optimal contract. On the contrary, in equilibrium
investors will find it optimal to condition the contract only to ex-post information - like the asset
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price I consider in this model.
To see why this is the case, remember that in equilibrium investors have to break-even for each
type separately. Now, imagine to provide investors with some information about the type of the
entrepreneurs before the contract is signed. For concreteness, suppose that when an investor meets
an entrepreneur, he can observe the entrepreneur's past performance which is correlated with the
type of the current project. Will the investor use this information to "skim" the good types? In
an equilibrium with no cross-subsidization the answer is no. To see this, say that the outcome of
the previous project can be either success of failure. Now, imagine that the investor decides to offer
contracts only to the entrepreneurs who were successful in the previous project. When there is no
cross-subsidization between types, the equilibrium contracts are insensitive to the fraction of high
types in the pool. Thus, an investor who decides to focus only on the group of previously successful
entrepreneurs will face the same basic incentive constraints within this group as an investor who
does not condition on the outcome of the previous project. Hence, there is no reason in equilibrium
to use the information provided by the outcome of the previous project.
This result is analogous to those obtained in the literature on categorical discrimination in in-
surance markets. In particular, ( ) and, more recently, ( ) are
both concerned with whether banning categorization in the insurance market can improve the equi-
librium efficiency. Interestingly, ( ) studies the efficiency of banning categorization
across different equilibrium concepts. He shows that, when there is no cross-subsidization in equi-
librium, then categorization based on risk-related characteristics does increase equilibrium welfare.
On the other hand, when other definitions of equilibrium with cross-subsidization are considered,
welfare does increase when categorical discrimination is allowed 4 .
There is then a stark contrast between ex-ante information contained, for example, in en-
trepreneurs' past performances or in past market signals and the ex-post information provided
by the financial markets considered in this paper. In fact, since investors do not cross-subsidize
in equilibrium and use market information only insofar as it relaxes the incentive constraint of the
entrepreneurs, only ex-post information matters and is incorporated in the contract.
As said above, for simplicity, the equilibrium concept I adopt in this section is the standard
( ) equilibrium. It is well known that this equilibrium may fail to exist
for some parameter values. Since the issue of existence of this equilibrium is not related to the
question I am interested in this paper, I will not provide a proof of existence, nor conditions under
which an equilibrium exists. In general, though, as it is the case in ( ),
the equlibrium exists whenever the fraction of high types a is "high enough".
Formally, when the equilibrium of the game where investors offer contracts to informed en-
trepreneurs exists, it is the solution to the following problem:
4 The equilibrium concepts considered are the Riley (1979a,b) "reactive" equilibrium (which coincides with the
Rothschild-Stiglitz equilibrium when this exists), the ( ) equilibrium and the ( )-
( )- ( ) "anticipatory" equilibria.
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max U (COH;9H, p(IOHp)) (P4)
CCCMH
subject to the contract delivering zero profits to the investor who offers it:
7r (Co;, , Dp(-16, p)) = 0, VO e E
and that the contract is incentive compatible
U (Coi;64, (-|64, 'p)) U (Coj;64, (-|640, p)) , i, j= LH
Note that now the zero-profit condition applies type by type (this is the no cross-subsidization
result). Also, in the separating equilibrium the high type entrepreneur receives the highest possible
payoff compatible with the low type reporting his type truthfully. The following proposition char-
acterizes the equilibrium allocations. I use the superscript "AS" (Adverse Selection) to identify the
objects of this section.
Proposition 22. The solution to P4 (which coincides with the equilibrium of the game when the
latter exists) is given by a menu of contracts CAS with the following properties:
1. The entrepreneur consumes the minimum share of output if the project is successful and nothing
otherwise:
ce,As (p, p) = (R - po) o (p, p) = 0, cAS (p, p) = 0
2. The investor receives all the pleadgeble income if the project is successful and the liquidation
value if the project is liquidated:
c ,AS (p,p) = poiOAS ,AS (p,p)=, c S IAS
3. The low type obtains the same liquidity insurance as in the symmetric information benchmark:
As1 if P S
xS (P) =L
0 otherwise
where OS is the solution to 3.18 in the appendix.
4. The continuation rule for the high type xjA (p, p) depends on the asset price. Formally, for
each p there exists a threshold p (p) such that
AS 1if p p
0 otherwise
138
where pAS (p) is the solution to 3.19 in the appendix.
5. Investment is given by:
iAS - A0 1 (0) + f f (p - po + 1(0)) xA^(p, p) dDs (p|6, p) dFo (p)00P
6. The optimal contract determines an equilibrium distribution for the asset price (bA (pso, p)
given by (Y. 17) in the appendix.
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